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BARRY IS... COMMAND SET HEADQUARTERS!

ARC/5 & 274N EQUIPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSMITTERS</th>
<th>RECEIVERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1 to 3 Mcs.</td>
<td>520 to 1500 K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4 Mcs.</td>
<td>1.5 to 3.0 Mcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5.3 mc</td>
<td>3 to 6 mc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3 to 7 mc</td>
<td>6 to 9.1 mc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BC-458—New!**

**WRITE FOR LATEST ARC/5-274N LIST!**

**MODULATOR**

BC 456 w/Dynamotor... $6.95

MD-7 New w/Dynamotor... 9.95

(Uses 2-162S, 1-1215GT, 1-VR150)

**INFRA-RED TRANSMISSION LAMP**

CL-2 Westinghouse Infra-red transmission lamps. No license required to transmit voice of modulated CW or Infra-red relay. Circuit diagram and instructions for 5 way transmission given free with each lamp. A new experimental field. CL-2 Infra-red lamp. Brand new original item. Worth over $50.00! SPECIAL.

**$10.00**

**GENERAL RADIO LX/804 SIGNAL GENERATOR**

7.5 to 330 Mcs in 5 ranges. Exceptionally well made by G.R. and Federal Eng. Built into mahogany finished wood cabinets for lab. use. All are used, checked out, and in operational condition when shipped. Operates from 115 volts, 40-60 cycles AC. **OUR SPECIAL PRICE**

**$99.50**

**12 VOLT DC DYNAMOTORS**

Made for RCA by the Hoover Mfg. Co. INPUT: 12 VDC @ 11 Amps. OUTPUT: 400 VDC @ 800 mcint. (160 ma. cont. duty). Also operates from 24 VDC @ 15 Amms. Measures 2 7/8 x 5 3/4 x 5 3/4 in. Brand new in original sealed factory cartons.

**$9.95**

**MALLORY VIBRAPAC**

Mallory 6 or 12 volt. Vibrapacs for mobile applications. Deliveries made directly to you. 250 volts @ 100 mts. Complete with vibrator. Used, good. Specify 6 or 12 Volts.

**$9.95**

**COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT**

HAMMARLUND SUPER PRO model $10. NEW! COMPLETE! $49.00

**BX-42 RECEIVER**

Like new! Very good buy! $135.00

**HRO PLUG-IN COIL**

Remove a few turns to tune it to 15 mc, band. Fits ALL HRO sets. Brand new! $9.95

**BYBEE-CARLSON super Hi-Fi speaker model RF-460 New (box not 100) $11.50**

**WALKIE-TALKIES, BC-811**

Matched pairs at 3355 Excel. Cond. Fine. Power. $110.00

**ROCKET FOR 4X5/40A, 4X20B**

New. $3.50

**RETHRO**

Heavy duty. Pair. $9.95

**FEED-THRU BOWL ABSY**

2% in. porcelain bowl. Gafr. mtg. flange. 4" brass stud. New, in orig. pack.

**IN CASE LOTS OF 20... $7.50**

**NATIONAL RBL-5 RECEIVER**

Six-band low-frequency ship/shore receivers. Tunes from 14 Kcs. through 600 Kcs. Operating on 117 volts 60 cycles. All brand new, in original export cases. Instructions included. SPECIAL! $69.95

**SSB LOW CAPACITY FILAMENT TRANSFORMER**

PRIMACY: 110 VAC 60 cy. SECONDARY: 19 volts @ 10 Amps. 0.5 VAC @ 30 Mc. For use with SSB, etc. Brand new, current production. Designed for SSB, but may be used in ANY filament circuit at above ratings. Max. 600 ma. in 5% H. x 5% W. x 3% Deep. SPECIAL.

**$13.95**

**BARNS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION**

512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, N. Y.
The Command Set, by far the most popular surplus item to appear on the market, was a late starter, appearing for the first time in March 1947. I shudder to think how many of these sets were turned over to the surplus dealers, for today, ten years later, even though practically every ham in the country has one or two of the sets, there are still thousands of them left and the price is still ridiculously low for the performance that can be obtained.

Being popular and being inexpensive, many articles have appeared in CQ during the last ten years covering the modifications of the units. The demand for these articles has been so heavy that every issue of CQ that carried them was long ago sold out, leaving the fellow with no library of back issues either to go it blind or else to scrounge from a buddy.

Now, as a public service to all those poor downtrodden hams with no CQ library, and as a foxy way to bleed our ever willing audience of some extra money we are reprinting here in one book all of this invaluable information.

If you run into any problems or have any questions baffling you, just remember that several of the authors involved are now silent keys, others have by now forgotten they ever wrote any article, and the editor doesn't know up from down.

The Command Set is made up of several units. There are five receiver units ranging from 190 kc to 9.1 mc. A few 9 to 18 mc receivers were built but quantity production never was undertaken. The five transmitters cover from 2.1 to 9.1 mc. Below is a table which should help you to identify them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>I.F. (kc)</th>
<th>Service Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>190-550 kc</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>R-23, R-23-, R-148, BC-453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520-1500 kc</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>R-24, BC-946-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5-3.0 mc</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>R-25, BC-454-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0-6.0 mc</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>1415</td>
<td>R-26, BC454-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0-9.1 mc</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>2830</td>
<td>R-27, BC-455-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-156 mc</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>12 mc</td>
<td>R-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1-3.0 mc</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>T-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0-4.0 mc</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>T-19, BC-696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0-5.3 mc</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>T-20, BC-457-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3-7.0 mc</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>T-21, BC-458-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0-9.1 mc</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>T-22, BC-459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-156 mc</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>T-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modulator</td>
<td>MD-7, BC-456-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamotor</td>
<td>DM-33-, DY-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Box</td>
<td>C-29, BC-451-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antenna Relay</td>
<td>RE-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a (-) appears after the service number as listed above, that type of equipment may have had more than one model as the R-23A, R-23B, etc.
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ASB-5 RECEIVER for 420 Mc BAND!
As featured in "CQ" for October 1956. Easily converted, makes a marvelous receiver for 420 band, with 8X Amplifier! Supplied complete with all tubes, $14.95
OUR LOW PRICE $9.29
Tuning Knob is ASB-5 Receiver $1.29

SCR-522 FINEST 2-METER RIG!
Terrific buy! VHF Transmitter-Receiver, complete with all components. 100-156 Mc. 4 channels. Xtal-controlled. Amplitude modulated well. They're going fast! Excellent condition. BRSC-522 Transmitter-Receiver, complete with all 16 tubes. COMBINATION $33.33 - Special

ARC-2 MARINE RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER
NC TV Combo 1.5 to 1.8 Mc BRAND NEW with 6 tubes $16.95
NC TV Combo Transmitter 2.1 Mc BRAND NEW with 4 tubes and Xtal $12.45

LORAN APN/4 OSCILLOSCOPE
Easily converted for use on radio-TV Service Bench!
BRAND NEW Completely Assembled Supplied complete with 6 Scope type SCPI and BCA 100 Kc. Crystal Unit...

BRAND NEW SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES In Original Individual Packing

IAN... CRP-730A MAGNETRON, Raytheon...
$3.45

Type Each Lot of 12 Lot of 100
610W $4.45 $5.15 $4.10
1625 $2.75 $3.25 $3.00
1626 $1.75 $2.15 $2.00
826 $2.95 $3.45 $2.95
2372B $3.55 $4.05 $3.55
VR105 $7.95 $8.95 $7.95
8002K $3.95 $4.55 $3.95
R521 $7.25

NEW! Cathode Ray Tubes NEW!

SCPI $1.95
3FP $2.22
3SB $2.22

Hi-FI DYNAMIC HEADSET WITH RUBBER CUSHIONS
Freq. Range: 40-14,000 CPS. No distortion...
BRAND NEW $5.95

DYNAMIC Headphone with Dynamic Mike.
BRAND NEW, complete $3.95

MICROPHONES

Model Type-9 Handset
T-9 Carbon, Brass MIK...
$4.95
$2.95

CD-287A Orister with FFLS plug and 26G Jack...
$6.95

DYNAMHO HEADPHONES, 6-ohm impedance, with large earphone cushions, cord and phone plug...
BRAND NEW, special...
$2.95

Round Pencil Meter with "Push-to-talk" Switch, cord and plug—BRAND NEW...
$2.95

AN/ARR-2 RECEIVER
BRAND NEW—A Terrible Value! Tuning Range 254 Mc to 2 Mc. TX-7000, ~6-K5s, 1-12AY6. Only a few at this price...
$8.88

Complete with 1-15A Dyna...
$12.95

140 VOLTS AC POWER SUPPLY for above...
$7.35

BRAND NEW WOBBLATOR, Special...
$4.95

FREE CATALOG!
Please include 25c Deposit with order—Balance C.O.D. MINIMUM ORDER $5.00. All Shipments F.O.B. Our Warehouse N.Y.C.

Ham Special Famous BC-645 Transceiver

With MANUAL for Easy Conversion to CITIZENS' BAND!

Makes wonderful mobile rig for 420-Mc. Easy to connect for use on CW 2-way communication. This swl rig originally cost over $100—saves you a small fortune. Make your own mobile rig...

BRAND NEW You get it all, in original factory carton, BRAND NEW, complete with 14 tubes, complete supply. Conversion Instructions included...
$29.50

PE-1010 DYNAMOTOR for BC-645, has 12-24V input (easy to convert for 8V battery operation)
$7.95

Complete set of 10 plugs...
$5.50

CONTROL BOX for above...
$2.50

SHOCK MOUNT for above...
$1.25

CONVERSION BOOKLET. Instructions for most useful of this rig...
$2.50

ARC-5/T-23 TRANSMITTER

VALUE $100.00
2-Meter Transmitter, 100-156 Mc. Limited Quantity, Special Offer. Excellent used cond. competitive with new...
$5.95

BRAND NEW, complete $7.95

DYNAMOTOR VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>NEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DA-1A-B</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-25</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>224V .07A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-32A</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>250V .05A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-33A</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>575V .15A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-34D</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>640V .25A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-25D</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>250V .05A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-37</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>625V .25A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-50</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>625V .15A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-53A</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-64A</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>275V .05A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-20C</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>1000V .35A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-30C</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>125V .25A</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-103</td>
<td>6/12V</td>
<td>Input 500V @ 160 Ma</td>
<td>$24.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BRAND NEW...

NEW! 6/12V Input, 500V @ 160 Ma. Output, with cables and plugs...
$24.50

PE-40B 2.5V 2A @ 125V $1.25
PE-103 6/12V Input...
$24.50

BROADCAST RECEIVER

590 to 1500 Kc. 6 tubes: 1-1846, 1-1887, 1-1886, 1-1896. For dynamic operation. Easily converted to 110 or 120 Volt. 2-Volt stages, 8-volt tuned cond. Complete with all tubes and metal finish sealed carton...
$19.95

BRAND NEW...

BR-457 TRANSMITTER—4.5 Mc. Complete with... $7.88

BR-455 TRANSMITTER—7 Mc. Complete...
$7.88

BR-459 TRANSMITTER—9.5 Mc. Complete...
$11.95

ARC-5/T-10 TRANSMITTER—3 to 4 Mc. BRAND NEW, complete with all tubes and crystal...
$8.88

SCR-274 COMMAND EQUIPMENT

ALL COMPLETE WITH TUBES Domestic Brand Description Used Used
BR-455 Receiver 555-595 X5 7.25 7.25
BC-446 Receiver 5-8 Mc 7.25 7.25
BC-441 Receiver 6-9 Mc 5.25 5.25
Modulator 4.5 4.5
Complete kit...
$7.95

SPLINED TUNING KNOB for SCR-274 Mc RECEIVERS...
$9.95

110-VOLT AC POWER SUPPLY KIT
FOR ALL 274-N and ARC-5 RECEIVERS...
Can be assembled quickly and easily, on pre-drilled chassis. Plugs into the rear of the receiver, and delivers 34 volts as well as "B" voltage. No wiring changes needed. Complete kit of parts with metal case...
$7.95

INSTRUCTIONS...

49c

TG-5 TELEGRAPH SET

Made for USA Signal Corps. Small Daisy field set for easy conversion. Sturdy, precision-built. Features 5-8 Mc with hinged covers, complete with telegraph key and headset. BRAND NEW. In carrying case with shoulder strap...
$9.95

Used, etc. Cond...
$7.95

G & G Radio Supply Co.
Telephone: CO 7-4605
53 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y.

G & G Radio Supply Co.
Telephone: CO 7-4605
53 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y.

ALL MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRICE CHANGE OR PRIOR SALE.
MODULATOR UNIT RC-466-A108-B1 WITH DYNAMOTOR DM-33-A

NOTE ON SWITCHES S50, S52, AND S53
S53 SHOULD ALWAYS BE KEPT IN “B O U T” POSITION AS INDICATED ON THE RED PLATE FOR SATISFACTORY OPERATION WITH MICROPHONE T17,T30 OR EQUAL.

NOTE ON MICROPHONE JACK J65
THE NUTLED NUT IS USED TO GROUND THE SLEEVE OF JACK J65 WHEN A MICROPHONE EQUIPPED WITH A PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH SUCH AS MICROPHONE T17 IS USED. WHEN THE J65 SLEEVE IS NOT GROUNDED, THE PUSH-TO-TALK FUNCTION MUST BE PERFORMED BY KEY K56 OR AN EXTERNAL KEY OR SWITCH CONNECTED TO JACK J65.

RADIO CONTROL BOX
RC-451-B
Chapter I  COMPLETE CONVERSIONS

Converting the SCR-274-N

L. W. MAY, Jr., W5AJG-W5JKM

Demobilizing the army unit for variable-frequency control on amateur AM and FM Operation

An increasing amount of surplus Army equipment is appearing on the civilian market. Among various items of interest to the radio amateur is the SCR-274-N, an aircraft unit that is very easily adapted to amateur use as a stable, variable-frequency oscillator (VFO), either for AM or FM operation. The SCR-274-N is the overall designation given the principal components of a multi-channel aircraft radio receiving and transmitting set-up used on thousands of planes and now "declassified." So that the reader may know what to look for, the army numbers of the equipment are as follows:

The receiving end consists of three separate units—the BC-453-A (190-550 kc), the BC-454-A (3.0 to 6.0 mc) and the BC-455-A (6.0 to 9.1 mc). These receivers operate from the airplane 24-28-volt storage battery and each contains a separate dynamotor for plate power. It is an easy matter to substitute 6-volt tubes for the 12-volt series type originally in the receiver, and rewire the filament string for parallel 6.3-volt operation from a standard filament transformer. (Alternatively, a 24-volt transformer may be used to energize the heater circuits with the receiver left as is.) Any light 250-volt receiver power supply will provide plate power for the sets, or a vibrapack may be used if mobile operation is contemplated. These receivers are very sensitive, incorporating an r-f stage, BFO for c.w. reception, and, all-in-all, make excellent receivers up to approximately 10 megacycles.

The Transmitters

Four separate transmitters are included in the sending unit. The BC-696-A covers 3 to 4 mc, the BC-457-A from 4 to 5.3 mc, the BC-458-A, 5.3 to 7 mc, while the BC-459-A tunes from 7.0 to 9.1 megacycles. Each transmitter consists of a master oscillator tube (1626 or 12J5) exciting a
for VFO Operation on FM or AM

View showing completed VFO. Upper left is the output. Upper right is the volume control when used for FM operation. Center is the dial which controls the frequency.

pair of beam tetrodes in the power amplifier stage (1625's or twelve volt 807's). The tubes in the amplifier are connected in parallel. The master oscillator and r-f power amplifier tuning capacitors are gauged, and an excellent worm drive, with plenty of reduction, is incorporated in the dial system. Included in each transmitter is a piezo-electric crystal and an electronic resonance indicator for calibration. This may be removed to make way for additional FM features, to be described later, or left as is if only AM VFO operation is contemplated. The power output may be varied from a few watts to approximately 55 watts according to the power supply on hand. Thus, one of these little jobs may be used as a fixed variable-frequency transmitter or as a driver for a higher-power amplifier.

The components are of exceptionally high quality and the assembly rigidly constructed. By using standard aircraft shock mountings (which are attached), the mechanical stability is excellent; and with a stabilized 200-volt supply to power the master oscillator, the drift is very small. This equipment was designed to hold the frequency quite constant in aircraft under vibration and extreme temperature changes; so it can be understood that the frequency variation will be practically nil with the set mounted on the operating table, subject to little vibration and relatively constant temperature.

Modifications for Amateur Use

At W5AJG, we were interested in a VFO unit to work directly into the crystal oscillator tube—in fact, to work in place of the crystal itself. Since all the crystal stages started with either 6 or 7-mc crystals (6 mc for the 144-148-mc band as well as the 50-54- mc band) it was decided to purchase the BC-458-A transmitter unit which covers 5.3 to 7.0 megacycles. Actually, this unit will reach to about 7.5 mc and will replace any 7-mc crystal.

It was decided to add a simple reactance tube modulator circuit and have the choice of either AM VFO or narrow-band FM transmissions. This was accomplished by a simple modification, and the unit works on either frequency or amplitude modulation. Should the crystal stage of the regular station transmitter start with a 3.5-mc crystal instead of a 6 or 7-mc crystal, the BC-696-A, with its range of 3 to 4-mc, should be selected.

The changes necessary to do the job are as follows. Reference is made to the original schematic, Fig. 1, and to the modified diagram Fig. 2. To begin with, the 24-volt former air-plant battery supply is replaced with a 110 to 24-volt transformer for the heaters. These transformers are surplus stock in any mail-order catalog and sell for around $1.25. This is cheaper and easier than replacing the oscillator tube and the two tetrode finals with 6-volt versions, and obviates wiring changes in the heater circuits.

Next, the unwanted components are removed from the chassis—namely the variable antenna loading inductor L52 (this will serve admirably
as an antenna tuning coil elsewhere around the station), as well as the antenna change-over relay K54. Relay K53 is either tied down in the energized position or removed and the wiring circuits closed. This relay switches plate voltage to the master oscillator and shorts out resistor R75 which was used for c.w. work. An extra feed-through insulator is employed to bring out the low-impedance line coupling the output transformer, T54, to the crystal oscillator stage of the transmitter it drives (Fig. 8).

For AM VFO operation, the above changes are all that are necessary. Of course a power supply, preferably a regulated 220-volt unit, is used to power the master oscillator—while anything from 200 to 550 volts, unregulated, is suitable for the amplifier, depending on the desired power output.

The dial is very closely calibrated and a 4,600-kc crystal resonator is used to check the calibration. This is very simply observed by tuning for maximum indication on the electronic eye tube and then noting if the dial reads exactly 4,600 kilocycles. The transmitter is then calibrated over the rest of the dial. This crystal does not stabilize the frequency in any way—it is merely a built-in standard to check the master oscillator dial setting. A crystal of another frequency could be substituted—for instance one spotting a particular pet or net op-

---

Fig. 1. Original schematic of the BC-458-A (5.3 to 7.0 megacycles with a bit of leeway). The following parts are identified:

- C4A, C4B, C4C...0.5 μf
- C5...0.0018 μf
- C6...master oscillator padding
- C7...0.006 μf
- C8...fixed neutralizing
- C9...master oscillator tuning
- C10...0.002 μf
- C11...power amplifier tuning
- C12...0.05 μf
- C13...power amplifier padding
- C14...3.0 μf
- C15...50 μf
- K1...transmitter selector relay
- K2...transmitter output relay
- L1...antenna loading coil
- R1, R2, R3...51,000 ohms
- R4, R5...20 ohms
- R6...1 megohm
- R7...1,000 ohms
- R8...126 ohms
- R9, R10...15,000 ohms
- R11...390 ohms
- R12...51 ohms
- RL1...parasitic suppressors
- T1...oscillator coils
- T1A...amplifier coils
- Y1...crystal unit
- 7-prong female plug, outside view
Fig. 2. Modified diagram of transmitter covering from 5.0 to 7.3 megacycles. Referring to Fig. 1., the following components were eliminated mainly from the electronic eye circuit: R₆, R₇, R₈, R₉, R₁₀, R₁₁, R₁₂, Y₂₀, K₁₁, K₁₂, and L₁₁.

Parts added for the FM reactance modulator comprise:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>0.00925 µf mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂, C₃</td>
<td>0.01 µf paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₄</td>
<td>0.0055 µf mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₁</td>
<td>1,000 ohms, 1/2, wett carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₂, R₅</td>
<td>50,000 ohms, 1/2, wett carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₆</td>
<td>500,000 ohms gain control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC</td>
<td>2.5 mh r-f chokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T₁</td>
<td>Line input audio transformer, 500 ohms to grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12SJ7</td>
<td>Metal or glass tube</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

operation frequency. This would enable the operator to place himself exactly on a particular frequency in the band.

Additional Modifications for FM

It is probable that the amateur will engage extensively in FM narrow-band operation in the near future as well as amplitude modulation. Advantages are claimed for FM in services closely paralleling amateur operation, such as mobile police and point-to-point communications. Not the least among these features is the very modest requirement in regard to modulating power. Also, existing superhets will do a good job of receiving FM transmissions. Later, of course, an FM channel will no doubt be standard equipment in all ham receivers.

By making a few more additional changes, the

Fig. 3. Suggested arrangement for coupling the VFO to the regular station transmitter when high power is desired
already modified AM VFO can just as easily be converted to narrow-band FM operation. This is accomplished by adding a reactance modulator tube and shunting its output circuit directly across the master oscillator tube—thereby varying the frequency of the master oscillator in accordance with the audio applied to the reactance tube input circuit. Of course purely AM operation is still possible as above. The FM feature is additional.

Again referring to the original and modified schematics, the electronic eye (1629) is removed to make way for the substitute reactance modulator tube. This new addition will be a 12SJ7 type tube. Also the resonator crystal is dispensed with, and all wiring from these two sockets removed, with the exception of the heater leads to the 12SJ7 tube. Note that the original resistor R71 remains in the circuit across the heater terminals. The new wiring is simple and follows that in the modified schematic. A 500-ohm line to the grid transformer permits the output of the speech amplifier to modulate the reactance tube. Audio required is approximately zero db.

Should AM operation be desired, it is merely necessary to turn off the reactance tube gain control, R4, and plate modulate the station transmitter in the usual way. With FM operation, the zero db audio track is fed into the 500-ohm input circuit and the gain control turned up sufficiently to produce the required swing of the carrier. Of course the mean frequency may be spotted anywhere in the band by using the calibrated dial in the usual way. Needless to say, it is necessary, when using FM, to stay within the confines of the FM portion of the band. A swing of a few kilocycles on the fundamental frequency of the VFO will be multiplied by the same ratio of frequency multiplication in the transmitter. Thus, if FM operation in the 144-148-mc band is desired with a VFO frequency of 6 megacycles, a swing of 1 kc at this point will be multiplied by 24, which is more than ample for narrow-band amateur FM work.

**Coupling to Main Rig**

The output of the FM-AM VFO unit can be coupled to the crystal tube of the regular station transmitter in a number of ways. At W5AJG, a shielded twisted pair runs from the operating desk, upon which the VFO is mounted, to the crystal stage of the transmitter proper across the room (Fig. 3). The crystal is removed and a separate tuned tank circuit substituted by plugging into the crystal holder. Should the crystal tube be a harmonic type, this tuned tank can be of the same frequency as the crystal. In tri-tet crystal oscillators, the cathode coil should be shortened. With pentode type oscillator tubes, it is usually possible to work straight through without self-oscillation. However, should 7-mc operation be primarily desired, it is advisable to choose a VFO unit operating on 3.5 megacycles so that the former crystal-controlled tube will operate as a doubler. In any event, care should be taken to avoid shorting the grid bias of the excrystal tube by connecting a blocking capacitor in series with the high side of the oscillator tube.

It will be found that the SCR-274-N makes a very nice VFO unit with AM or FM operation optional at a very low cost. It is suggested that those interested in obtaining equipment of this type, contact firms that rebuild and reconvert government aircraft apparatus to civilian requirements. As used in Army service there is usually about three times the amount of equipment needed for civilian purposes, and the surplus gear is generally available at a very moderate cost.
Undeniably the Most Popular Items of War Surplus Gear were the "Command Set" Receivers and Transmitters. Because of the Tremendous Interest They Still Have for Many of Our Readers We Take Pleasure in Presenting a Final-Final Conversion Article

In spite of the many articles published about "Command Sets" in the past several years (See bibliography), there remains an insatiable appetite among new amateurs for conversion data on the BC-274N and ARC-5 equipments.

Information on the following points is in demand:
1. Basic conversion data.
2. Power supply requirements.
3. Simple modification to crystal control for Novice use.
4. Modifying 4-5.3 Mc. (BC-457) and 5.3-7 Mc. (BC-458) units to cover amateur frequencies.
5. Transmitter de-TVt'ing information.
6. Receiver data.

This "final-final" article will attempt to assemble the above information in one place for the benefit of all concerned.

The Basic Transmitter Circuit

Although they have different nomenclatures and cover different frequency ranges, all "Command" transmitters utilize the basic circuit shown in Fig. 1. A 1626 variable-frequency oscillator drives an amplifier, consisting of a pair of 1625's in parallel. A 1629 "magic eye" tube, in conjunction with a quartz crystal, serves as a frequency calibrator.

A roller-type antenna coil, adjusted by means of a thumb wheel through the front panel permits using almost any non-resonant length of wire as a Marconi antenna. Antenna coupling is varied, also from the front panel, by a pivoted link coil inside the amplifier coil.

Rated transmitter input is about 90 watts on CW and half that on phone. All tubes have 12.6-volt filaments wired in series-parallel and operated from a 25-volt (nominal) d.c. source.

The two important differences between the BC- and ARC-5 model transmitters are in the method of plate feed to the 1625's and the power sockets on the rear. In the ARC-5's, an r-f choke feeds the voltage directly to the plates, and a 0.0004-µfd. blocking condenser keeps the d-c voltage off of the tank coil. In the BC-models, the plate voltage is fed through the 1625 tank coil. This difference has no practical effect on the operation of the transmitters.

Of more immediate importance are the differences in the power sockets, which are noted in Fig. 1.

Adapting The Transmitters

Few amateurs have 25 volts of d.c. available; therefore it is necessary to modify the filament circuit of the transmitters for a-c operation. Either 12.6 or 25 volts may be used. For 25-volt operation, the modification entails three steps:

1. Remove the two resistors (R70 and R77) connected to pin 8 of the 1629 tube socket. Replace them with a single 2500-ohm, ½ watt resistor connected between pin 8 and the chassis (ground).
2. Jam both relays (K33 and K54) closed.
3. Mount a key jack in the lower right-hand corner of the front panel. Disconnect the 1625 cathodes from relay K53 and the 51,000-ohm resister (R75) across it. Connect the cathodes to the jack through a 50-ohm, two-watt resistor. Bypass the cathode of each 1625 tube (pin 6) to the metal shell of the tube socket with .005-µfd., 600-volt, disc ceramic condensers (Centralab DD-502). The 50-ohm resistor eliminates the effect of having the "dots" on a slightly different frequency than the "dashes," as sometimes happens when a "bug" key is used.

Operating the filaments on twelve volts requires one additional step:
4. Ground pin 7 of the remaining 1625 socket (one is already grounded). Tie pin 1 of the two sockets together and to pin 2 of the 1629 socket. Remove the 126-ohm resistor (R71), which is connected across pins 2 and 7 of the 1629 socket and mounted on the rear chassis wall. Transfer the wire connecting pin 7 of the 1629 socket and the oscillator coil terminal strip to pin 2 of the socket. Ground pin 7 of the socket, and connect pin 2 to the filament terminal on the power socket (pin 6 on BC-models and pin 5 on ARC-5's.)

This completes the basic conversion.

Power Supply

The power supply shown in Fig. 2 will furnish all power for 75-watt operation of the "Command" transmitters. This level probably represents the best compromise between power output, signal quality, and power supply cost.

Oscillator plate voltage is relatively critical for best results. Approximately 200 volts gives essentially "zero-drift" operation. Either higher or lower voltage causes a frequency drift in one direction or the other. Actually, optimum voltage varies from transmitter to transmitter, but is usually quite close to 200 volts. Fortunately, a deviation of ten or fifteen volts does not degrade performance appreciably. Regulation of the oscillator plate voltage is highly recommended. Two VR-105 tubes in series may be used, between B+ and ground, as shown.

Six hundred volts a-c on the plates slightly exceeds the 550-volt maximum rating of the 5U4G rectifier tube, but such operation does not apparently reduce tube life, especially if the maximum current drawn does not exceed 200 milliamperes. Because the 5U4G is being slightly overloaded, fusing the primary circuit of the transformers is a wise precaution so that, should the tube arc over at the end of its useful life, the fuse and not the transformer will blow.

The transformer, T1, in the parts list is one of the very few available stock items that delivers sufficient plate voltage for our purpose and has two 6.3-volt filament windings that may be connected in series to provide 12.6 volts to light the tubes in the transmitter. Transformers with only a single 6.3-volt winding may be used in conjunction with an additional 6.3-volt, two-ampere filament transformer. Connect its primary in parallel with the primary of the plate transformer, and connect the two 6.3-volt windings in series.

The most desirable filter condenser for the power supply is an oil-filled, 1,000-volt unit,
with a capacity of 4.0 μfd., or more. However, where economy is important, two 8.0 or 16.0-μfd. electrolytic condensers connected in series may be used, with 100,000-ohm 1-watt resistors across each one to equalize the voltage drops.

Probably the easiest way to bring power to the transmitter is through a five-conductor cable soldered directly to the transmitter power socket and terminated in a five-prong male plug for connection to the power supply. Proper terminals to use on the power socket are shown in Fig. 1.

To connect the cable to the transmitter, bare and tin about 1/2-inch of each conductor, and solder them into the appropriate terminals of the power socket. Fasten the cable to the back of the transmitter with a clamp to prevent straining the connections.

**Operating and Tuning Up**

**A Command Transmitter**

Operating a "Command" transmitter differs little from operating any other transmitter, except in the use of the crystal calibrator, which works in this manner: Normally, the "eye" of the 1629 tube is nearly closed, but when the 1626 oscillator is tuned to the frequency of the calibrating crystal, the "eye" opens to its full width. The transmitter dial reading should then be the same as the frequency marking of the crystal. If it is not, the calibration is corrected by inserting a screwdriver through the side-covered opening in the transmitter cover and adjusting oscillator condenser C68.

Calibrating crystals of other frequencies can be substituted for the one furnished with the transmitter by plugging them into pins 1 and 3 of the crystal socket.

To load a random length end-fed antenna, connect it to the antenna terminal and ground the transmitter case. Set the link coupling control to about half scale and rotate the antenna loading coil for maximum 1625 plate current, re-adjusting C63 as necessary to keep the 1625 tank circuit tuned to resonance. Adjust coupling to draw the desired plate current.

Antenna lengths that are an integral multiple of 3/4-wavelength long may be difficult to load, unless a 100-μfd. variable condenser is available. Connect it in parallel with the antenna for lengths an odd multiple of a quarter-wave, and between the antenna terminal and the case for lengths that are multiples of a half-wave.

A center-fed doublet using a low-impedance line may be loaded by setting the rotary inductance to minimum inductance and connecting one antenna lead to the antenna post and the other to ground (chassis). Although this theoretically unbalances the antenna system, there does not seem to be any difference in results, on 3.5 and 7 Mc. If insufficient loading is obtained, even with the coupling control set to maximum, a few turns of well-insulated wire may be wound around the bottom (cold end)

![Diagram of a Command Transmitter](image-url)

T1—Power transformer, 1200v., 200ma., etc.: 5v., 8amp.; 6.5v., 2amp. (Stancor #2414 or equiv.)
Ch—5.8k, 200ma.
(Crystal oscillator) (Stancor #4172 or equiv.)
C—4 μfd. 1000v., oil filled (Coat Embalmer TJU, or equiv.)
R1—25,000 ohms, 5w., with slider (Ohmite 9985 or equiv.)
R2—15,000 ohms, 25w., with slider (Ohmite 0387 or equiv.)
SW1—d.p.s.t. toggle.
SW2—a.p.s.t. toggle.
Pulse—5amp.
V1—5100V
V2—OC3/VR105
V3—OC3/VR105
M1—200ma. milliammeter (Triplett 227T or equiv.)
Chassis—10 x 17 1/2 3 octal tube sockets.
M1—meter may be mounted on power supply chassis or at transmitter.

Fig. 2. Parts list and wiring schematic of a power supply suitable for use with the Command Set transmitters. Although the rectifier tube is slightly overloaded no damage should result if the primary of the transformer is fused. The oscillator voltage must be regulated for v-f-o operation.

of the 1625 tank coil and connected in series with the link.

**Crystal Control**

There are two methods of modifying "Command" transmitters for crystal control, which is mandatory for Novice operation. One is to rewire the oscillator for crystal control. The other is to build a plug-in adapter.

An adapter has the advantage that the transmitter is easily restored to variable frequency control by unplugging it and inserting the regular oscillator tube. The diagram (Fig. 3) is a modification of the previous adapter, using a 12A6 tetrode in place of the original triode, since it is a more vigorous oscillator with "sluggish" crystals. However, the triode circuit also works well and uses fewer parts. To use the latter, omit C2, C3, C4, R2, and RFG2, and connect pin 8 of the tube socket directly to the common ground point.

There are no special precautions required in constructing the adapter, except to position the octal plug so that the oscillator tube extends horizontally over the crystal and 1629 tube sockets when the adapter is plugged into the 1626 socket. Ground pin 1 of the 1626 socket to use the adapter and connect the external filament wire from the adapter to the "hot" side of the filament supply. Apply not more than 250 volts to the oscillator B+ pin on the power socket. The voltage need not be regulated.
removing two rotor plates from each of the ganged condensers, and judiciously juggling the setting of the coil slugs and padders, it is possible to make the 7-Mc. band start at 6.0 on the dial and end at 6.3, giving direct frequency calibration by mentally adding 1 to the dial reading.

Covering Other Bands

Modifying the frequency range of "Command" transmitters to cover other bands requires changes ranging from working on the coils to completely rebuilding the unit. Some of the more-successful methods will be described briefly in the following few paragraphs, with full details to be found in the reference articles.

160 Meters: If the scarce 2.1-3 Mc. BC-456 transmitter is available, set the padding condensers to approximately maximum capacity. Otherwise, the coils of one of the higher-frequency units may be rewound. A new oscillator coil contains 36 turns of #20 enameled wire, with the cathode of the 1626 connected to the eighteenth turn. The 1626 filament wires (pins 2 and 7) are cut completely free of the oscillator coil. Disconnect the neutralizing condenser from the oscillator coil and move R74 and C58C to that terminal. Set oscillator padder to maximum capacity. Rewind the amplifier coil with 34½ turns #18, enameled wire. Tune to resonance with C65.

20 Meters: The simplest method of covering 14 Mc. with a "Command" transmitter is to use a 7-9.1 Mc. BC-459 unit. Disconnect tuning condenser C67, and use C65 to tune the 1625 stage as a 14-Mc. doubler. Disconnect neutralizing condenser from the oscillator coil. Move R74 to that terminal. Replace C58C with an 0.002 µfd. mica condenser. A much better method is to insert a frequency multiplier between oscillator and reamp the amplifier.

15 Meters: With a 7-9.1 Mc. BC-459 unit, add a frequency multiplier between the oscillator and amplifier. Rewind the amplifier coil to have 5 turns, double spaced.

The conversions using an added multiplier stage may have it installed in the space originally occupied by the 1629 calibrator tube socket.

Adding Another Stage

10 and 6 Meters: Operation on these bands requires practically a complete rebuilding job. The process has been described fully in several articles.

Utilizing the BC-457 and BC-458

So far, it has been assumed that 3-4 Mc. or 7-9.1 Mc. transmitters, which cover the 3.5 and 7-Mc., amateur bands, respectively, are available. However, 4-5.3 Mc. and 5.3-7 Mc. units are more plentiful and can be modified to cover these and other bands quite easily.

To cover the 3.5-Mc. band with a 4-5.3 Mc. BC-457 unit, set the oscillator padding condenser C60 (under the oscillator coil shield) to maximum capacity and re-resonate the 1625 stage with C65. The oscillator coil shield must be in place while this is being done.

The easiest way to cover the 7-Mc. band with a 5.3-7 Mc. BC-458 unit is to decrease the capacity of both padding condensers just enough to permit covering the entire band. A better way is to short out three turns from the top of each coil, before adjusting the padders.

By shorting out the top turn on each coil,
A 2.5 mh. r-f choke acts as the plate load impedance when the stage is to be used as an isolating stage, and a slug-tuned coil is substituted for the choke when a frequency multiplier is required. The switch and coil shown in the dashed lines permits using the stage for either purpose. Of course, for this feature to be of any value, a similar switch must be added to the 1625 tank circuit. Then one transmitter may be used on two adjacent bands.

Rewire the crystal socket for the tube, mount the coil on a scrap of metal in place of the 1629 tube socket, and mount the switch on the rear or side lip of the chassis. The simplest modification of the 1625 tank circuit for two-band operation is to mount another switch on the side of the chassis behind C65 and C67 (See Fig. 1 and bottom photograph) and wire it so that when it is open, C67 is out of the circuit. Resonance is obtained on the new frequency near minimum capacity of C65. It is convenient to add an external shaft and dial to C65 for adjustment.

Alternatively, the switch may be mounted above the chassis and used to short out the top half of the turns on the amplifier coil T54. Resonance on either band will then occur at approximately the same setting of C65, depending upon how accurately the tap is placed. Ganged tuning of the oscillator and amplifier is retained. Also a more favorable L/C ratio in the tank circuit for harmonic discrimination is obtained.

De-TVI'ing The Command Set Transmitter

"Command" set transmitters are notorious TVI producers. However, there are tremendous differences in the TVI produced by apparently identical units. Some are very nearly "clean," and others are just the contrary. Also, the oscillator of one may be full of TVI, with the amplifier relatively clean, or vice versa, or both stages may contribute their share to the overall confusion.

The first step in de-TVI'ing the transmitter is to improve the effectiveness of the bypassing under the chassis, and to cool off the power and key leads. The ingredients required are a handful of 0.005-μfd. disc ceramic condensers and about five feet of shielded wire. Carry out as many of the following steps as are necessary to clean up your troubles:

1. Bypass to ground each of the following points: screen grid of each 1625 (pin 3), plate of 1625 (pin 3), target of 1629 (pin 3), the centertap of the 1625 grid coil, and the point where the filament voltage is fed into the oscillator coil. Disconnect and remove the three-section, 0.05-μfd. condenser (C58) mounted on rear lip of the chassis.

2. Replace the leads from the power socket to the various points within the transmitter with shielded conductors, grounding the shield wherever possible throughout its length, especially at each end. At the same time, short-

C1, C2, C3, C4—0.005 μfd. 600 v. disc ceramics.
C5—0.0001 μfd. mica or ceramic.
L1—Wound on National XR-60 or equiv, slug-tuned forms 7 Mc. 20 T. #20, enam. close wound. 14 Mc. 10 T. #20, enam. spaced to occupy 1/2 inch. 21 Mc. 7 T. #20, enam. spaced to occupy 1/2 inch. (One only required.) R1—68 K, 1/2w.
R2—470 ohms, 2w.
R3—27 K, 1w. (May be varied to adjust excitation to 1625's).
R4—10 K, 1/2w.
RFC1, RFC2—2.5 μf, 50 ma. radio-frequency choke.
SW1—3-p.s.t rotary switch, preferably ceramic insulated (Centralab 2040 or equiv.) A similar switch is used in the 1625 stage, described in text.

Fig. 4: Diagram of an isolating stage or frequency multiplier which may be substituted in the frequency calibrator stage space of "Command" transmitters. Referring to Fig. 1, the wire between the oscillator coil (T53) and the 1625 grids is removed from the grids and connected to pin 4 of the 6AG7 socket, and the output of the 6AG7 connected to the 1625 grids. Other changes required are to remove the 1625 neutralizing condenser (C62) and disconnect C58C and R74 from the oscillator coil terminal strip. Connect R1 and C1 to the terminal to which C62 was previously connected. When only an isolating stage is required, L1 and SW1 are omitted, and when only a frequency multiplier is required, L1 is substituted for RFC1, SW1 again being omitted.

en all ground leads as much as possible and remove unused components and conductors. In low TV-signal areas, it is also desirable to bypass each terminal of the power socket with an 0.005-μfd. disc ceramic condenser. The important point in installing these bypasses is to keep their lead length to an irreducible minimum.

3. With the bottom plate in place, the bottom of the transmitter is quite well shielded, even though there is a theoretical possibility of r-f leakage along the crack between the edges of the chassis and the plate. Use all screws and press the plate firmly into place while tightening them.

4. Another good method of improving the shielding is as follows: Remove the rotary antenna coil and cover the holes in the front panel with a piece of scrap aluminum. Next, bend a piece of bronze screening, 12 x 15 inches, into a trough to fit inside the cover. Then solder another piece across the open back of the trough. When the cover is screwed into place, the screen is clamped firmly between it and the chassis. Pay particular attention to the openings near the rear of the cover at the bottom. They may be sealed off by soldering the edge of the screening at this point.
5. Other methods of improving the shielding of the cover include backing up the ventilating louvres with perforated sheet metal and sealing the tube-access openings on the top with electronic weatherstripping.44

6. Undoubtedly the most efficient way to keep harmonic energy out of the antenna circuit is to substitute a coaxial fitting for the original output terminal and feed the antenna through a low-pass filter, in conjunction with an antenna tuner if necessary. Any conventional link-coupled antenna tuner may be used. Also, by remounting the original rotary coil on a small metal base and link coupling it to the transmitter, it will function in much the same fashion as it did before being removed from the transmitter.

After the coil is remounted, close wind a three-turn link of stiff, well-insulated wire (about #16) of a diameter just sufficient to slip over the rotary coil. Slip the link coil over one end of the rotary coil, with the link fitting between the coil and the rod upon which the roller slides. Terminate the link winding in a coaxial cable chassis fitting mounted on the base on a small angle plate. The fitting serves the dual purpose of supporting the link winding and bringing r-f power from the transmitter to the tuner.

Ground the end of the rotary coil under the link winding and connect the roller to the antenna. Adjustment and limitations of the loading coil will be as already described, but with the possibility of inserting a low-pass filter in the link line for further attenuation of harmonic output from the transmitter.

Alternate Keying Methods

The problem of which is the best method of keying "Command" transmitters has caused more hair tearing than any other question. When operated conservatively, excellent keying can be obtained on 3.5 Mc., and good keying on 7 Mc. On the higher frequency bands, however, keying is seldom better than passable, unless a frequency multiplier has been inserted between the oscillator and power amplifier in the course of the modification, and if only the 1625's are keyed.18, 28

In our opinion, on 3.5 and 7 Mc., straight cathode keying of the 1625's is as good as any type, and better than some. It suffers the disadvantage of not permitting "break-in." Keying the oscillator permits "break-in" operation, but almost invariably accentuates chirps. Expedients used to permit oscillator keying include keying the B- lead of the power supply,24 keying oscillator B+ and amplifier screens simultaneously through a relay,14, 31 and replacing the jumper between pins 7 and 8 on the 1626 socket with a 0.002-μfd. condenser and connecting pin 8 to the key jack through a 2.5-mh. r-f choke.13

Modulation

The transmitters work well on phone at inputs of approximately fifty to sixty watts. In fact, many amateurs run considerably higher power than this on phone, without too much trouble. For an input of fifty watts, any modulator capable of delivering twenty-five watts of audio power may be used. Assuming a 1625 tube plate voltage of 500 volts and a total current of 100 milliamperes, the modulation transformer should be capable of matching the plate load impedance of the modulator tubes to a 5000-ohm load. The screens of the 1625's should be modulated as well as the plates. This is most easily accomplished by feeding the screen voltage through a 10-henry, 50-milliamper filter choke, which will allow them to be self-modulated.

Command Receivers

The most commonly available "Command" receivers are the BC-453, covering 190-550 kc; the BC-454, covering 3-6 Mc; and the BC-455,
covering 6-9 Mc. They all use the same, basic, six-tube circuit, with the filament of the 12.6-volt tubes wired in series-parallel for operation from twenty-five volts.

As in the case of the transmitters, there are both BC- and ARC-5 models, but the only important difference between them is that the ARC-5 receivers use a 12SG7 tube in the second i-f stage, while the BC models use a 12SK7 tube.

The receivers are quite sensitive and stable, but the two units that cover the amateur 3.5 and 7-Mc. bands leave much to be desired from the selectivity standpoint. Nevertheless, they make excellent "first" or standby receivers. The bibliography contains many references to articles discussing how to cover these and other bands with "Command" receivers.2 6 8 9 17 19 20 33 35

The BC-453, 190-550 kc., receiver has proved to be an extremely useful gadget around many amateur shack. It uses an 85-kc. i-f amplifier, which is very selective. By tuning the main dial to 455 kc., the standard intermediate frequency of most communications receivers, and using a wire connected to the antenna post of the BC-453 with the other end wrapped loosely around the lead from the last i-f transformer to the second detector in the communications receiver, the combination becomes an extremely selective "dual-conversion" receiver.25

Some amateurs however, just take the i-f transformers from the BC-453 to build a selective i-f channel in less space.24 27

Modifying The Receivers

To use the receivers in amateur service entails adding a gain control, a beat-oscillator switch and a phone jack, and building a power supply.2 35 Also, as it is easier to obtain 12.6 volts than twenty-five volts, it is usually necessary to rewire the filaments in parallel for twelve-volt operation. When this is done, the six-volt equivalents of the original tubes may be substituted and the receivers then operated from a six-volt filament source.3 17 19 38

The logical place to mount the new gain control, phone jack, and beat-oscillator switch is on the front panel in the space occupied by the adapter box. Remove the screws holding the box in place. Unplug it and remove the aluminum box holding the socket into which the adapter plugged. Mark the wires that were connected to pins 1, 4, and 5. Remove the rest. Cover the hole in the panel with a flat piece of aluminum upon which is mounted a midget, 25,000-ohm wire-wound potentiometer, flanked by a s.p.d.t. toggle switch and a small phone jack.

Ground the middle terminal of the potentiometer and one terminal of the switch to the ground lug of the phone jack. Connect the No. 1 wire to the left-hand terminal of the potentiometer (viewed from the back with terminals down), wire No. 5 to the switch, and wire No. 4 to the phone jack.

To rewire the filaments of tubes, ground one filament pin of each tube socket and connect the other filament pins of each socket together and to Pin 2 of the three-terminal plug at the rear of the receiver. Pins 2 and 7 are the filament terminals on all tubes, except the 12SR7 and 12SG7, on which they are pins 7 and 8.

Connect power to the three-terminal plug thusly: B— and one side of the filament circuit to pin 1; twelve volts, a.c., to pin 2; and 200 to 250 volts, d.c., at fifty milliamperes, to pin 3. WARNING! Do not apply more than 250 volts to the receiver; otherwise there is danger of blowing some of the condensers in it.

Figure 5 is the diagram of a power supply suitable for use with "Command" receivers. It is conventional, except for the 6X5 rectifier tube and the use of two filament windings connected in series to operate the tubes in the receiver. The total of 11.3 volts is a little low, but it will satisfactorily operate the receiver.

Obviously, this article just scratches the surface of the vein of information available on the use of "Command" equipment, but we hope that, combined with the bibliography, it serves a useful purpose.
WAR SURPLUS for CIVIL DEFENSE

*Laboratory of Advanced Research, Remington Rand Inc., South Norwalk, Conn.

Probably the most popular equipment in surplus, many of the ARC-5 series are still available. Here is W1DBM’s conversion for CD mobile use.

This article will describe the conversion of war surplus SCR-274 transmitters for use on the newly announced Civil Defense frequencies. These particular surplus units are very well suited for emergency use, first, because they are v.f.o., second, because they are available, and third, because they were originally designed for mobile use and may be used with their original shock units.

During the last war, the author was Radio Aide for Middlesex County in Connecticut, and remembers that when the W.E.R.S. net frequencies were changed from time to time, it was so difficult to obtain new crystals that v.f.o.s. were finally built for the two net control stations. Now again in 1951, we must change crystals because the Connecticut Emergency Mobile crystals, 29680 kc, are not in the Civil Defense bands.

Circuit

With the above in mind, five of the popular SCR-274 command sets were converted for use as either fixed or mobile transmitters. These transmitters are so laid out that they may all be used with the same modulator and power supply by simply plugging the desired unit into the shock-mounted rack, and connecting the coax feed lines to the antenna and converter.

For mobile use on 28, 50 and 144 mc, instant heating filament type tubes are used, while for fixed stations, a heater type of tube such as a 6AQ5 and 2E26 may be used if preferred. There is a very great saving in storage battery life if the transmitter is off completely during standby. Therefore, the former is recommended.

The tubes are 2E30’s and 5516’s, manufactured by Hytron, although comparable types by other manufacturers could be used as well. The v.f.o section uses a 2E30 connected as a triode, followed by 2E30 pentodes as frequency multipliers, with

2 Comparable Tubes 2E30, 5518, 6AQR, 5768, etc.
5518, 2E24, 2E26, etc.
The first step is to strip the chassis.

two 5516's in the final. The modulator unit is constructed on a similar chassis and consists of a 2E30 triode connected as a speech amplifier followed by a 5516 as a clamp tube screen grid modulator. A PE-103 Dynamotor is used for mobile use.

For more information on clamp tube modulation see:
"Screen Modulated Command Set," CQ, Sept., 1949, p. 25
"Clamp Tube Modulation," QST, Mar. 1950, p. 46
"High Output Grid Modulation," QST, Feb. 1951, p. 40

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil</th>
<th>Frequency Coverage</th>
<th>No. Turns</th>
<th>Dia.</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Wire</th>
<th>Cool</th>
<th>th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>14 to 15 mc</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>#24</td>
<td>XR-59</td>
<td>S 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>28 to 30 mc</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>#18</td>
<td>XR-59</td>
<td>L 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 &amp; L4 Links</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>28 to 30 mc</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>#16</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>L 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6</td>
<td>28 to 30 mc</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>#12</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>Ant. Link</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>#16</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coil Table for 28 mc conversion.

**28 mc Conversion**

Referring to Fig. 1, the area within the dotted lines indicates that part of the original ARC-5 circuit is retained with minor changes in the three highest frequency units. The lead from the grid coil going to the magic eye tube has been removed, along with the tube and its resistors, as they are no longer needed. The crystal is also removed. The neutralizing condenser, which was formerly attached to the secondary of the v.f.o. coil, is discarded. For 6 volt heater operation a 6J5 may be used in place of the 1626 without change in socket connections. However, for the filament type 2E30, it is necessary to remove the octal socket and replace it with a 7-pin miniature. At this same time, all three octal sockets are removed and a small plate with two 7-pin miniature sockets is screwed on the rear edge of the chassis. The second socket is for an OA-2 voltage regulator tube. This is shown in the photographs.

---

**Fig. 1. Ten meter conversion circuit diagram.**
A further study of the diagram reveals that the first frequency multiplier is inductively coupled to the oscillator, and capacity coupled to the second frequency multiplier. The output of this second stage could be capacity coupled to the final as far as output is concerned; however, we used inductive coupling in an effort to keep harmonics from feeding through to the antenna. The final amplifier may be either single ended or push-pull, using either 2E30's or 5516's\(^4\), depending on the dynamotor available. In our case we chose push-pull 5516's for added power inasmuch as screen grid clamp tube modulation is not very efficient at best, due to the low average screen voltage. A send-receive antenna relay is mounted next to the antenna coax fittings on the front panel, and a low pass filter is used externally on the ten meter unit.

| TABLE II |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| **GRID** | **PLATE** | **SCREEN** |
| -Volts | MA | / Volts | MA | / Volts | MA |
| Osc. 2E30 | 30 | 1 | 150 | 5 | --- | --- |
| 1st Mult. 2E30 | 30 | 1 | 250 | 15 | 110 | 5 |
| 2nd Mult. 2E30 | 150 | 3 | 250 | 18 | 80 | 7 |
| Final 2-5516 | 95 | 10 | 500 | 75 | 150 | 10 |
| Sp. Amp. 2E30 | 10 | - | 250 | 10 | --- | --- |
| 5516 Clmp. Mod. | 25 | - | 150 | 25 | --- | --- |

*Measurements made with V.T. voltmeter and milliammeter*

**Operating voltages for 28 mc conversion. Transmitter and Modulator.**

**Construction**

Or should we say destruction? Before starting to rewire these units, it is first advisable to remove all parts that will not be used in the final version, and this means everything above and below the chassis ahead of the master oscillator. Start with the coils, then the variable condensers, the 1625 tube sockets, and finally all the small parts, relays, etc. All this junk, of course, is saved for some future use. Take another look at the

Now, with a keyhole saw, cut a nice rectangular hole about 2 inches wide and the width of the chassis where the 1625's used to be. This hole will photos.

later be covered by an aluminum plate, 2½" x 5", upon which are mounted the two 2E30 multipliers, along with their tuning condensers, coils, resistors, etc.

The front variable condenser that holds the tuning dial and worm drive mechanism to the chassis, which you have already removed, must now be taken apart and cut with a hack saw so that all that remains of it is part of the frame—just enough to still hold the dial and worm drive.

---

\(^4\) Screen resistor and clamp modulator changed accordingly.
**Frequency Multipliers**

The frequency multiplying strip is a small subassembly built up on a piece of aluminum large enough to cover the rectangular cut-out in the chassis where the 1625's used to be mounted. The parts are so laid out that the first 2E30 frequency multiplier grid is close to the tap on the secondary of the v.f.o. grid coil assembly. See Fig. 2 for v.f.o. coil connections. The plate coils and tuning condensers of the 2E30's are located near the edges of the aluminum strip with the two 2E30's in the middle, allowing room to pile up the necessary plate, filament, grid and screen grid by-pass condensers. This arrangement allows the operator to tune the condensers and coil slugs through the access door on top of the dust cover that was formerly used to get at the 1625's.

As shown in the photos, the 5516's are mounted on the left side of the final tank condenser, and the coil is mounted on the right side. The antenna coupling link is adjusted by hand by bending its pigtailed and the loading is adjusted by varying the series antenna condenser which mounts on the front panel.

The link line between the last doubler plate coil and the final grid coil is a short length of receiving type 72 ohm twinlead, anchored at each end on tie points.

**Coils**

The 2E30 coils are wound on National XR-50 slug-tuned coil forms or equivalent, according to the coil table, and are mounted and preadjusted to resonance with a grid dip oscillator before mounting the aluminum strip in the main chassis. The grid coil of the final is wound on a plain 1/4" diameter coil form, and after adjustment with the grid dipper is cemented with coil dope. The final plate coil is wound with #12 wire and soldered to the condenser terminals.

To cover from 28.5 mc to 29.7 mc, the v.f.o. frequency range will be 7.125 mc to 7.425 if a BC 459-A is used, requiring two doubler stages. If you are using a BC457-A, the frequency range will be 4.750 mc to 4.950 mc, necessitating a tripler and a doubler. If you are using a BC 696-A, the frequency range is 3.166 mc to 3.300 mc, following with two triplers. Of course, a BC 458-A can be made to tune the 7.125 to 7.425 mc range by opening out the air paddler that is in the shield next to the v.f.o. coil, or to tune the 4.750 to 4.950 mc range by closing in the same air paddler. The latter will give better band spread, and that is what the writer did. Rotor plates may be removed from the oscillator tuning condenser with a pair of pliers for increased band spread.

The writer ended up by removing 2/3 of the rotor plates. This gave considerably more band spread on the V.F.O. dial than is shown in the photos. Care must be exercised in twisting these plates and pulling them out with a pair of long-nosed pliers. The force should be exerted with a twisting motion by the pliers between the plates and the rotor shaft and not with a straight pull between the plates and the chassis, as there is danger of pulling the rear rotor shaft bearing out of its socket. (If this does happen, be sure to catch all the tiny ball bearings so that the condenser may be repaired. This is done by removing the condenser from the chassis and removing the
rotor so that the ball bearings may be replaced. To do this, drive out one of the taper pins in the flexible shaft, remove the screws holding the condenser to the chassis, unsolder the connections to the coil and tube, remove the spring-loaded gears on the condenser shaft, and unscrew the bearing on the opposite end of the condenser shaft. The rotor now lifts out easily. Holding the condenser vertically with the shaft end down, drop the ball bearings into the race with a pair of tweezers and replace the rotor shaft. Holding the rotor shaft so that the balls cannot fall out, reverse the position of the condenser and replace the balls in the other bearing and then replace the screws. The condenser is now as good as new, and may be put back in the unit. If any balls are lost, they may be replaced from one of the two condensers that you have previously removed. You may even practice on one of these before trying to remove plates from the V.F.O. condenser if in doubt.)

**Modulator**

The speech amplifier-modulator unit is built on a SCR-274 transmitter chassis so that it may be plugged into a double shock-mounted transmitter rack alongside the transmitter. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3, and consists of a 2E30 triode driving a 5516 clamp tube modulator. If desired, the reader can build up almost any type of modulator; however, for the power involved and the overall battery drain, we decided in favor of the clamp tube, especially since no modulation transformer was needed. Since it is not feasible to use a cathode resistor with a filament type tube, a "C" battery is necessary to set the operating bias for the clamp tube. This same 4.5V battery supplies fixed bias for the RF units and in this way provides protection for the 5516 tubes in the case of excitation failure. A one megohm pot is connected across the battery as a convenient means of adjusting the clamp tube bias. One leg of this parallel resistor is broken by a relay during receive, so as not to run down the battery. This same relay also breaks the mike battery for the same purpose.

The Modulator unit carries an 0-30 ma meter with meter shunts on the switch for reading the final plate, grid and screen grid in addition to

---

*Correct meter shunts for your particular meter may be calculated from the formula in the ARRL Handbook, p. 18*
modulator plate current which is necessary when tuning up. The voltage divider for the exciter stages, as well as the final screen dropping resistor, are also included in the modulator unit.

Shock Mounting

A standard SCR-274 double transmitter shock-mounted rack is utilized to hold the two units in place either for mobile or fixed station use. A power connector plug is mounted on this rack or one of those already there may be used to make connections to additional racks. The PE-103 dynamotor connects to the modulator chassis. Fig. 4 gives the circuit and output plug connections for the PE-103.

Wire the plugs on the rack into which the transmitter and modulator plug in parallel; that is, pin 1 to pin 1, pin 2 to pin 2, etc. Now make suitable connections between them and the plug that goes to the other rack. See Fig. 5. At the dynamotor, the wiring must be arranged so that the filament voltage is switched on simultaneously with the primary to the dynamotor if other than a PE-103 is used. A switch at the modulator turns the filaments on continuously when using the low frequency units to be described later.

The switches shown in Figure 5 are mounted on the rear of the racks and are for breaking the filaments and plus 250V on the units that may be plugged into the additional racks, but which are not in use at the moment. This feature allows the operator to have up to three racks all connected in parallel, with five transmitters and a modulator plugged in. Any transmitter may be put in operation simply by turning filaments and plus 250V on. The others remain inoperative because their filaments are off. The plus 250V switch prevents all the unused OA-2 voltage regulators from igniting and drawing current.

PE-103 Dynamotor

Figure 4 gives the complete circuit diagram, copied out of the base of one of these units with some difficulty. It will be noted that the output power plug contains all the necessary voltages for operating the rig without any alterations. A S.P.D.T. toggle switch at the modulator selects pin #1 for 6 volt continuous heater operation for use with heater type tubes and pin #3 for 6 V intermittent filament operation for use with instant heating filament type tubes. Note that the +6 volts is grounded while the -6 volts is above ground. Pin #3 is used to operate antenna relays because it is only energized when the send/receive relay #3E6 in the PE103 is operated.

The push to talk button on the mike, one side of which is grounded, connects to pin #4 to operate relay 3E6. The other contacts on relay #3E6 operate either the 6 volt or 12 volt dynamotor starting relays depending on the position of the SPDT wafer switch at the top of the diagram. This circuit will be broken if either the H.V. or L.V. circuit breakers, #3E3 and #3E4, kick out due to an overload or short. #3E3, #3E4 and #3E5 are the three big switches behind the door on the side of the PE103 base, #3E5 is the primary circuit breaker.

For six volt operation, the S.P.D.T. wafer

The modulator. Batteries are for mike and bias.
switch, located under the cap on the top of the base next to the output connector, must be turned with a screw-driver to the six volt position. If it is desired to cut down on battery current, two six volt batteries may be used in the car; however, in this event, resistor 3R3, two ohms, must be shorted out and the filaments of all the tubes in the transmitters must be put in series-parallel for 12 volt operation. In addition, 12 volt antenna relays must be used. In the two low frequency conversions, the original 1625's and 1626's may be retained by wiring their heaters in parallel as they are 12 volt tubes. The PE103 wafer switch is now set for 12 volt operation. The filament/heater switch in the modulator unit referred to above is wired between pins #2 and #3 instead of #1 and #3.

If trouble is experienced with the H.V. circuit breaker #3E3 kicking out too easily, it may be corrected by soldering a 10 ohm 1 watt resistor in parallel with the coil. This will increase its current handling ability, but will still allow it to kick out on a H.V. short circuit.

The two dynamotor diagrams at the bottom of Figure 4 are two different combinations that you may find in the PE103.

**Tuning Up**

The first step is to recalibrate the v.f.o. section. The dial is given a coat of Automobile Touch-up Black paint to cover the old calibrations and is then marked with a pencil and later the new calibrations are painted white with a fine pointed paint brush. The frequency lettering may be put on with “decals” if desired. With all the tubes removed except the oscillator, 250V is applied and the oscillator is adjusted until the frequency coverage is about right. Next, all the tubes are replaced in their sockets and the coils are tuned up with a grid dipper to their proper frequencies. Now, with the final plate and screen voltage temporarily disconnected, the plus 250 is again applied and the 2E30’s are tuned for maximum final grid current. With the transmitter operating in this condition, the main v.f.o. dial should be calibrated directly in output frequency so that you will not have to carry a slide rule to calculate your frequency each time you QSY.

You will find that you can move around in the band quite a lot without retuning the two 2E30’s, especially if you stagger-tune them a bit. It is perfectly possible to put in band-pass couplers if desired; however, they will not be covered in this article.

The unit under test should now be plugged into the dual rack alongside the modulator and the whole works turned on. An antenna or dummy load should be connected to the antenna coax connector so that the final can be loaded up to the rated plate current. The clamp tube bias is adjusted to approximately -25V, and the screen dropping resistor is adjusted until the screen voltage on the 5516’s is about 150 volts. When modulation is applied, this voltage will swing up and down at audio frequency. Adjust the antenna coupling or loading until a flashlight bulb coupled to the tank brightens up when modulation is applied. Table 2 gives operating voltages and currents for the transmitter.
Clamp tube modulation, if correctly set up and adjusted with a scope, does a good job and sounds fine. However, it is not something you just wire up with a handful of parts, connect to any screen grid final and get good-sounding 100 per cent modulation. The wave form shown on an oscilloscope can be about as awful as the writer has ever seen if the clamp tube bias, the final grid current, the final screen voltage, or the antenna loading are incorrectly adjusted. Without the screen dropping resistor, by-passed for audio, between the clamp tube plate and the final screen, it is difficult to get more than about 50 per cent modulation. If you try to increase the percentage by opening the gain, all you do is produce square waves with the resultant distortion. On the other hand, if you set the thing up right with a scope, it will sound fine and becomes a very economical means of modulation. Straight transformer type of screen grid modulation could be used if desired, by utilizing one of the modulation transformers, T52, out of the original SC274 modulator, BC-465-A. The plus B goes to terminal #1, the 5516 modulator plate to terminal #2, terminal #4 goes to the final screens, and terminal #3 goes to plus 150V for the final screen voltage. Terminals #6 and #7 are not used. See Figure 6.

In any form of screen grid modulation, the screen grid voltage must be run at about 1/2 of the normal plate modulated value with the resultant reduced output. The stage must also be run more like a class B linear amplifier with the decreased efficiency of such an amplifier.

By far the most efficient form of modulation is narrow band frequency modulation. This is excellent for mobile use providing crystal control is used with a phase modulator. However, all the mobiles and net control stations should be equipped with FM receivers (NBFM adapters) which might not always be practical. V.F.O. could not be used because the vibration of the V.F.O. in mobile use would produce frequency modulation. With AM modulation the FM component is not objectionable because the signal is tuned "on the nose", and there the FM is the weakest.

The circuit diagram of the clamp tube modulator shown in Figure 3 calls for either a 5516 or a 2F30. Either may be used with slight difference in performance. The writer used a 5516 because one was available. For further information, on clamp tube operation, the reader is referred to the footnotes.

Neutralizing

The final amplifier should be checked for neutralization by observing whether or not the grid current changes when the plate circuit is tuned through resonance with both the plate and screen voltages of the final turned off. A grid current change indicates the need of neutralization. It was found necessary to neutralize the 5516's in our case, and this was done in the usual fashion by crossing over the grid leads and extending two pieces of stiff insulated wire about 2 inches long up beside each tube. These wires were bent towards or away from the glass envelopes while reading a crystal diode wavemeter, coupled to the final tank, for the lowest possible indication.

TVI and Antenna

This 10 meter transmitter incorporates the most essential TVI measures, such as filtering of the power leads, link coupling to the final and the use of a low pass filter in the 52 ohm coax feeding the whip. It is not 100 per cent TVI-proof but if the dust cover and bottom plate are screwed on well, it does not bother Channel 2 unless the car is parked right in front of the house containing the TV set.

Added TVI proofing can be accomplished by improving the shielding on the transmitter itself by covering the louvres, the rear corners and the plastic window on front with copper screening.
The standing wave ratio should be checked on the RG8-U line feeding the whip, with an “Antenna scope,” or resistance bridge, and the length of the whip adjusted for a minimum SWR at your operating frequency. This will insure that the Niagara low pass filter will work properly. In my case, the whip length turned out to be about nine feet long, to reflect 50 ohms at the transmitter. An eight foot whip looked like 15 ohms. The RG8-U in my installation was only two feet long. Signal strength reports were about the same with both whip lengths, however.

50–54 MC Unit

If you use a BC 458-A, the v.f.o. tuning range will be 5.555 to 6,000 mc followed by two triplers. If you use a BC 459-A, the v.f.o. must cover from 8,333 to 9,000 mc and must be followed by one doubler and one tripler. Here, as in the case of the ten meter transmitter, other SCR 274 transmitters may be used by altering the coil and condenser in the v.f.o., so that they tune either of the above ranges.

The conversion to be described used a BC 458-A, and to get more band spread on the v.f.o. dial, the powdered iron slug was screwed all the way out of the coil, and the air padder was turned nearly all the way in. We ended up tuning 5.555 to 6 mc with considerably more band spread as shown in the photos. Plates may be removed from the oscillator condenser to obtain added bandspread if desired.

When substituting a 2E30 for a 1626, the frequency will be lowered slightly due to the higher grid-to-filament capacity in the 2E30, so if you intend to use the present dial calibrations, be sure to compensate for this by adjusting the padder.

Frequency Multiplier

Regardless of whether you double or triple in the first 2E30 multiplier, its plate coil must tune the range of 16,666 mc to 18.0 mc. The next 2E30 triples to 50 to 54 mc, and is link-coupled to the push-pull 5516 grid coil. This exciter strip is built up on a small 2½" x 5" aluminum plate, and is mounted over a cutout on the chassis exactly as was described in Part I for the 28 mc transmitter. In fact, the entire chassis conversion, removal of parts, mounting coax connectors, antenna change-over relay, etc., is identical on both the ten and six meter units and so will not be repeated here. The reader is referred to April 1951 CQ for details.

If desired, the builder may dispense with the small APC variable condensers shown tuning the 2E30 plate coils, and utilize the fixed input and output tube capacities of the 2E30 and tune with the powdered iron slug in the National XR-50

Fig. 7. The 50 mc conversion of either a BC-458-A or BC-459-A.
Right hand view of the converted 50 mc transmitter. The remaining grid current jack is on the left hand side of the chassis.

coil form. Winding the coils is a little more critical as the tuning range with the slug is much more limited than with the variable condenser arrangement. Figure 7 shows the 50-54 mc circuit diagram. The first 2E30 multiplier plate coil tunes 16.6 to 18 mc and is shunted by 4.5 μf, the plate-to-filament capacity, plus 10 μf, the grid-to-filament capacity of the following 2E30, plus strays of about 5 μf. This makes a total of around 20 μf across the coil. The inductance necessary to cover the above range then becomes 3.8 μh to 4.5 μh. This can be made by winding 21 turns of 24 enamel wire on a National XR-50

---

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil</th>
<th>Frequency Coverage</th>
<th>No. Turns</th>
<th>Dia.</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Wire</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>ohm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>16,000 to 16,000 mc</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1/8&quot;</td>
<td>5/&quot;</td>
<td>#12</td>
<td>XR-50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>50.0 to 54.0 mc</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/8&quot;</td>
<td>5/&quot;</td>
<td>#18</td>
<td>XR-50</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 &amp; L4</td>
<td>Link</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/8&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>#10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>50.0 to 54.0 mc</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5/&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/8&quot;</td>
<td>#14</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6</td>
<td>50.0 to 54.0 mc</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5/&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>#13</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>Antenna Coil</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See text for coil dimensions if C1 and C2 are omitted.

The second 2E30 multiplier only has about 8 μf across it, so it requires 1 μh to 1.2 μh to tune the range of 50 to 54 mc. This is a coil of 10 turns of #18 enamel wire wound on an XR-50 coil form. The link is 2 turns, wound on the cold end.

It is wise to check the ranges covered by the coils before applying the coil dope and mounting them permanently in the chassis. This is conveniently done by mounting them temporarily on the small sub-chassis together with the 2E30 sockets before the sub-chassis is mounted on the transmitter. The filament, screen grid, and other wiring is completed and the coils are temporarily soldered into the circuit. With both 2E30's in their sockets, the slugs are screwed from minimum to maximum while checking the resonant frequency with a grid dip oscillator. A turn or two is added or taken off from the coils as required, so that the slugs will tune the desired range with some leeway. The coils may now be "doped" and permanently mounted in place and the sub-chassis may be bolted to the main chassis. See Table III for coil...
winding data if parallel condensers are used to tune the coils.

**Final Amplifier**

The components for the push-pull 5516 final amplifier are mounted in much the same fashion as for the 28 mc transmitter. The reader is referred to the photographs which show the general layout. The final tank condenser is raised off the chassis by means of a small aluminum bracket so that the plate leads will be short and so that the condenser shaft will protrude through a hole in the plastic window. The antenna loading condenser is mounted under the antenna change-over relay on the right hand side of the front panel. The grid tuning condenser is mounted for screw driver adjustment through a clearance hole in the right hand side of the chassis. Incidentally, to be sure to keep all your metering jacks and screw driver adjustments on the right hand side of the transmitters and all the switches, power plugs, etc., of the modulator on the left hand side, so that they will all be available when the two units are plugged in side by side in a double mounting rack with the modulator to the left and the transmitter to the right.

**Tuning Up**

The tuning up procedure for this 50 mc unit is similar to that of the 28 mc unit. First presume all stages to the desired frequency with a grid dip oscillator so that they will be in approximate resonance when first turned on. Then with final screen and plate voltage off, peak the multipliers for maximum final grid current. Calibrate the v.f.o. dial in output frequency, marking the calibrations in white paint. Attach the antenna 52 ohm coax feed line and adjust the antenna coupling and loading for optimum output consistent with upward modulation as indicated by a flashlight bulb coupled to the final tank coil. See Table IV for operating voltages and currents.

**1.75 to 2 mc and 3.5—4 mc Conversions**

Inasmuch as these frequencies are proposed for communications between various disaster services and for some type of medium distance C.D. communications and probably will not be used for mobile work, these two units were designed for portable emergency use. They retain their original circuit details except for changing to 6 volt tubes.

The class B modulator; microphone and bias batteries are on the far side of the chassis.

---

**Fig. 9. WIDBM's 80 and 160-meter conversion from the circuit of Fig. 8.**
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TABLE IV

Voltage and Current Measurements 50-54 mc r.f. unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRID</th>
<th>PLATE</th>
<th>SCREEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volts MA</td>
<td>Volts MA</td>
<td>Volts MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osc. 2E30</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Mult. 2E30</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Mult. 2E30</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final 2-5516</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class B Modulator

| 1st Sp. Amp. 2E10 | -10 | 0 | 220 | 1.6 | Tride Connected |
| 2nd Sp. Amp. 2E10 | -22.5 | 0 | 220 | 25 | 220 | 5 |
| Mod. 2-2E30's | 0 | 0 | 450-500 | 5-80 | Tride Connected |

Measurements made with V.T. Voltmeter and Milliammeter.

a 6J5 and 2-807's, and minor changes in wiring to enable them to be plugged into our shock-mounted rack for power and modulation. The units used are the 2.1 to 3.0 mc Navy Model CBY-52232, and the 3.0 to 4.0 mc Signal Corps BC-696-A. The conversion of these two units is identical except for changing the frequency of the v.f.o. in the Navy model. Figure 8 shows the original circuit diagram of these units before conversion and Figure 9 shows the circuit after conversion. Note that the relay under the chassis which originally broke the plus B for the oscillator and shorted the cathode of the 1625's has been removed. The plus B to the oscillator now runs directly to Pin #3 on the socket at the rear of the chassis, and the cathodes, and one side of the heaters of the 807's are now grounded. The antenna shorting relay on the inside of the front panel is removed and replaced by a s.p.d.t. 6 volt relay mounted on the outside of the front panel due to lack of space inside. This relay may be omitted if separate antennas are provided for the transmitter and receiver. The old grid leak of the final, mounted on spare pins #5 and #7 of the crystal socket, is simply clipped out of the circuit. A new 5000 ohm grid leak is put in the lead from Pin #5 of the crystal socket to Pin #2 on the power socket at the rear where it picks up minus 45 volts of battery bias. This is necessary to prevent the old resistor from shorting the bias battery.

The magic eye tube may be replaced with a 6E5, a six volt type, by changing the socket, or may be discarded along with the crystal. In either event the only circuit changes necessary are the rewiring of the heater of the two tubes on the rear of the chassis in parallel instead of in series, and the removal of the resistor that parallels the magic eye tube heater.

In the event that you use a BC-696-A, it is of course all calibrated for the 3.5-4 mc range. However, you can use the BC-457-A, which covers 4-5.3 mc, just as easily by blocking in on the two air paddling condensers, one on the v.f.o. and the other on the final. (This is exactly what is now done on the Navy Model CBY-52232 to lower its frequency from 2.1-3 mc to 1.7 to 2.1 mc.) To do this, it is necessary to remove the cover from the v.f.o. and loosen the set screws on the shaft of the paddling condenser. A 3/8" diameter hole is now drilled in the shield can so that the shaft of this condenser can be tuned with a screw driver after the can has been replaced. After the oscillator has been trimmed to cover the desired frequency range, the can is again removed and the set screws on the condenser shaft are tightened. Now replace the can and you are all set for recalibrating the dial in the same fashion as outlined for the other units. Figure 10 shows my 160 meter calibration; yours should be similar.

Tuning Up on 160 and 80 meters

The voltage on the oscillators in the two low frequency units will run higher than in the 10 and 6 meter conversions, since there are no frequency multipliers pulling current through the voltage divider in the modulator unit. An auxiliary voltage divider may be built into each of these units if necessary, so that the correct voltage, 1-250, will be obtained. In tuning up these low frequency units it is first necessary to couple a lamp load to the 807 tank coil and then switch the modulator to "filaments on all the time" position. Start the dynomotor and with a screw driver, "zero dip" the final paddling condenser through the hole in the side of the chassis. This is the middle condenser under the chassis, and must have its set screws loosened first. After bringing the final to resonance, the set screws are tightened again, after which the final should track pretty well with the ganged-tuned v.f.o.

Antennas

It has been the author's experience that the 3-4 mc BC 696-A transmitters will feed voltage to a short antenna of from 10 to 30 feet in length, providing a 50 µuf condenser is connected from the antenna binding post to ground. They will also end feed an antenna approximately 1/2 wave long, between 100 and 150 feet. For other lengths it will be necessary to use a series condenser or a loading coil to shorten or lengthen the antenna electrically. With a little experimenting these units will feed a base loaded whip; however, the exact antenna will be left up to the reader. Probably the greatest C.D. use to which these low frequency units would be put would require the operator to drive to some favorable spot, park his car, string up a long wire to a tree and get a message through to some other city.

C. W.

If conditions require the use of c.w., this may be accomplished in a simple manner by inserting a key in the cathode jack of the 807's. This does
not permit break-in operation; if much c.w. operation is anticipated, the reader is referred to one of the many articles dealing with improved break-in keying of these units.\(^\text{10}\)

**Plate Modulator**

A good many hams will prefer to build a conventional push-pull Class B plate modulator on general principles, while others may wish to avoid some of the fussy adjustments necessary for the correct operation of screen grid modulation. For the benefit of these who have some spare milliamperes left in their dynamos and who would like to use regular plate modulation, the circuit shown in Figure 11 may be plugged into the rack interchangeably with the clamp tube modulator described in Part I. By so doing, you will gain: about half an "S" unit of signal strength, slightly higher percentage of modulation, often-times of better quality (no clipping), and greater ease of adjustment. Total cost: upwards of 100 ma more plate current drain at 500V, which equals 50 watts or more out of your storage battery while transmitting. At 6V this is another 10 amps.

**Modulator Circuit**

Referring to Figure 11, it will be seen that two 2E30's are used to drive another pair as modulators. The transformers shown in the photos are war surplus from the ART-13, which were used by the Signal Corps for 811's in Class B to modulate a single 813. They obviously will handle ten times the audio necessary in this case. However, they are cheaper and smaller than the usual 25 watt multi-match transformers which may be substituted of course. The r.f. load will be around 5000 to 6000 ohms, 500 volts at 80 to 100ma. This particular surplus modulation transformer has a primary to secondary impedance ratio of about 2 to 1 and, therefore, our r.f. load will reflect an impedance of ten to twelve thousand ohms in the primary. A pair of 2E30's in Class AB\(_2\) requires 3800 ohm plate to plate load resistance, so we would have a pretty bad mismatch. We can correct this somewhat by putting both the r.f. plate and screen...
secondaries in series, assuming that an 813 screen winding will carry the 80 to 100ma without burning out. If the two windings are connected so as to add, we will get a 1.44 to 1 or a reflected impedance of between 8000 and 9000 ohms.

By using the 2E30's as triodes in Class B, we will save on the plate current drain from the dynamotor. One way is to tie the screens to the control grids so that zero bias may be used. A simple improvement on this method, which permits driving the screens to a higher potential than the control grids, uses dropping resistors in series with the control grids.11 12 For instant-heat filament tubes it is necessary to use transformer coupling. This requires a transformer, with a secondary that can handle the screen current of the modulator. In our case the surplus transformer used to drive the above mentioned 811's in Class B worked out satisfactorily. To get the required power to drive the modulator by this means, it was necessary to use two 2E30's from a single button mike, one triode and one pentode.

Additional information on suitable modulators can be found in the ARRL Handbook.

Construction
The chassis upon which the modulator was built was salvaged from a beat-up BC 457-A. All the parts were removed and a new front panel was bolted on over the old one. The four 2E30's were mounted on a small sub-chassis as shown in the photograph, with the driver transformer in the middle. The modulation transformer and relay are mounted on the rear of the chassis with the bias batteries along the right hand edge. Smaller batteries such as the hearing aid type may be used if available. All the voltage dividers, decoupling resistors, by-pass condensers and mike transformer are mounted at convenient spots under the chassis. The dynamotor plug and the filament switch are mounted on the left hand side, as in the clamp tube modulator previously described.9 The meter switch, gain control and mike jack are on the front panel, together with the meter.

Tuning Up
The first thing to do in checking the modulator unit is to set the sliders on the variable resistors in the two voltage dividers so that around 250V is available under load. One of these dividers is for the exciter and the other feeds the modulator and speech amplifier.

The unit must of course be plugged into the dual transmitter rack with either the ten or six meter transmitter, while this adjustment is made. Once this has been done, the modulation of the transmitter can be tried out. If an oscilloscope is available, it should be hooked up to observe the modulation envelope and the gain control setting determined for 100% modulation. Be sure the antenna loading is the same as you will use in the car.

Substitute for the ARC-5 Plug
I have noticed that around Los Angeles it is pretty difficult to locate surplus plugs for the ARC-5. However, the PL-153 plugs are quite common, and, with a slight modification, they may be used.

Take a PL-153 plug and draw a line through the center of pins 1 and 7, and then through pins 3 and 11. At the intersection of these two lines drill a #33 hole. This plug will now fit on the ARC-5 modulator and control box in place of rare ARC-9585 plugs. Every function will be available except the #1 channel selector. This makes it suitable for use on all models except the T-23, which must still be used on the #1 channel. It is necessary to paint an aligning mark on the plug and receptacle, as there is no longer a self-indexing feature in the pin arrangement, although possibly by plugging the number one socket with a length of wooden match it can be restored.

John B. Riley

12 "A High-Power Modulator for Mobile Operation," George M. Brown, W2CVV.

44. "Is Your Rig R-F Tight," W8UHH, QST, August, 1948, p. 28.
Command Set Special

F. A. BARTLETT, W6OWP/6*

Another compact portable or auxiliary station based on the popular SCR-274N. Built-in electronic keying is only one of the novel features incorporated.

Have you ever noticed the maze of interconnecting wires, key leads, “outboard meters” and other paraphernalia which so often characterizes portable operation? And balancing a bug on the edge of an orange crate doesn’t make for the smoothest sending on the air, either.

The writer must confess to his share of just such installations. But recently when the need arose for an auxiliary layout at W6OWP, it was decided that the new rig would be different. It would be easy to put on the air. And a few of the operating comforts of the home rig would be incorporated. Then, to add the final touch, the transmitted signal must conform to fixed station standards—no excusing a chirpy signal on the basis of “operating portable hr, OM.”

A SCR-274N—the familiar Command Set—was chosen as the basic equipment, both from the standpoint of utility and availability at reasonable cost. Either 40- or 80-meter units may be used, depending on range within which it is desired to operate. At this writing, all SCR-274N components used in the author’s set are still advertised by surplus dealers. Here are the items used and SCR designations:

Transmitter, BC-459 or BC-457 (latter retuned to 3.5-mc band)
Receiver, BC-455 or BC-454
Modulator Unit BC-456 (chassis only used)
Dual Transmitter Rack FT-226
Transmitter rack shock mounts FT-227
Modulator unit shock mounts FT-225
Triple-Receiver rack FT-220 (Used for parts only)
Antenna Relay unit BC-442 (Meter only used)
Receiver Dynamotor DM-32

Two major units comprise the station proper: (1) the transmitter and receiver, mounted together in rack FT-226 and, (2) the power supply, keyer and controls, built as one unit on the BC-456 modulator chassis. Shock mounts listed above are used for the respective units. Inter-unit wiring is by means of cable and plugs.

To provide receiver accommodation in the dual transmitter rack, a section from the receiver rack is cut and fitted into the right-hand compartment.

Overall view of the complete station. Note the built-in electronic key and many SCR-274N components.
This is chiefly a hack-saw job and step-by-step details will not be given. The photograph shows the final result. The male power plug in the right rear section of the transmitter rack is removed, thus providing an opening for connections to the receiver.

The BC-456 modulator is stripped of all major components, a procedure not nearly as wasteful as it might appear. The present low cost of these units can be written off on the basis of the tubes and chassis alone. The power supply/keyer as seen in the photograph is not a converted BC-456. The chassis is all the present and former units have in common.

Transmitter Electrical Conversion

Basically, the Command transmitter consists of a Hartley oscillator inductively coupled to a neutralized parallel beam tube power amplifier. Because of the lack of an isolation stage, keying and antenna loading must be arranged to minimize reaction on the oscillator if a satisfactory signal is to be had.

Oscillator keying is the logical choice in view of the original circuitry since there can be no isolation of a keyed stage from the oscillator without drastic circuit changes. Furthermore the most click-free form of triode oscillator keying is blocked-grid.

To provide power supply load voltage stabilization, the final stage is self-biased to draw 100 ma key-up plate current, nominal loaded current being this same value. However, a swing of 30% can be tolerated without serious signal deterioration with average power supplies.

The combination of these two relatively simple modifications results in an exceptionally clean c.w. signal. Power input (loaded) runs between 50 and 75 watts. It must be conceded that this conversion will not run the power claimed for certain other arrangements. It was felt, however, that the added signal quality made up the difference—especially since a 60-watt high voltage supply is about all a small rig such as this would normally require.

Pertinent circuit data is contained in Fig. 1. The former relay control line connection is removed from terminal #5 on the transmitter power socket and this pin is used for the keying lead. Other pin connections are unchanged.

The oscillator grid leak is cut free on the coil side of the grid condenser, then connected through an r.f. choke to pin #5, as shown in Fig. 1. Blocking bias of around 100 volts negative is applied from an external source through a 250,000-ohm resistor. Grounding pin #5 keys the transmitter. No other pin connections are changed.

The cathode bias resistor for the 1625s and its associated bypass condenser are located adjacent to the screen grid bypass to the side of the oscillator tuning condenser. If a cathode bypass similar in type to the one used originally for the screen is available, the two may be mounted together by removing the existing mounting screws and replacing with ones of sufficient length to secure both capacitors.

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)

**Fig. 1.** The transmitter circuit changes, as shown here, can be made in a few moments.
Neither the under-chassis control relay nor the one in the antenna circuit is used. In the latter, the spring contact is soldered directly to the antenna post. In the former, the cathode connection is cut free, the wiring being changed to permanently ground the cathodes through the added 350-ohm self-biasing resistor. The former 51,000-ohm standby bias resistor is removed. The oscillator plate contacts on the control relay are short-circuited by wiring together the contact connections.

Normal operation of the electric-eye tube is achieved by removing the two resistors connected to the eye-tube cathode and replacing them with a single 2000-ohm 1-watt resistor to ground.

Except for wiring filaments in parallel, the only other transmitter change is removal of the chassis ground from the antenna coupling coil. The low side of this coil is connected to an insulated binding post installed in place of the antenna coupling lock. Since the transmitter chassis is common with the ground side of the a.c. line (the result of a receiver half-wave rectifier power supply), the antenna isolation becomes desirable.

Ordinarily, the short antenna used for portable work loads satisfactorily against the a.c. line as a "ground."

The manner of obtaining screen and oscillator plate voltages is important to the proper functioning of this conversion arrangement. A bleeder of from twenty to thirty thousand ohms should be used across the power supply. Oscillator plate voltage is obtained from a tap and should be adjusted to give 150 to 175 volts under load. Screen voltage should be obtained through a series resistor of approximately 15,000 ohms connected to B+. These points are mentioned for the benefit of the reader interested only in the transmitter conversion. The required circuit is incorporated in the power unit to be described in a later portion of this article.

**Fig. 2.** The receiver power supply (top) fits into the dynamotor housing nicely, and the volume control circuit changes are simple.

**Receiver Electrical Conversion**

In principle, the receiver conversion follows the lines of previous suggestions carried in the pages of CQ. Filaments are wired in series and a 50L6 is substituted for the 12A6 output tube.

Instead of returning the volume control ground lead directly to ground, it is connected to pin 7 in the front receiver compartment. This pin con-

Under-chassis view of power-supply/keystone unit. Note compactness without undue crowding of parts.
nects to pin 1 on the rear power socket. The re-
turn then reaches ground through contacts of a 
relay in the rear deck of the rack. This relay ope-
rates whenever the transmitter high voltage is 
applied, opening the volume control ground re-
turn. This drops receiver gain to a comfortable 
level for monitoring the transmitted signal.

Effectiveness of this arrangement requires 
changing the ground connection of the 3-μf vo-
lume control line bypass condenser from chassis 
to volume control ground return line. This con-
denser is fastened to the inside front of the re-
ceiver adjacent to the control compartment. Since 
the case serves as its ground connection, it is 
necessary to mount the condenser on an insulated 
bracket. This can be made from a composition tie-
point connector. The case is then re-connected to 
the volume control ground return as shown in 
Fig. 2.

The c.w. selectivity of both the BC-459 and 
BC-455 will be improved by connecting a 02-μf 
bypass condenser across the audio output. This is 
most easily done under the chassis and to the rear 
of the set. Pin 5 is common with the audio output 
pin on the front receiver plug. No effort was made 
to increase bandwidth.

Ease of tuning, however, will be enhanced if a 
wide-fit knob is substituted for the wobbly, 
spline-type currently sold for command receivers.
A simple five-cent plastic drawer pull can be al-
tered to provide a very satisfactory control. The 
tapped hole in the base of the pull is first enlarged 
with a 7/32" drill. Then excess outside stock is 
trimmed off until the base fits freely into the dial 
collar. A little pressure will force the new knob 
onto the tuning shaft spline.

Power supply for the receiver is a half-wave 
selenium rectifier and filter housed in what was 
formerly receiver dynamotor DM-32. Once the field 
cells and armature are removed from the original 
power unit, there is ample space for mounting the 
100 ma rectifier, a dual 40-20 μf 150-volt tubular 
filter and two resistors making up the assembly.

The a.c. connection is made by means of a line 
cord directly to this supply rather than through the 
receiver power socket. Since the supply is a.c.- 
d.c. a recommended hookup method is shown in 
the circuit diagram. In this way, the receiver may 
be used independently of the portable set-up by 
merely grounding the volume control line at the 
rear socket (pin 1 to pin 6). The male plug re-
moved from the right-hand section of the trans-
mittor rack when installing the receiver compart-
ment makes a handy shorting plug by merely 
soldering these two pins together.

**Power Supply and Keyer**

The over-all schematic for this unit is shown in 
Fig. 5. The mechanical and electrical layout 
can be seen from the photographs. Perhaps ad-
ditional comment is needed on the power supply 
concerning the small filter employed. Stability of 
the converted BC-459 or BC-457 is so good that 
further filtering is not required for c.w. operation. 
Should a BC-458 (tuned to 7 mc) or an 80-meter 
BC-696 be used, a small input filter choke will be 
necessary. The lower "C" oscillators of these two 
transmitters result in excessive ripple with the 
capacity filter alone.

A 5T4 rectifier tube is used since it fits neatly 
inside the BC-456 shield.

The built-in electronic keyer uses the author's
“self-completing” circuit—so called since a dot or dash once started completes itself automatically. This assures freedom from clipping and makes for easier, more uniform sending.

Electrically, the circuit consists of two stages. The first, or pulse stage, develops the basic timing voltage for the automatic dots or dashes. The second stage shapes the operating cycle of the keying relay to conform with correct telegraph mark-to-space characteristics.

Tubes used are 50L6s. These, together with their associated plate circuit relays, are housed in the BC-4S6 shield enclosure.

A half-wave selenium rectifier furnishes d.c. for the keyer and supplies the blocking bias for the transmitter oscillator keying. The polarity of the selenium stack should be strictly observed in connecting the circuit in the manner shown.

Speed and shaping controls are mounted on the chassis front to the left and right respectively of the key lever. The a.c. line switch is mounted on the speed control potentiometer. The shaping control adjusts keying from light to heavy to suit the operator’s particular style. As a general rule, sending with an automatic key sounds better when adjusted on the “heavy” side since a natural tendency to exaggerate letter spacing is less noticeable.

Fixed adjustment, wiping contact relays of identical characteristics are a must for the keyer circuit shown. Either short or long telephone type 2000 to 4000-ohm relays are satisfactory.1 High quality capacitors, preferably of the new plastic-moulded type, should be used at C1, C2, and C3.

R1 in the timing circuit sets dot-to-dash ratio. Adjustment should be made starting from minimum resistance to a value which gives correct ratio. Should difficulty with dot distortion be encountered, the rule to follow is: if first dots of a series are foreshortened, add capacity to C1 and readjust R1; if the opposite condition prevails, increase capacity of C2 and readjust R1. Note that this rule applies only when distortion is present at a setting of R1 where the correct dot-dash ratio otherwise prevails.

Operating Controls

Transmitter high voltage off or on is controlled by a switch (SW2) in the transformer center tap. This switch is next to the keyer shaping control. When thrown to the “on” position, a low-current relay (RY8) mounted in the rear deck of the transmitter/receiver rack is energized, removing the volume control ground return as described earlier. A second switch (SW3)—a three-position one removed from the FT-220 receiver rack—is mounted adjacent to the high voltage control. In its “up” position, a second low-current relay (RY9) in the power unit is energized. Contacts are connected to short the oscillator key line and at the same time reduce final screen voltage to zero. This serves as a QRP position for QRM-less setting frequency. With the switch in cen-

1 Both the key lever assembly and keyer relays can be obtained in limited quantity from Electronic Signal Devices, Box 288, San Carlos, Calif.
Fig. 1. The complete station. From left to right the units are: transmitter, a-c power supply, and receiver. The hand key is mounted underneath the receiver.

CLYDE C. LARY, W6GCS*

A completely self-contained station made from surplus SCR-274N units.

This article does not deal with the conversion of the individual transmitters and receivers of the SCR-274N, but rather is a suggested method of incorporating the converted units into an efficient portable station.

*Fig. 1 shows the portable station ready for operation simply by plugging in the a-c line cord and connecting up an antenna. To the left is the transmitter, in the center is the power supply built into an old transmitter cabinet, and to the right is the receiver covering the corresponding frequencies of the transmitter. The baseboard is a solid piece of white pine, one inch thick, twelve inches wide and fifteen and one-half inches long. Under each corner is a rubber foot. The chrome metal trim on the front of the baseboard serves not only to beautify, but as a common ground for all three units.

The receiver is raised to match the height of the other units by building a small shelf from two pieces of white pine, ¾ X 1-5/8 X 12 inches. A small metal panel is fitted to the front underneath the receiver and in this space is placed the hand key with the knob extending about one and one-half inches out from the panel. The tail room in this shelf can be used to hold a key-click filter which is generally necessary for the SCR-274N.

The antenna changeover switch is mounted on the upper left-hand corner of the transmitter. This switch is a simple SPDT knife switch obtainable in most dime stores. A No. 12 wire runs across the face of the units from the switch to the receiver antenna post.

The Power Supply

A fly-cutter hole has been cut in the lower center of the front panel to take the 2¼ inch, 0–200 d-c milliammeter. Inside the power supply cabinet the meter is just under and clear of the deck of the chassis. This meter is connected in series with the high-voltage lead to the plates of the final amplifier tubes.

At the lower left of the panel is a key lock switch of the ordinary auto ignition type. It prevents anyone, other than the holder of the key, from putting the station on the air accidentally or intentionally. Turning this switch on connects in the a-c line to the primaries of the three heater transformers. The a.c. is applied to the primary of the plate transformer through a switch on the upper right side of the front panel. Since there is no room for a time delay relay within the power supply cabinet this switch has been arranged to prevent the application of the high voltage to the rectifier tubes before they are properly heated. The movable lock must be swung to the right side before this switch can be actuated.

At the right of the milliammeter is a DPDT rotary switch which throws the high voltages either to the transmitter or the receiver. Some care must be exercised here to select a switch with adequate insulation or substitute a relay.

*400 Sierra Drive, Visalia, Calif.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the side and bottom of the power supply. On the top of the deck near the front panel is the plate transformer. Next is the 3-μf oil-filled condenser and then the choke, and finally the two 816 mercury vapor rectifiers. These tubes are mounted in the holes that were once occupied by the oscillator and magic eye tubes. The center hole (where the calibrating crystal was located) is left open for ventilation.

On the underside of the chassis is mounted the two 24-volt heater transformers and 2½-volt 10-ampere filament transformer for the rectifier tubes. On each side of this transformer are the two 50-watt resistors, mounted to the back of the chassis through 2½-inch carriage bolts. The 117-v. a-c line enters through a female socket on the back skirt of the chassis; beside it is the a-c fuse.

The heater and high-voltage leads are cabled out through rubber grommeted holes on each side of the a-c plug. Tube base connectors are used and the leads are sufficiently long to reach the sockets on the backs of the transmitter and receiver.

**Operation**

Practically no difficulties should be encountered either in setting up these units or getting them on the air. For loudspeaker reception we have cut a hole in the rear of the receiver can and a two-inch speaker is mounted over it. A small output transformer is mounted at the side of the speaker. When in operation the front middle slide on the lid of the receiver is opened for sound release.

With the power supply shown in Fig. 4 the measured voltages were as follows:

- Final plate . . . . . . . . . . . . 650 volts
- Final screen . . . . . . . . . . . . 275 volts
- Oscillator plate . . . . . . . . 235 volts
- Receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260 volts

With the transmitter in operation the milliammeter should read about 180 ma.

---

**Fig. 4. Wiring diagram of the power supply.**

- **C1**—3.0 μf, 2,000-volt oil filled.
- **R1**—6000 ohms, 50 watts.
- **R2**—50,000 ohms, 50 watts.
- **R3**—18,500 ohms, 25 watts.
- **R4**—20,000 ohms, 25 watts.
- **T1**—Power transformer 1500 volts c.t. (Stancor 3535).
- **T2**—Filament transformer 2½ volts.
- **FS1, FS2**—Fuse, 500 ma (Little-fuse).
- **FS3**—Fuse, 6 amps.
- **10 amps c.t. (UTC. 535).**
- **T3, T4**—Filament transformers, 24 volts.
- **HS1, HS2**—Hash suppressor (Millen).
- **CH1**—Filter choke, 20 henry, 950 ma (INCA D-4).
- **SW1**—Effort switch (see text).
- **SW2**—Key lock auto ignition switch.
- **SW3**—DPDT switch h.v. insulation.
- **M**—Milliammeter, 0-200 (Tripplett).
HAM PARADISE—Some of the many FB pieces of traded-in equipment on display at Ham Headquarters, USA. Many like new, each with Verified Performance report, all bargain-price tagged at a fraction of new cost.

Here, in the World's Largest Trading Center, you can get more for your money. Tremendous volume gives you benefit of lower overhead per transaction. You get the greatest values, the easiest terms, the "hottest" trade-in deals—toward used or new gear, all with the friendliest personal service. Huge inventory of new equipment gives you quicker delivery, of the latest, improved production.

So, hurry on in (it really is less of a trip than you might think!) to Ham Headquarters, USA. (That's Harrison's, of course!) Bring along your old gear, for my tip-top allowance. We're trading high, wide, and then-some! I guarantee you'll go home delighted. (Every item in picture is from a trade which made that Ham happy!)

73, Bill Harrison, W2AVA, 225 Greenwich St., New York City
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L-C OSCILLATORS by Alexander Schure
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FA-9 CRYSTALS

For AMATEURS—EXPERIMENTERS 1500 KC to 50 MC

Wire mounted, plated crystals for use by amateurs and experimenters where tolerances of .01% are permissible and wide range temperatures are not encountered.

CIRCUIT: Designed to operate into a load capacitance of 32 mmf on the fundamental between 1500 KC and 15 MC. Designed to operate at anti-resonance on 3rd overtone mode into grid circuit without additional capacitance load. 5th overtone crystals designed to operate at series resonance. (Write for recommended circuits)

Prices

Pin Diameter .093*
Pin Spacing .486

(FA-9 Fits Same Socket as FT-243)

FREQUENCY RANGE TOLERANCE PRICE
1500-1799 KC .01% $ 4.50
1800-1999 KC .01% 4.00
2000-9999 KC .01% 3.00
10000-13000 KC .01% 4.00
Overtone Crystals—3rd Overtone Operation
15 MC-29.99 MC .01% $ 3.00
30 MC-54 MC .01% 4.00
Overtone Crystals—5th Overtone Operation
55 MC-75 .01% 4.50
76 MC-90 MC .01% 6.50

PRECISION CRYSTALS
COMMERCIAL USE
F-6 SERIES
1500 KC — 50 MC

NOTE: The FA units will not necessarily have the correct correlation for Commercial use. For commercial applications, the F-6 type unit should be used. Write for details.

One Day Service! Specify exact frequency and crystal will be calibrated to .01% or better of this frequency, when operated in the specified operating circuit.

Specifications

Freq. Range 50-54 MC (51 MC design center)
Sensitivity 1 microvolt or better
Output IF* (1) 600 KC to 1500 KC
(2) 7 MC to 11 MC
Crystal Freq. 49.4 MC or 43 MC depending on IF desired (Oscillator range 40 MC to 50 MC).
Plate Power 150 volts to 250 volts DC @ 15 ma to 20 ma
Heater Power 6.3 volts @ 600 ma
Tubes 6AK5 RF Amplifier
6J6 Mixer Oscillator
Silo (overall) 4" x 31/2" x 31/2"
Weight 3 ounces

KIT (with crystal less tubes)..........................$10.95
COMPLETE, wired and tested with tubes and crystal.............$15.95

*Specify IF when ordering

HOW TO ORDER

For fastest possible service, crystals, oscillators and converters are sold direct. When cash accompanies order, International prepaids postage. Otherwise, shipment made C.O.D.

International Crystal Mfg. Co. Inc.
18 N LEE PHONE 5-3165 OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
RCA Tubes and Harvey Service... For Double Dependability!

HARVEY's line of RCA tubes is so complete, that HARVEY can fill virtually any requirement... right from stock... and deliver at almost a moment's notice.

This is particularly important to AM, FM, and TV Broadcasters, Industrial and Commercial users, Amateurs, and Service-Technicians, all of whom depend on tubes for sustained operation of important electronic equipment.

Write, Wire or Phone for PROMPT HARVEY SERVICE

Visit Harvey's New AUDITORIUM at 1123 Avenue of the Americas (6th Avenue) in New York City.

HARVEY RADIO COMPANY, INC.
103 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
Chapter II  TRANSMITTERS

Fig. 1. An attractive appearance is easy to attain with 274-N transmitters.

SCR-274N Transmitter Modifications

JAMES N. WHITAKER, W2BFB*

Some helpful suggestions and words of warning to those planning to use these excellent units for amateur transmitter and VFO applications. Particular emphasis is placed on good keying.

The SCR-274N command sets have unquestionably been the most popular of all war surplus equipments for conversion to amateur use. The transmitters are by far the most useful of all units included. They not only are used as transmitters directly, but are also very popular as exciters and variable frequency oscillators for larger transmitters.

As is the case in most war surplus items, the amateur use of these excellent little transmitters requires a certain amount of modification. Articles too numerous to mention have been written describing various ways of modifying the units for amateur service, each modification having its own particular advantages and disadvantages. With such a well-designed piece of equipment to start with, it is reasonable to expect that the most satisfactory modification would be the one that disturbed the original circuitry the least. Actually, very little is required in the way of modifications to the sets which cover the amateur bands as is. For instance, the BC-696-A and the BC-459-A cover the 3.4-4 mc band and the 7-mc band respectively. The only absolutely necessary modification to these two units is the provision of a suitable output connection and a means for operating the keying relay. It is also generally desirable to parallel the heaters for 12-volt operation.

If the unit is to be used as a VFO for driving a string of multipliers for operation in the higher amateur bands, it is wise to provide for operating the oscillator heater from rectified and fairly well filtered power. This is to prevent the slight amount of frequency modulation at a 60-cycle rate which is present in some instances when raw a.c. is used for the oscillator tube heater power. This frequency modulation is not sufficient to be noticeable on the fundamental or even at twice the oscillator frequency. It is also not present in all sets. It is present in some, however, and in some instance, is very noticeable on 28 mc.

The power requirement for the oscillator tube is rather low, and a 250 ma selenium rectifier followed by about 250 µf of capacity (dry electrolytic) is all that is required. Listen to the 28-mc harmonic of the transmitter with a good receiver. If no a.c. hum is noted, it is safe to say that your particular unit is free from serious 60-cycle frequency modulation.

The original schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The modification preferred by the author appears in the modified schematic diagram, Fig. 4, which includes the changes required to produce satisfactory keying to be described.

Numerous ways have been suggested for changing the frequency of the BC-457-A (4-5.3 mc) and the BC-458-A (5.3-7 mc) to the amateur frequencies.

*93 Shepard Ave., West Englewood, N. J.
Most of the suggested systems involve modifications to the inductances of the oscillator and P. A. tank circuits. The BC-457-A may be changed to cover the 3.5 mc amateur band by the simple addition of a good quality capacitor of between 25 μf and 50 μf capacity in parallel with the oscillator tuning capacitor, and by a readjustment of the variable padders in both the oscillator and P. A. plate tank circuits. The BC-458-A may be adjusted to cover the 7-mc band by simply adjusting the oscillator and P. A. padders.

To adjust the BC-457-A to frequency after adding the capacitor to the oscillator circuit, insert a 4-mc crystal in the crystal socket. (An FT-243 type crystal is excellent for this purpose, and is inserted in the socket using pins 3 and 7.) Next, remove the cover from the oscillator coil and capacitor assembly, using care not to disturb the iron core setting (screwdriver slotted screw on top, sealed with blue glyptal). Cut a screwdriver opening in the end of the shield opposite the variable capacitor shaft. Loosen the setscrews which lock the capacitor shaft, and replace the shield cover over the oscillator tuning assembly. Turn on the transmitter, and with the tuning eye in place, adjust the main tuning dial to 5.2. Adjust the oscillator padder until the eye indicates resonance with the crystal. The oscillator is now operating at 4 mc. Remove the oscillator tuning assembly cover, tighten the capacitor shaft lock setscrews, and replace the cover.

Tune the fixed padder of the P. A. stage for resonance as indicated by a minimum of P. A. plate current. If the iron cores in the tuning coils have not been disturbed, or if the coils have not been modified, the tuning will track over the entire range, and the new range will be 3.4 to 4.1 mc. The dial may be
covered with paper and a new scale inscribed thereon, or the dial may be removed and turned down on a fathe, repainted, new calibration lines painted on, and new numerals added. (A handy numeral set is included in most popular panel marking decal sets.) The same general procedure is used when tuning up the BC-458-A for operation in the 7-mc band, except that a 7.5-mc crystal is used.

If the adjustment of the iron core has been disturbed, the transmitter may be completely realigned by first adjusting the oscillator section for the desired frequency coverage by tuning the padder capacitor at the high frequency end of the tuning range, and by adjusting the iron core at the low frequency end of the tuning range. It may be necessary to repeat this several times to obtain the desired frequency spread or to obtain coincidence between the frequency and the calibration of the dial.

Having adjusted the oscillator, the P. A. tank tuning may be made to track with the oscillator by using a similar procedure. Adjust the capacitance trimmer at the high frequency end of the tuning range, and adjust the inductance trimmer at the low frequency end of the tuning range, repeating the two adjustments until perfect tracking is obtained. This is the same procedure as is used in adjusting the gang-tuned stages of a receiver.

If the SCR-274-N transmitter is to be used as a complete transmitter, or if it is to be used as a keyed VFO, it will be necessary to clean up the keying. Many systems suggested in the past include radical modifications, with the installation of vacuum tube keyers in some instances. Let us bear in mind that whenever we make changes in one of these units, we are modifying a piece of precision apparatus and should disturb it as little as possible.
Therefore, why not use the keying system included, after cleaning it up so that it is free from clicks, thumps, and chirps?

We have 12.6 volts available from the tube heater supply. From this we can get approximately 17.5 volts of d.c. for operating the keying relay by the simple addition of a low voltage selenium rectifier and a high capacity electrolytic capacitor. The keying relay will follow keying up to more than 40 words per minute with the power thus supplied if the relay armature and contacts are carefully adjusted.

The keying relay is quite noisy as it is. If this noise is objectionable, a short piece of small rubber tubing, soft plastic tubing, or “spaghetti” tubing may be placed over the armature arm stop. If this is done, the armature arm will require re-adjustment so that the relay contacts will open when the relay coil is de-energized. The contacts should be adjusted until the P. A. cathode circuit is closed just slightly before the relay armature comes to rest on the pole face of the relay coil. The contacts closing the circuit to the oscillator plate supply should be adjusted to close before the P. A. cathode circuit is closed. This is important if the operation is to be free from a keying “chirp.” If the oscillator plate circuit is closed slightly ahead of the closing of the P. A. cathode circuit, the oscillator frequency will be stable before the power is actually applied to the P. A., and the “chirp” will not be present in the transmitter output.

The keying waveform before modification is shown in Fig. 6. Note the sharp spike just ahead of the main keying pulse, and the high amplitude of the start of the pulse. The sharp spike is caused by relay chatter, and the high amplitude at the start of the pulse is due to power supply regulation. Both of these faults are corrected very nicely by the addition of the time constant in the keying system, as is indicated in the oscillogram shown in Fig. 7.

The time constant which has been added to the keying circuit is a bit unusual in its operation. While the relay is open, the potential appearing in the cathode to ground circuit of the P.A. tubes will charge capacitor \( C_w \) through resistor \( R_n \). When the relay closes, the terminal of \( C_w \), which connects to the P.A. tube cathodes, is connected to ground. \( C_w \) then discharges through \( R_n \), placing a negative potential upon the grids of the P.A. tubes, momentarily holding them at cutoff. As the charge is reduced in \( C_w \), the potential across \( R_n \) is reduced, and the P.A. tubes start operating normally, until the full output is reached. This delaying action is just sufficient to produce a starting slope of approximately 2 milliseconds duration in the keying pulse, resulting in the desirable keying pulse shape shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 5 shows the location of \( C_w \). This capacitor is a Solar No. XEMRBW6-1. This same type of capacitor is produced by several other manufacturers. (The JAN type designation is CP68B1EF105WK. These units are generally available in the surplus market at less than one dollar.)

The mounting of this capacitor is rather simple. It involves the drilling of two one-half inch diameter holes and one small screw hole. One existing screw hole is used. This existing hole is used to fasten a wire clamp on the underneath side of the chassis. This wire connects to the antenna shorting relay. The antenna shorting relay is removed, and the wire is therefore no longer needed. The wire clamp bracket and the wire are both removed. The screw which originally held the clamp in place is now used to fasten one end of the capacitor bracket. The two \( \frac{1}{4} \)-inch holes and the small screw hole are drilled in line with the wire clamp screw hole and spaced as shown in Fig. 3.

One very convenient arrangement when using a SCR-274N transmitter as a complete transmitter for phone-cw, work in the 3.5-5 mc band is shown in Fig. 1. The assembly pictured consists of a BC-457-A modified, as shown in Fig. 4, together with power supply and modulator units, all mounted on a standard 19-inch relay rack type of panel. The schematic diagram of the power supply, modulator, and the incidental connections between units and to the pilot light, switches, etc., is shown in Fig. 9. This arrangement includes a power switch and fuse, a pilot light, a plate current meter, an r.f. output ammeter, and a “phone”-“push-to-talk phone”-“c.w.” selector switch. When operating “push-to-talk” phone, the push-to-talk switch connection is plugged into the telegraph keying jack.

An additional filter section is added to the P.A. plate power supply system when the unit is operating as a phone transmitter. This provides ample filtering to produce a hum-free signal for phone work. Type 1625 tubes are used in the modulator, since they are also used in the transmitter. Type 807 tubes could be used with identical results. Either type will provide sufficient power for producing 100% modulation of the power amplifier.

The panel used for mounting the entire system is made from 3/16-inch thick 24ST aluminum, 19 inches wide and 10½ inches high. A cutout is made in the center of the panel to accommodate the transmitter. The transmitter is mounted in place by
means of two 5-inch lengths of 1-inch by 1-inch aluminum angle, screwed to the top and bottom of the transmitter and to the panel. The power supply and modulator units are built on 5" by 10" standard chassis and are mounted end-on to the panel, with standard chassis panel brackets, two to each unit. The rear view of the unit, Fig. 8, shows the appearance of the completed assembly.

The power supply described delivers 470 volts at 170 milliamperes. Under these conditions, the a.c. ripple voltage is 9 volts r.m.s., or 1.92%. The output of the transmitter on c.w. is 38.5 watts, with an input of 56.4 watts to the p.a., representing an efficiency of 68%. The r.f. current into a 52-ohm load is 0.86 amperes. The output when operated with telephone modulation is reduced slightly due to the additional load on the power supply by the modulator tubes. The output under these conditions is approximately 35 watts.

The values given in the parts list of Fig. 4 are taken from the instruction book covering this particular equipment, with the exception of C6 and C7, and are listed for the convenience of those who may not otherwise have access to this information.

The SCR-274-N transmitters will perform very satisfactorily if treated properly and if not altered unnecessarily. Make as few changes to the frequency determining portions of the circuit as possible; don't try to overload the output stage, regulate the plate supply to the oscillator and to the screen grids of the power amplifier, and you will have a signal that will be outstanding in quality and a joy to copy.

Fig. 8. Rear view of complete phone/c.w. transmitter.

Fig. 9. The power supply, modulator, and interunit cabling.

C1—500 µf, 25-volt dry electrolytic
C2—1 µf, 600 v., oil filled
C3—10 µf, 600 v., oil filled
C4—4 µf, 600 v., oil filled
C5—40 µf, 150 v., dry electrolytic
L1, L2—Thordarson T-20C64 chokes
R1—5K, 20 w., wire-wound
R2, R3—500 ohms, 1 w.
R4—250 ohms, 5 w., wire-wound
T1—6.3 v. at 3 amp, fil. trans.
T2—Plate and filament transformer, 400 v. each side c.t. at 250 ma, with 6.3 and 5 v. windings
T3—Mike or line to grid trans.
T4—25-watt modulation transformer, select to match p.d. 807s to 3,000-5,000 ohm load
S1—5-p.s.f. toggle switch
S2—Three-pole, 3-position wafer switch
SR1—Seleotron 1M1 selenium rectifier
F1—Bussman type 3AG 3-ampere fuse
J1—6.3-volt pilot lamp
J1—Single-circuit jack
M1—0-300 ma d.c. milliammeter
M2—0-3 amp r.f. ammeter
Variations in the Modification

For 80 and 40 Meters

E. B. McIntyre, W3KHJ*

The purpose of this article is to describe one possible conversion of the ARC-5, or ATA and SCR-274N into a useful 40 and 80-meter v.f.o. Originally this unit was an aircraft command set and hence used the 24-28 volt d-c supply of the plane as its primary source of power. Unlike many other pieces of surplus equipment these units will operate efficiently with only a minimum of modification. As a matter of fact, so little time was spent in connecting them up that it was decided to rebuild them into a rack and panel unit. Thus, we have the foundation of a good Ham station with very little encroachment on our time and expense account.

The Circuit

The ARC-5 transmitters are essentially m.o.p.a. A type 1626 (while the 1626 is a more stable oscillator tube, the 12JS can be substituted) with the plate grounded for r-f is used as a modified Hartley master oscillator. A pair of 1625 tubes (807 with 12.6-volt filaments) are paralleled and form the final amplifier. Grid neutralization is used in this single-ended final stage with the out-of-phase voltage being fed back into the grid coil through a fixed-tune condenser.

The original aircraft antenna was loaded by a combination of rotary link and loading coil. The antenna connects directly to the loading coil through the relay K34. A rotary link is inserted in the final amplifier plate tank and is connected through to the loading coil with a moving tap. The tap on the loading coil is arranged to roll along the turns of the coils as it is turned by means of a gear system that extends through the front panel. This type of coupling is especially useful when loading up a Marconi or end-fed Hertz antenna.  

The maximum power output of the transmitter while in the plane is about 40 watts on c.w. and 15 watts output on phone with 100 per cent modulation. The model ATA, however, uses screen modulation and has only a power output of about 10 watts on phone. The modified transmitter uses much higher plate voltages and a maximum power input of between 100 and 150 watts may be expected.

These transmitters also incorporate a 1629 (magic eye tube) which is used as a crystal-controlled calibration oscillator. This oscillator does not control the frequency of the transmitter at any time, but simply acts as a check on the calibration of the master oscillator. Most of the units are supplied with a calibration crystal of 3500 kc (BC-456A unit) or one of 8870 kc (BC-459A unit).

Electrical Modifications

Certain modifications should be made before the transmitter is put into operation. These modifications are as follows:

1. Remove R71.
2. Run lead on VT 138 pin 7 to VT 138 pin 2 and ground pin 7.
3. On one VT 136 pin 7 is grounded, on the other VT 136 pin 7 is ungrounded. Work with the ungrounded lead. Remove lead to VT 136 pin 7 and run to pin 7. Ground pin 7 (thus pin 7 in both VT 136 tubes will be grounded and one side of the filament input circuit will go to ground).
4. Disconnect K33 connection to plug terminal 5 and 6. Remove relay.
5. Disconnect K54 and remove.
6. Remove R70.

The 390-ohm cathode resistor, R77, used with the 1629 should be replaced with a 1000-ohm 3/4-watt resistor. The cathodes of both of the 1625 tubes are then tied together and grounded through a SPST switch. This switch serves as a TUNE-TRANSMIT switch enabling the operator to open the cathode circuit of the final amplifier so that the oscillator may be zero-beat without undue interference. A power supply giving 12.6 v. a.c. (6.3 v. transformers in series are satisfactory) and d-c voltages from 500 to 750 at 200 ma and 150 to 250 v. at 50 ma is required. In certain cases (ours included) it may be advisable to remove the loading coil in the antenna circuit completely. This coil will soak up quite a lot of the r-f that should be in the antenna. When using a coax line the center conductor may be tied into the rotary link in the final tank coil and the link used to load the antenna. The other side of the link is already grounded and it is only necessary to ground the outer braid of the coax line.  

* 220 Forest Glen Rd., Silver Spring, Md.

---

1 See footnote 1 in W9ZJB conversion.

Bottom view of SCR-274Ns showing units rack-mounted with switching circuits in between.
of the SCR-274N Transmitters

Mechanical Modifications

The mechanical arrangement of the ARC-5 did not harmonize with the rest of our rig and it was decided to rebuild into a relay rack. After some thought we evolved the arrangement shown in Fig. 1. The 3.0 to 4.0-mc transmitter is on the left and the 7.0 to 9.1-mc transmitter is on the right in the illustration. Above the two V-f-o control dials. The dials are combination indicator and panel lights. They may be adjusted to throw a beam of light in any direction along the panel. A single meter with meter switching is employed in conjunction with a 2-pole 11-position switch and the oscillator plate, final grid, final screen, or final plate currents may be read. Positions are also used to show the oscillator and final plate voltages. The details of this arrangement are not shown here since they may be quite easily worked out and will vary according to the number of meters the reader may have at hand.

The transmitter filament, oscillator plate, and final amplifier circuits are switched by means of the 3-position 3-pole switch in the lower center of the panel. The key jack is directly below this switch. The toggle switch to the right of the key jack is for SEND-RECEIVE and the toggle to the left is for TUNE-TRANSMIT. A pair of indicator lights in the upper center of the panel show which transmitter is in use. The pilot lights may be operated from the 12.6-v. filament supply by inserting a separate 47-ohm 1-watt resistor in series with each 150-ma pilot lamp.

To rebuild the ARC-5 into this arrangement it is first necessary to remove the front panel of the transmitters. Removing the front panel may prove to be the most difficult part of this operation. First remove the dust cover, all of the tubes, the calibration crystal and all of the knobs and dials. The antenna tuner will also come off as it is mounted to the front panel and chassis with 3-48 screws.

Aluminum rivets fasten the front panel to the chassis, but the heads of these rivets (three on each side and one on top center of the chassis) may be cut off with a cold chisel or drilled out. This permits removal of the front panel from the transmitter unit. The front panel of the relay rack may now be marked.

When two of the transmitter units are placed side by side there is sufficient space to mount a narrow chassis between the two and still put them in a standard rack mounting. We decided to place the VR-150 voltage regulator on this small chassis along with the dropping resistors, switches and cable connectors from the power supply. The dimensions of this chassis are 11 7/8" x 3 3/4" x 3". As a matter of fact, a doubler stage could also be built into this chassis if it is desired.

The three units are laid out side by side and bolted together to form one complete unit. The front panel is a regular 19" x 7" plate of black crackle 1/16" inch steel. The layout for drilling the panel requires a little extra care, although bushings should be used where possible to allow for a much greater tolerance. The meter, switch and screw holes may be laid out and drilled without difficulty. When the front panel is completed it is secured to the transmitter unit with two standard chassis end brackets and the various switch shafts and screws through the front panels. Two extra brackets in the center will add considerably to the rigidity of the completed unit.

Diagram of the SCR-274N before any modifications have been made. All modifications described are based on this circuit.
We tried several different keying circuits and finally compromised on the simultaneous keying of the oscillator plate and the final screen voltages. This will allow break-in operation while keying the cathodes of the final amplifier will not. A keying relay is used which has been mounted on the rear of the small center chassis. The note sounds very good even though the oscillator is being keyed.

With a power input of about 100 watts we have found the performance of the ARC-5 excellent.

For 40 and 20 Meters
EDWIN W. HANNUM, W2VNU/8

By the simple expedient of switching the fixed air padder (across the PA coil) in and out of the circuit, efficient operation may be realized on both 20 and 40 meters. It is necessary to uncouple the PA tuning condenser from the drive and shaft mechanism and run its shaft out the side of the unit through a fixed or flexible coupling. This shaft is at ground potential. The oscillator tuning remains unchanged.

Only 20-meter operation was contemplated at W2VNU/8 so band switching was not incorporated. The "hot" end of the fixed air padder, C67, in the schematic was disconnected. There is, however, sufficient space along the side of the unit to mount a SPST switch for bandswitching.

For 11 and 10 Meters
VINCE DAWSON, W0Z1B

As might be expected, our particular interest is a v.f.o. combination capable of working from 11 to 2 meters. The SCR-274N series, particularly the BC-458A and BC-459A, provide a ready answer to the problem. The former unit tunes initially from 5.3 to 7 mc, and the latter unit covers the range 7.0 to 9.1 mc. On 11 meters we use the 4th harmonic of 6.79 to 6.85 mc, on 10 meters we use the 4th harmonic of 7.0 to 7.42 mc, on 6 meters the v.f.o. is between 8.33 and 9.0 mc, while for 2-meter operation we use the 18th harmonic of 8.0 to 8.2 mc.

A first inspection will confirm that little conversion work is necessary to get these v.f.o. units on the air. After a clean up with a few drops of light oil mixed with some carbontet applied with a stiff brush, the top shield is taken off by removing the small screws holding it in place. Then, if the unit is to be used strictly for v.f.o. operation take the coiled spring lead that is actuated by the antenna change-over relay and solder it to the antenna feed-through post. Note at the same time that variable link coupling is used from the 1625 plates to the variable inductance. By rolling the inductance to "0" on the dial it is effectively removed from the antenna circuit, making a straight lead from the link to the antenna relay. A coax cable is then used from the antenna post to transmitter. An adapter for coupling the v.f.o. to a crystal stage is shown in Fig. 1a.

The filaments of the 274N are wired in series-parallel for a 24-28 d-c volt input. Since 807s require different sockets than 1625s and since there is no 6.3 volt equivalent to the 1626, it is suggested that a 24-volt output transformer be obtained that is capable of supplying about 2 amps. These are now becoming fairly common and should be available from most jobbers.

The next step is to remove the bottom plate and locate relay K33 which is mounted in the middle of the unit on the left side. This midget relay switches the plate voltage to the VT137 (1626) and short out the biasing resistor R75 (51,000 ohms). Either remove this relay entirely from the unit or tie it down in the energized position. If the relay is re-

Fig. 1a. Adaptor for coupling v.f.o. to crystal stage
Fig. 1b. Alternate method for coupling to driver stage

moved, the cathode wires from the 1625s should be grounded to the chassis and the red lead carrying the oscillator plate voltage from socket pin 3 to R86 is resoldered directly, in place of running through the relay arms.

It is often worth while to use the magic-eye (1629) and crystal calibrator unit to check the v.f.o. in the absence of frequency standard. This unit normally would have used the 24-volt d-c filament voltage as the bias on the cathode of the 1629 through the resistors R77 and R79. To change this part of the circuit over to a-c operation disconnect the cathode lead of (Continued on page 87)

1 By choosing a reasonably small length of coaxial cable to connect to the transformer the "antenna" coil of the 274N may be used as shown in Fig. 1b. The length of cable, L, multiplied by the capacity of the coax per foot (from the manufacturers data this is usually equal to 20 to 30 mf per foot) remains with L52 and its associated link provided L is short compared with a quarter-wave at output frequency.

2 The 1625 sockets can be modified in accordance with instructions given on page 27, January 1948, CQ, in the article by W3CVV, "Mobile With the SCR-274N." For V.f.o. operation the filament should be wired as outlined by W3KHJ.

Rear view showing voltage-regulated power supply and method for switching power between the two units.
the 1629 (pin 8) from the junction of these two resistors. Then solder a 2500-ohm 2-watt resistor between the cathode and chassis ground. The magic-eye now operates normally with the eye closing when the v-f-o frequency equals the frequency of the calibrating crystal.

**Power Supply and Connections**

We were able to obtain a dual rack for our two v-f-o units. These also have socket connections at the rear for the control and power plugs. By removing the screws at the back of the power receptacle box all the wiring becomes accessible. It is best to remove all of the wiring and start out fresh.

Remove the small socket and replace it with a 4-prong socket to handle the voltages coming from the power supply. In the center of the power receptacle box mount a DPDT toggle switch. This switch is to be used to switch the plate and screen voltages from one v.f.o. to the other. The filaments of the two units are wired in parallel.

and checks on the output and drift we arrived at these voltage and current ratings. For strictly stable v.f.o. operation, not more than 300 volts at 100 ma on the plates of the 1625 amplifiers, and 210 volts on the oscillator stage. If the unit is to be used on either 40 or 80 meters 500 volts at 200 ma can be used and still afford a reasonably clean-cut signal. The oscillator voltage must be well-regulated and a suggested power supply is shown in Fig. 2. Two VR 105 tubes in series keep the oscillator plate and amplifier screens down to a current drain of between 30 and 40 ma, by providing 210 v. of stabilized d.c. The double section filter in the power supply is worth while, thus keeping the ripple content down.

To set the v.f.o. to a spot frequency chosen on the receiver, a calibrating switch is included in the power supply proper. Since the two units are mounted side by side it enables the operator to set up without causing needless qrm by having the entire transmitter on the air.

**Keying**

Many types of keying circuits have been tried with this v.f.o. For the author the most satisfactory has been to use relay K53 and key the cathodes of the 1625 amplifiers. This relay will operate nicely from a 22-volt battery, or through a 10-watt 17,000-ohm resistor from the 300-volt supply. The relay draws about 16 ma from either the battery or the dropping resistor.

**160 Meters**

Putting a Command-Set (SCR-274N) transmitter on 160 meters is quite simple, if the following method is employed. Although used specifically with the BC-457, it appears equally applicable to other models.

**Oscillator**

Remove the shield can covering the oscillator coil and padding condenser. Without desmoting the coil form, strip the wire from it; both the large winding and the small one connected in the filament circuit. Do not, however, disturb the 1625 grid coil which is inside the form.

Rewind the larger coil with thirty-six turns of No. 20, enameled wire. Close wind the first thirty-three turns, starting at the bottom of the form and complete with the final three turns spaced in the grooves at the top of the form. The winding must be put on tightly to prevent the turns from slipping.

The cathode of the oscillator tube is tapped on the eighteenth turn from the bottom of the winding. Cut loose the oscillator tube filament terminals from all other circuits and connect them directly to the filament heating circuit. Set the oscillator padding condenser to maximum capacity. Then separate the shield and turn the oscillator slug half-way in.

Under the chassis, remove the black wire between the oscillator coil terminal strip and the neutralizing condenser. Move the 15,000-ohm, 1625 grid-bias resistor and its bypass condenser to the terminal previously occupied by the neutralizing condenser lead.

The magic eye assembly is not used, and the neutralizing condenser may also be removed if desired.

**Amplifier**

Remove the amplifier coil form from the chassis and strip off the old winding. Tightly rewind with 34½ turns of No. 18 enameled wire. Close wind thirteen of them in the space at the bottom of the form. Continue close winding in the upper part of the form for 18½ turns. Finish off with three turns space wound in the grooves on the form. Replace the coil.

Remove the antenna loading coil and connect the variable link to a coaxial output connector. If later it is found that this does not give enough coupling between the antenna and amplifier, a few turns of insulated wire may be wound over the amplifier coil and connected in series with the variable link.

After the coils are modified, apply low voltage to the transmitter and tune the amplifier padding condenser for minimum plate current. Experimentally adjust amplifier and oscillator coil slugs for best tracking of the two circuits across the band.
On 15 Meters - Quick!

H. N. LEM, W2CTE*

Another of the apparently endless uses of the versatile BC-459—getting on 21 mc. with a minimum of fuss and bother. —Editor.

Command-Set transmitters can be converted to cover the new 21-mc band with a minimum of effort. Two conversions, applicable to the BC-459A (7-to-9.1 mc.), and the BC-458A (5.3-to-7 mc.) transmitters are described below. The simpler conversion consists of shifting the oscillator tuning range to cover 10.5 mc. to 10.725 mc. and operating the parallel 1625's as frequency doublers. To accomplish these objectives, do the following:

Next, remove three turns from the top of the amplifier tank coil.

The amplifier paddler now becomes the main tuning condenser. Remove its shaft lock, and add a shaft extension, plus a knob, for easy adjustment. It may be necessary to dismount the paddler from the chassis to remove the shaft lock and to enlarge the hole in the side of the chassis to accommodate the shaft extension:

Mount a midget phone jack in the lower left-hand corner of the panel, and connect it between the 1625 cathodes and ground. Bypass the cathodes to ground with a .001 µf. ceramic condenser.

NOTE
UNLISTED PARTS ORIGINAL AND UNCHANGED.
L1- 7T22 PE WIRE 5/8" LONG, 1/8" DIA CERAMIC SLUG-TUNED FORM.
L2- ST, DOUBLE SPACED ON ORIGINAL AMPLIFIER COIL FORM.

Fig. 1. Modification schematic. The dotted lines enclose the optional doubler stage, which affords added output and stability.

BC-459A

Oscillator: Decrease the capacity of the paddler condenser, located under the oscillator shield can; so that the oscillator tunes to 10.725 mc. when the dial is set to 9.1 mc. The shield must be in place while checking frequency.

Amplifier: First, disconnect both the amplifier tuning condenser (the one ganged with the oscillator condenser) and the neutralizing condenser.

Connect the power supply, plug a key in the jack, check your frequency, tune the 1625 plate tank to resonance, couple an antenna, and you are on 21 mc.

BC-458A

In addition to the above, putting the BC-458A on 21 mc. requires modifying the oscillator coil as well as the amplifier coil. Remove five turns from the top of the oscillator coil, and rewind the amplifier coil. The new winding consists of five turns of the original wire, wound to occupy every other groove.
on the coil form.

(Using a conventional frequency doubler as an output stage always incurs the risk of radiating appreciable power at both the subharmonic and harmonics of the desired output frequency. A link-coupled antenna tuner will greatly reduce the possibility of such spurious outputs reaching the antenna. Another possibility is to divide the paralleled 1625 grids and excite one from the present point on the oscillator coil assembly and the other from the point previously connected to the neutralizing condenser. This will convert the 1625 stage to a push-push doubler, increasing doubling efficiency and decreasing the probability of output on other frequencies. Also, note W2TCE’s improved conversion described below.—Editor.)

A More-Effective Conversion

After the thrill of the first few contacts on the new band has worn off, you may desire to go a step further and add a 12A6 frequency doubler between the oscillator and the 1625’s. The added stage will permit the 1625’s to operate as straight amplifiers, resulting in increased 21-mc output. It will also improve stability, because of increased isolation between the oscillator and the 1625’s.

The portion of the diagram (Fig. 1) between the dotted lines gives data on the new doubler stage. To accommodate it, strip all connections from the 1629 tube socket and the crystal socket. Reconnect power leads removed from them to the power plug at the rear. Replace the 1629 socket with a piece of scrap aluminum upon which E1, the slug-tuned 12A6 plate coil, is mounted. Rewire the former crystal socket for the 12A6.

Note that the connection from the oscillator coil that formerly went to the 1625 grids now goes to the 12A6 grid, while the 1625 grids are connected to the 12A6 plate through a .001 µf condenser.

Connect the grids of the 1625’s to ground through a one-millihenry r-f choke and a 20,000-ohm, ½-watt resistor. Raise the value of the former 1625 grid resistor—now the 12A6 grid resistor—to 68,000 ohms.

Tuning The Doubler

Insert a 0-10 ma. meter between the amplifier grid resistor and ground. With the plate and screen voltage removed from the 1625’s, tune the oscillator to the center of the 21-mc band (21,225 kc.), and adjust the slug in L1 for maximum meter deflection. It should be about five milliamperes at the center of the band, dropping fifteen to twenty per cent at the ends of the band.

If the grid current exceeds five milliamperes, decrease the size of the coupling condenser between the 12A6 and the 1625’s or increase the value of the 12A6 screen resistor.

Neutralization of the 1625’s was not found necessary. If instability is noted, try different 1625’s: they are still cheap on the surplus market.

20-Meter Operation of the BC-459A

This is an improvement over the method suggested by W2VNU/8 (July, 1948, CQ, page 44). Instead of switching out the padder (C67) switch out the main tuning condenser (C65). With this arrangement the tuning condenser does not need to be disconnected from its work drive shaft, and hence will still track perfectly on 40 meters. When operated on 20 meters, one of the two condensers must be tuned and this is more easily facilitated by cutting another hole in the chassis and adding a shaft extension to C67. An ordinary SPST power toggle switch works very well as a band switch. I have also found that the tuning is quite broad and the final tank condenser need not be re-tuned over the whole 20-meter band.

Willem Van Aller, W2VIK

20 and 40 Meters With the BC-459A Transmitter

By the simple expedient of switching the fixed air padder (across the PA coil) in and out of the circuit, efficient operation may be realized on both 20 and 40 meters. It is necessary to uncouple the PA tuning condenser from the drive and shaft mechanism and run its shaft out the side of the unit through a fixed or flexible coupling. This shaft is at ground potential. The oscillator tuning remains unchanged. Only 20-meter operation was contemplated at W2VNU/8 so bandswitching was not incorporated. The “hot” end of the fixed air padder, C67, in the schematic was disconnected. There is, however, sufficient space along the side of the unit to mount a SPST switch for bandswitching.

Edwin W. Hannum, W2VNU/8

SCR-274N Keying Filter

There seem to be thousands of different ways of keying the 274N transmitters, but judging from the number of chirpy and burpy notes on the air, a lot of them are pretty bad. Plate, cathode, or center-tap keying will give you two choices. One, a signal with lots of chirp and no click, or two, a signal with lots of clicks and no chirp. This all depends actually on the amount and type of keying filter. We have examined these different methods using oscillographic techniques. The circuit shown was finally worked out as the best solution. Using the BC-696A we have absolutely no chirp or click on 80 meters. With the BC-459A on 40 meters there is a very slight chirp of about 10 cycles. Keying the oscillator alone is not entirely satisfactory as this will allow the final to break into parasitic oscillations.

Bill Orr, W6SAI
Break-in With the 274 N

FRANK A. MOHLER, W2lAZ

187 Broad St., Eatontown, N. J.

After converting an ARC-5 "Command" transmitter by following standard procedures, I first keyed it in the common B+ lead to the oscillator plate and amplifier screens. This arrangement produced a noticable keying chirp. Next, I tried straight cathode keying of the 1625 tubes. This system worked well, but the constantly-running oscillator prevented working "break-in."

My next step was to combine the advantages of the two keying methods. This was done by the method sketched in Fig. 1. I connected the coil of the original transmitter selector relay, K53, between the cathode terminals of the 1625's and the key jack. I fed the oscillator plate current through the same set of relay contacts originally used for this purpose. The other pair of contacts control a 117-volt, a-c, antenna changeover relay, which is mounted near the amplifier plate coil. In addition, I connected a 1000 µfd., 25-volt, electrolytic condenser across the relay winding.

**Operation**

Upon pressing the key, the 1625 cathode current flowing causes K53 to close. This, in turn, actuates the antenna changeover relay, which switches the antenna from the receiver to the transmitter, and applies plate voltage to the oscillator. The condenser across the relay coil quickly charges up, and its charge holds the relay closed during normal keying pauses, so that the keying is essentially cathode keying of the 1625's. However, a 2 to 4 second pause allows the condenser to discharge through the relay coil. The relay then opens, the oscillator ceases to function, and the antenna is automatically switched back to the receiver.

The "non-swish" Spot-Tune switch, Sw1 across the oscillator plate-voltage contacts of the relay permits checking the transmitter frequency and zero-beating a signal without putting a signal on the air. Also closing the switch allows operating the transmitter without the "break-in" feature.

A minimum cathode current of 100 milliamperes is required to operate K53. On the other hand, the cathode current should not exceed about 150 milliamperes; otherwise the voltage drop across the relay winding will exceed the 25-volt rating of CI. Note that the voltage drop acts as cathode bias on the 1625's; therefore it prevents the plate current from soaring when the key is pressed and the oscillator is not functioning.

---

**Fig. 1.**—Simple circuit changes required to achieve chirpless, break-in keying with "Command" transmitters. Full details in text.

This keying system has been in operation for several months with entirely satisfactory results. At keying speeds of five words per minute and over, K53 stays closed during normal spacing between letters and words, but a slightly longer pause automatically shuts off the oscillator and connects the antenna to the receiver, so that I can listen for "breaks."
Fig. 4. The SCR-274N with the bandspread dial installed. The model on the right has a front plate exposing only the portion of the dial being read.

E. HENRICH, W80VL*

**Bandspreading the SCR-274N**

Improving the operating convenience of the command transmitter.

Almost everyone speaks highly of the SCR-274N. When the transmitters are converted they make excellent units for v-f-o operation. Mechanically, the one prominent fault that is found with the transmitter is the lack of bandspread and direct calibration at the harmonic frequencies. Since these circuits are initially stabilized, the frequency reset accuracy with a regulated power supply is quite good. In view of these factors the writer decided to attach a bandspread dial to one of the units—thus providing direct readings on all the important amateur bands that are in harmonic relationship to 40 meters.

*144 Edgar Ave., Dayton 10, Ohio.

The converted transmitter is the BC-459A that in its original form covers 7.0 to 9.1 mc. The old dial is taken off and a gear substituted in its place to obtain a step-up ratio for the new dial. This gear is similar to the one now driving the frequency dial from behind the panel. It is a 48-pitch 110-tooth gear, and may be obtained from a stripped down BC-459A, or a gear supply house.

The pattern of the bandspread dial is shown in Fig. 1. This is the extent of the bandspread obtainable with the 110-tooth gear. Using another gear ratio will result in a change in the amount of bandspread and the calibration. A second pattern is shown in Fig. 2, which was obtained by using a gear

Fig. 1 (left). Bandspread dial pattern for the BC-459A using the 110-tooth gear, and Fig. 2 (right), using a 144-tooth driving gear. Enlarged photostats may be made from these drawings.
having 144 teeth. In both instances, the calibration is based upon the gear ratio and should be sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes. The pattern may be copied from the page by photostat and enlarged to a diameter of between four to six inches.

**Installation Instructions**

1) In order to simplify the correct positioning of the tuning condenser and the bandspread dial after it has been installed, it is recommended that the present dial be set to exactly 7.0 mc. Secure the control knob in the lower right corner with adhesive tape to prevent accidental movement during the installation process.

2) Remove the old BC-459A frequency dial. This includes removing the dial, the index spring, rivets, and the locating pin for the dial on the arbor.

3) Remove the window that looks in on the antenna inductance above the frequency dial. Remove the present antenna coupling knob, shaft, gear, and bearing in the upper left-hand side of the transmitter.

4) Set a pair of dividers to 1 7/16". Locate one point in the center of the dial arbor. Swing an arc to scribe a mark directly above and in the same vertical line as the dial arbor. This is the center of the 3/8" hole to be drilled for the bearing that will hold the new bandspread dial. This dimension applies only to the 110-tooth gear. Naturally, if the 144-tooth gear is used the diameter of the gear will be somewhat greater and the location of this hole slightly further (1 25/32") up the face of the panel.

5) Drill out the 3/8" hole in step 4. Take the bearing shown as Part A, Fig. 3, and position it at the back of the front panel in line with the 3/8" hole and with the cutoff flange section at the bottom. Scribe the three holes necessary to mount it to the panel. Drill out with a No. 38 drill. Mount the bearing with binding head 3-48 screws.

6) Set the dividers to 3 3/32". Locate one point in the center of the dial arbor. Swing an arc to
scribe a mark on the front panel near the lower left corner of the old inductance window. Reset the dividers to 2". Locate one point on the screw under the antenna binding post and intersect the previous scribe mark. At this intersection drill out for 3/16" clearance to pass the shaft of the new antenna coupling control.

7) Take the original cap nut used for securing the old frequency dial to the arbor and set it up in a lathe and undercut as shown in Part B, Fig. 3. Any local machine shop will do this for very little cost.

8) From another BC-459A unit (or from the local gear supply house) secure a split gear identical to the one that drives the frequency dial from behind the front panel. It is a 48-pitch 110-tooth gear. Unless this particular size gear is used the bandspread dial pattern shown in Fig. 1 will not be to scale.

9) Disassemble the new gear by removing the tension spring. This leaves us with parts IA and IB. Ream the center hole of gear IA until it is a tight snug fit of the dial arbor. This reaming must be exact to hold the true center of the gear. Gear IB is reamed somewhat more than gear IA until it has a diameter allowing a 0.002" clearance between it and the cap nut.

10) Take a 3/4" shaft about 2 3/4" long and thread one end for a distance of about 3/8". Use the most convenient thread for which you have nuts. This shaft should rotate smoothly in the bearing Part A, Fig. 3. It is retained on one end by a collar and pin, or set screw. Sometimes a shaft can be secured with the center pre-drilled and tapped. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. The small gear, part number 7 in Fig. 7, is the 26-tooth 48-pitch gear originally used for adjusting the link coupling, removed in step 3.

11) Make the small flange for spacing the bandspread dial. It is shown as Part C, Fig. 3. There are three possible means of attaching the bandspread dial to the shaft. Two are already described in step 10, a third is to drill three small holes in the flange of Part C, Fig. 3, and bolt the dial directly to the flange section.

12) Closely examine the cut-away assembly drawing in Fig. 3. Assemble the gears and shafts for the dial as shown. Note particularly, that gear IA is held tight against the dial arbor by the cap nut. Gear IB has been reamed sufficiently to float between the cap nut and gear IA. Don’t forget to put the spring back between the gears IA and IB in the assembling process. The fiber washer under the original antenna coupling knob should be inserted on the shaft between the small gear, Part 7, and the new bearing, Part A. Mesh the two gears with sufficient tension to eliminate any back lash. Do not bottom the two gears as this would cause irregular dial motion.

13) There are several methods of recoupling the shafts of the antenna link from the front and side panels. Our method is shown in Fig. 6. We have put a 2" fiber gear on the shaft passing through the new 3/16" hole (step 6) and this hangs out beneath the new bandspread dial to give thumb control. The bearing is adjusted to make the two fiber gears mesh.

14) The dial pattern is secured between two thin sheets of plexiglas. The pointer is diagramed in Fig. 3, and is positioned as shown in Fig. 4.

Once the dial has been mounted and set to 7.0 mc the unit is ready to be put back into operation. If the tuning knob has not been turned the alignment and calibration should be relatively easy. Check the calibration with a 100-kr standard oscillator. Using the gears as shown, the calibration should be very close. Slight readjustments can be made with condenser C60 in the BC-459A.

Beautifying may be left to individual taste. A dial light has been installed in most of our models and wired into the filament supply. A sheet of green celluloid may be mounted behind the dial to soften the light. A light metal cover or pan about 11/4" deep and the size of the front panel can be placed over the entire face. A fan shaped window will allow the dial to show.
A Crystal-Control Adapter for the BC-696

HENRY R. GREEB, WØFVD
R.F.D. #1, Tecumseh, Nebraska

Many Novices possessing "Command" transmitters hesitate to dig into their oscillators to convert them to crystal control. By grounding an unused pin on the oscillator tube socket and using WØFVD's adapter, changing from variable-frequency to crystal control or vice versa takes less than a minute.—Editor.

Wishing to convert a BC-696 to crystal control for Novice operation, I hit upon a very novel way of doing so. A plug-in adapter, using parts costing less than $3.00, changes the 1626 from a variable-frequency to a crystal oscillator. As it requires no modification of the oscillator, v-f-o operation may be restored in a matter of seconds. Figure 1 and the picture shows the simplicity of the adapter.

This unit was built in an FT-203A adapter from a BC-454. However, a U-bracket, about 1½ x 1½ x 2 inches, will work satisfactorily. The parts arrangement shown in the picture utilizes the available space to good advantage. One word of caution is in order. Do not apply too much pressure while drilling the holes, as the thin aluminum is easily bent.

Much of the wiring may be done before the parts are mounted. Mount the tube socket with the keying slot down and the plug P1, with its key to the front.

To prevent possible shorting, insulate the r-f choke, RFC, with a layer of tape before wiring it into the circuit.

The only modification required in the BC-696 itself, besides those usually made for amateur operation, is to connect pin 1 of the 1626 socket to the nearest ground lug.

Remove the 1626 and 1629 tubes and the calibrating crystal from the transmitter. Plug the 1626 and a Novice-band crystal into the adapter, and plug the adapter into the 1626 socket. The unit is now ready for testing.

This view of the Command transmitter power plug is shown for reference purposes.

Testing

Apply filament voltage between pin 2 of V1 and ground and to the 1623 filaments. Connect a 100-volt, d-c meter between pins 3 of the power plug on the transmitter, the positive meter terminal to ground and the negative one to the pin.

Set the transmitter dial approximately 100 kilo-

cycles above the crystal frequency and apply a maximum of 250 volts, d-c, to pin 4 of the power plug. Quickly tune the dial for maximum meter deflection, consistent with the crystal starting every time oscillator plate voltage is applied.

Now apply plate and screen voltage to the 1625's and adjust the amplifier padding condenser for minimum plate current. Antenna tuning and loading follow standard procedures described many times in CQ and other publications.

Fig. 1. The wiring schematic reveals that only a very few parts are required. The only circuit change in the Command transmitter is to ground pin #1 of the 1626 socket.

The plug-in adapter is simplicity in itself. The 1626 v-f-o oscillator tube is removed and the adapter with either a 6J5 or 6CS (for 6-volt operation) is inserted. The calibrating crystal and the 1629 tube are also removed to make room for the adapter. In the above photograph the wire shown leading to the right is a special 6-volt lead used by the author.
Chapter III MOBILE

Mobile/ARC-5

As the result of many requests for the conversion of war surplus gear.—Editor.

The writer has had the urge to "go mobile" for several years. However, lack of time for construction of homebuilt equipment, plus an unwillingness to spend the amount necessary for commercial gear have combined to prevent such action. However, the "bug" finally bit us very hard and we determined to work out a reasonable compromise. Conversion of the ARC-5/SCR-274N series equipments offered an easy, extremely inexpensive, and neat looking installation.

In order to make the installation worthwhile from both the peacetime amateur and the Civilian Defense standpoint, an "all or nothing" approach was adopted, with phone operation on 3.9, 14, and 28 mc, by means of interchangeable units, as the goal. The purchase of three SCR-274N transmitters, three SCR-274N receivers, an MD7/ARC-5 plate modulator, a receiver rack, and a transmitter rack, gave us a good start. Included in the lot were one transmitter and receiver covering the 3.5-4.0 megacycle band, giving us the 3.9-mc phone band without the necessity of modifying the r.f. portions of these units. For the 14 and 28-mc bands, we used 4-5.3 mc transmitters, and 3-6 mc receivers. The latter were chosen because their i.f. frequency of 1415 kc offers a good amount of image rejection without sacrificing too much selectivity. The 4-5.3 mc transmitters were selected because of their lower cost.

The differences between the ARC-5 and SCR-274N transmitters should be noted here. The ARC-5's use shunt plate feed in the p.a. with an r.f. choke, while the SCR-274N's use series feed and no r.f. choke. This makes no difference in actual operation. Also, the size of the original power plugs at the rear of the chassis is different, as are the connections. Most racks on the surplus market fit the SCR-274N's, so if you happen to get an ARC-5 transmitter, it will be necessary to replace the larger power socket with a smaller one from an SCR-274N. These sockets are available on the surplus market. Of course, the best way is to get all ARC-5 equipment, or all SCR-274N equipment and racks to fit, and not attempt to mix the two.

Acquisition of circuit diagrams for these units is a necessity. Readily available sources of such information are the two volumes of the Surplus Conversion Manuals, and no attempt will be made to reproduce original circuit diagrams here. In all of the conversions we used as many of the original parts, and left as much of the original wiring undisturbed, as possible.

* Oak St., Isle of Palms, S. C.

LT. PAUL H. LEE, W4RXO

The author's Chevy contains a three band installation using only war surplus materials. The antenna is the usual center loaded 75 meter whip.
Power Source

The next matter for consideration was the source of power. After much careful thought it was decided to use 12 volts for several good reasons. First, the units are already equipped with 12 volt tubes, and require only the paralleling of filament. Second, the low cost of 12 volt dynamos outweighs the cost of an extra storage battery, and 12 volt dynamos are easily obtainable from surplus. Third, use of an extra battery in series with the car battery places only half the drain on the car battery that would result from 6 volt operation. The extra battery can be located under the hood in many cars. The writer obtained a battery mounting from a junkyard and installed it under the hood of his 1949 Chevrolet, on the left hand side, near the generator. Use of two extra batteries, with one out on charge while the other is in use, provides a reliable power source, and changing batteries has been reduced to a matter of but three or four minutes' time. Someone is sure to suggest the use of a 12 volt automobile generator at this point, but we did not wish to carry matters that far!

Basic Receiver Modifications

Now that the preliminaries are out of the way, let's get down to the actual conversion work. First of all, discard all the 28 volt receiver dynamos, but save the mounting plates with attached snap fasteners. Mount DM-35 12 volt dynamos on them, and replace them on the receivers. Then, make a short sleeve, slotted on both ends, out of 1/4" i.d. copper tubing, and use it as a coupling between the splined tuning shaft and a piece of 1/4" shafting to which a tuning knob may be attached. A spinner-type knob is very handy for this purpose. Fill the sleeve with some type of adhesive which dries hard, such as Duco cement, before fitting it snugly over the receiver tuning shaft. It will withstand rough usage without coming loose.

![Diagram](Image)

Fig. 1. The noise limiter circuit.

Remove the bottom shield and the front plug-in cover plate from each receiver. The latter may be thrown away, and a new cover plate made of scrap aluminum, for mounting the r.f. gain control and the BFO on-off switch. The r.f. gain control is a 50,000 ohm variable resistor. These two items may be connected to the proper pins of the recessed plug by merely soldering leads to the plug pins. The r.f. gain control should be connected between pin 1 and ground, and the BFO switch between pin 5 and ground. It will also be necessary to solder a jumper between pins 6 and 7 to complete the filament circuit, as this was formerly accomplished through the plug-in cover that we threw away. Next, using care, clip all the leads from the power socket at the rear of the chassis except the following: common ground, filament, and audio. The red wires which formerly connected to pin 4 of the old socket and which are the BFO "shut off" circuit, should be tied together and taped up. The remaining wires should be traced back to their origin and clipped out, as they will not be used. Next, trace the filament wiring, and connect the filaments of all tubes in parallel for 12 volt operation. Remove the bottom of r.f. stage grid resistor R2 from the AVC circuit, and connect it to ground, to permit this stage to run wide open for increased gain. There are certain i.f. circuit differences between the ARC-5 and SCR-274N receivers, but they are of little consequence. In the ARC-5, the 2nd i.f. and a.v.c. tube is a 12SF7 instead of a 12SK7.

A word of caution is here in order. In any of the receivers, do not disturb the wiring between the 12K8 tube and the oscillator coil. In most sets these leads are fastened down with glyptal, and for a very good reason. Shifting these leads will greatly affect the oscillator frequency and stability. Hours of careful work can be ruined by movement of these leads.

A coaxial jack should be installed on the front panel in the place formerly occupied by the old antenna binding post. Merely drill a series of small holes around the circumference of a 5/8" diameter circle, and knock out the center. Use self-tapping screws to secure the jack to the panel.

Replace the 12SK7 r.f. and i.f. tubes with 12SG7's, to give greater sensitivity and gain. If you have an ARC-5, there is no replacement for the 12SF7 2nd i.f. tube, and you will have to be content with it.

At this point, we have completed the basic modifications for all receivers, and they are capable of operation from a d.c. power supply delivering 10-12 volts. Such a source of test voltage is a necessity for testing the receivers and transmitters on the work bench. The 3.9 megacycle receiver should now be tested and put aside.

Use of the station receiver during the conversion of the remaining receiver units is necessary, as it is a very simple matter to listen to the mobile receiver's h.f. oscillator in the station receiver and check its frequency as we make changes. Subtract 1415 from the h.f. oscillator frequency, and you will have the mobile receiver's operating frequency. To bandspread the 14 mc-band, the h.f. oscillator will have limits of 15,415 and 15,815 kc. For the 28 mc band, the limits will be 29,415 and 31,115 kc.

14 MC Receiver Conversion

Let's start on the 14 mc receiver. We have already performed the basic modifications. Remove
the top cover and the shield can over the variable condenser. The receiver may operate without these shields for rough frequency calibration. With a pair of long-nose pliers, carefully remove rotor plates from the variable condenser until only one rotor plate is left in each section. This should be the slotted plate, for tracking adjustment. Now turn on the power, and locate the receiver's h.f. oscillator by listening on the station receiver. The frequency will be much higher than it was originally, but we will have to go still further. Remove the plug-in coil unit from the bottom of the receiver, noting that it is polarized by the pin arrangement of the three coil plugs. Remove the oscillator coil from its shield can, and carefully remove the core from the coil. This should be replaced after rewinding, and its position is not too critical. Remove only the large winding of the oscillator coil, and rewind it with about 10 turns as a start, space wound. The wire size is not critical. We used number 24 enameled wire. Put the coil back in its shield, replace the coil unit in the set, and turn on the power. The h.f. oscillator should now be somewhere around 15 mc on the station receiver. Check the bandspread for approximately the correct limits. If you are very "foxy", you can use the original dial markings, with new figures, for the new frequency calibration. Slight adjustment of the number of turns, and the oscillator trimmers and paddler, will give proper bandspread.

Tracking may be improved if necessary by bending the slotted sections of the tuning condenser rotor plate. Remember our limits of 15,415 kc (14 mc) and 15,815 kc (14.4 mc). Rewind the mixer and r.f. coils, using about 11 turns on each, space wound. Rewind the mixer coil primary, using 18 turns of number 30 d.c.c., interwinding part of it with the secondary, to give increased gain. With the coils back in the receiver, and power on, adjustment of the trimmers should now bring in signals, using a short wire antenna. Slight changes in turns may be necessary, and adjustment of the slotted sections of the tuning condenser rotor plates may have to be made, to secure tracking of these two stages. Now replace the shield over the condenser, and fasten the coil unit securely in place.

Install the noise limiter circuit as shown in Fig. 1, in the ground return of the 2nd detector diode circuit. Replace the bottom cover. Use the station v.f.o. or frequency meter for final receiver calibration with the shield in place. The top cover may now be replaced, and the 14 mc receiver is ready for use. It is an excellent six-tube superheterodyne, capable of pulling in even weak signals with ease.

### 28 Mc Receiver Conversion

The conversion of the remaining receiver for 28 mc is performed in a like manner, but with several additional improvements. First, remove the octal r.f. socket, and replace it with a 7 pin miniature socket, for a 6AG5. Replace the 620-ohm cathode resistor R1 with a 220 ohm resistor. Remove C6 and connect the small ceramic bypass condensers (as shown in Fig. 2) with as short leads as possible.

From the coaxial antenna jack on the front panel, run a short length of small coaxial cable to terminals 1 and 6 of the oscillator coil socket, using terminal 6 for the shield. Tie terminal 6 to terminal 3 to ground the shield. Connect the 6AG5 filament and the mixer stage filament in series and use a 6K8 as the mixer tube. Each tube draws 0.3 amps filament current.

![Fig. 2. The new r.f. stage.](image)

Insert a 10,000 ohm 10 watt resistor between R22 and R23, to increase the screen voltage to approximately 140 volts. Connect the filaments of the two i.f. tubes in series, and use two 6AC7's in place of the 12SK7's in these sockets. If you have an ARC-5, you will have to use the existing 12SF7 2nd i.f. with a 12SG7 1st i.f. The gain will be a bit lower than with 2 6AC7's. Install the noise limiter circuit as shown in Fig. 1 in the ground return of the second detector diode circuit. Now, remove all but one rotor plate in each section of the tuning condenser, and use 6 turns on the r.f. coil, 5 turns on the mixer coil secondary, 9 turns on the interwound mixer primary, and 5 turns on the oscillator coil grid winding, all space wound. Wind a one-turn link of insulated wire over the ground end of the r.f. coil, and connect it to terminals 1 and 6 of the coil plug.

Using the station receiver, VFO and frequency meter as before, align the receiver for 28 - 29.7 mc coverage. In this case it will be easier to make a new dial plate than to attempt to make the receiver track to the old markings. As before, the final adjustment should be made with the condenser shield cover, and bottom cover, in place. The preceding paragraphs cover in a few words many hours of work, but the results are well worth the effort. We now have a receiver that is hard to beat for sensitivity and good signal-to-noise ratio on 28 mc.

### 3.9 Mc Transmitter Conversion

Conversion of the 3-4 mc transmitter for 3.9 mc phone is quite easy. This portion of the work is also the basic conversion for the other two units and it should be done simultaneously in all units.

Remove the top and bottom shield covers, and the oscillator cover. The common ground, filament, p.a. plate, oscillator plate, p.a. screen and antenna relay leads should be connected to the power socket at the rear of the chassis as shown in the diagram, Fig. 3.
Remove the old antenna relay, and the feed-thru insulator associated with it, and install two coaxial chassis-type connectors for the antenna connections. From the bottom of the unit, remove the ceramic-insulated keying relay, and by rearrangement and bending of the contacts, make it over into a new s.p.d.t. antenna relay, and mount it in the holes on the front panel where the old one was mounted. Rewinding is not necessary, as it will operate on 12 volts. Now, go back under the chassis and install a closed circuit jack for p.a. plate current measurement in the lower left corner of the front panel. Connect the ungrounded side of this jack to the cathodes of the 1625's, and bypass both ends of this lead to ground with 0.001 μf mica condensers. Rewire all tube filaments in parallel, and remove and discard the 126-ohm resistor mounted in clips on the rear of the chassis. The 20-ohm resistor may be removed from the oscillator plate voltage lead. The circuit diagram of the completed 3.9 mc. unit is shown in Fig. 3.

One word of caution is in order. Before replacing the oscillator shield in any of the transmitters, take a piece of transformer cloth or other suitable, good, insulating material, and pass it down between the secondary and primary windings of the oscillator coil. Occasionally, one of the primary leads, as it comes thru the coil form and passes down to the terminal block, may rest against the secondary winding and may break down intermittently after the unit heats up. This fault may be recognized by a very rough, off-frequency signal, and it caused the writer much consternation until the trouble was located after several hours of work.

The 3.9 mc unit may now be tested, after replacing the oscillator shield cover and the top and bottom shields. Use a source of 10-12 volts d.c. for the filaments and 250 volts for the plates, with a 5000 ohm dropping resistor for the p.a. screen voltage. If you are lucky enough to have a unit with the calibrating crystal still in it, you may use it and the magic eye tube for calibration. Without the crystal, the station receiver and frequency meter may be used.

The rotating antenna loading coil is left in the circuit, to permit use of the unit with a wire antenna should the occasion ever arise. However, it should be set at zero for operation into coaxial feedline.

14 Mc Transmitter Conversion

The conversion of the 4-5.3 mc transmitter for 14 mc is based upon retaining single dial control, using as many of the original parts as possible, and the use of only one doubler stage. The circuit shown in Fig. 4 is the result.

First, perform all the basic modifications as described under the 3.9 mc portion of the conversion. Then, change the oscillator of this transmitter to bring it to 7 mc, with bandspread, using the existing dial calibration markings with new figures. The outside winding of the oscillator coil should be reduced to 12 turns by removing turns from the top only. The oscillator tuning condenser located under the chassis should have all but 2 rotor plates removed. One of these remaining plates should be the slotted one for tracking adjustment. Now, at the coil terminals under the chassis, move the grid leak tap from the center of the secondary to the bottom end. Disconnect and discard the p.a. neutralizing condenser. Strip out all wiring and small resistors associated with the crystal and 1629 magic eye tube sockets, and remove the 1629 socket.

The doubler coil is wound of 11 turns of number 24 enameled wire, spaced to occupy ½" length, on a 5/8" diameter slug tuned form. The crystal...
socket is used for the 12A6 doubler, and the doubler coil is mounted by means of an "L" bracket under the chassis with its adjustment screw sticking up through the vacant socket hole. Wire the doubler stage as shown in the diagram. Now attack the p.a. plate tank circuit, and rewind the coil with its own wire, using only 5¼ turns, double-spacing them in the existing grooves. Carefully pull out rotor plates from the p.a. variable tuning condenser until only two are left. Loosen the set screws holding the rotor of the fixed tank condenser, and remove all but two rotor plates. Now the p.a. plate tank on 14 mc will track with the oscillator on 7 mc, giving us our single dial control. The rotary antenna coil may be left in, for use with a wire antenna, or removed, as desired. It should be set at zero for coaxial feed, if it is retained.

The transmitter is now ready for test. With plate power applied to the oscillator and doubler only, set the transmitter dial to the desired frequency, say 14 mc, and adjust the fixed oscillator tank condenser under the shield can (it will be necessary to loosen the set screws holding the rotor, and then replace the shield) until the signal is heard in the station receiver on 7 mc. Its harmonic may be heard on 14 mc. Next, check the bandspread, and adjust the slotted rotor plate in the variable condenser under the chassis until proper dial tracking is secured. In the W4RXO transmitter, the new dial markings correspond to the old as follows: 14-4.0, 14.1-4.2, 14.2-4.4, 14.3-4.6, 14.4-4.8. A little painstaking work here will make it possible for you to read frequency directly, and may save you a "pink ticket" from the FCC later on. Slight adjustment of the tuning slug in the oscillator coil may be necessary for proper bandspread or tracking.

Once the adjustments have been made, the oscillator should be perfectly stable and should give no trouble.

Now the p.a. may be adjusted. With 250 volts applied to the p.a. plates and the 5000-ohm series dropping resistor supplying the screen voltage, tune the p.a. to resonance by adjustment of the fixed tank condenser under the chassis. Some slight adjustment of the slug in the p.a. coil may be necessary for perfect tracking. Once this condenser is adjusted it may be locked and forgotten, and the p.a. will track with the oscillator over the whole band. Replace the top and bottom shield covers, peak up the doubler coil for maximum drive to the final, and make final frequency adjustments through the holes provided for that purpose. The job is now finished.

28 Mc Transmitter Conversion

This conversion is very similar to the 14 mc job, as may be seen from the diagram, Fig. 5. In this case, we bring the oscillator to 14 mc and use one doubler stage to go to 28 mc. For those who may have their doubts, let us state that the oscillator is as stable on 14 mc as it ever was, and also the p.a. operates perfectly on 28 mc, although un-neutralized.

Make all the basic modifications as in the 3.9 mc unit. Then remove the 1629 socket, and all parts associated with the crystal calibrating circuit, as in the 14 mc set. The doubler coil in this case consists of 6 turns, spaced to ½" length, on a 5/8" slug tuned form. The doubler coil is mounted as in the 14 mc set, with its adjustment screw sticking up through the vacant socket hole. The oscillator coil is cut down as follows. Remove turns from the top of the coil, leaving 1½ turns above the cathode
tap. Then remove turns from the bottom of the coil, leaving 4 turns below the cathode tap. Be careful not to damage the fine-wire filament winding which is interwound. Remove turns from the bottom of this winding, until 4 turns are left. This latter operation should be done by cutting a turn, removing turns, and splicing the wire ends together again, rather than by attempting to pass the wire through the hole in the form and down to the terminal block. It is impossible to take the coil apart without ruining it, so we do it the easy way. Next remove all but 3 plates from the oscillator tuning condenser rotor under the chassis, and all but 7 rotor plates from the fixed oscillator tuning condenser above the chassis.

Remove and discard the p.a. neutralizing condenser and leave the bottom of the oscillator coil secondary winding floating. Wire in the doubler circuit. Note that an r.f. choke is necessary in the p.a. grid leak lead. The p.a. circuit modifications are next. We made no attempt to make the p.a. tuning track with the oscillator, as the p.a. tuning under load is broad enough to give good results within several hundred kilocycles of the operating frequency. If it becomes necessary to retune, this is easily done with a screwdriver. With a little cussing and some carefully applied brute force, remove the gear from the p.a. tuning condenser shaft. Yes, it can be done! Remove both rotor and stator plates from the p.a. tuning condenser until a total of 11 plates are left. Then drill a 3/4" hole in the side of the chassis so that the shaft may be turned with a screwdriver. The old p.a. fixed tank condenser is left unchanged, and is used as the antenna loading condenser, in series with the link. The small parasitic suppressors should be removed from the old tank coil and reused in the 1625 plate leads.

The new tank coil is airwound, consisting of five turns of #12, 1" long, and 1" diameter. The hot end of the coil connects to the tuning condenser stator thru a small feed-thru insulator on which it is mounted. The link consists of 3 turns of #12, 3/4" diameter, and should be mounted on another feed-thru insulator, near the ground end of the tank coil. Once adjusted for proper loading, it may be fixed in position and left alone. Note that shunt plate voltage feed is used.

Apply plate voltage to the oscillator and doubler only, and adjust the oscillator to 14.5 mc in conjunction with the station receiver. Its harmonic should be found on 29 mc. It is simpler in this case to disregard old dial markings and either paint them out, or make a new dial plate and calibrate it, than to attempt to align the oscillator to any of the old markings. Replace the oscillator shield can and again adjust the oscillator to 14.5 mc. Apply plate and screen voltage to the p.a., and tune the p.a. tank to resonance. The antenna loading condenser shaft should be left unlocked so that it may be adjusted in the final installation. Replace the top and bottom shields on the unit, peak up the doubler circuit, and again adjust the oscillator to frequency, and calibrate the tuning dial from 28 to 29.7 mc. The conversion is now complete.

**Power Supply and Modulator**

The original ARC-5 modulator also has the 575 volt dynamotor mounted on it. This is a 28 volt machine; it is useless to us and may be discarded. Save the mounting plate, however, and mount a DM-34-D 12 volt machine on it. The output of this dynamotor is 625 volts, which is just fine for our purpose. Strip out the tone oscillator, and install a VR-105 in the old 12J5 socket. Replace the two large 15,000-ohm resistors with two 5000-ohm resistors of the same size, and connect these in parallel. Remove all cable sockets except the one with 12 contacts. Cover the vacant holes, and mount a
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**Fig. 5. The 28 mc conversion is somewhat similar to the 14 mc transmitter.**
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heavy terminal block for the 12 volt leads from the battery. Rewire the 12 volt lines to the dynamotor plug with #12 wire. The relays will operate on 12 volts with slight adjustment of the contact springs. The final circuit of the modulator unit is shown in Fig. 6. Note that this unit supplies both plate and screen modulated voltage to the power amplifier, as well as unmodulated, regulated voltage to the oscillator. We chose plate and screen modulation rather than simple screen or clamp-tube modulation because we wanted to get the most out of our transmitter. With only 60 watts input, every watt of modulated output counts, especially in mobile operation.

The circuit of the remote control box is shown in Fig. 7. It contains the receiver on-off switch, which turns on all filaments and the receiver dynamotor, a transmitter plate on-off switch, a phone-speaker switch, a volume control, and a loudspeaker. All this is mounted in a metal box about 7" x 5" x 3" deep. The handset plugs into the two jacks. The handset has both microphone and receiver in it, together with a push-button for transmitter control. A loudspeaker silencing relay is also included in the control box, and it is connected so that it silences only the speaker. Thus the handset receiver may be used to monitor one's own signal if desired.

The control circuits are shown in Fig. 8. Terminal numbers are shown. It is best to purchase the plugs which fit the various cable sockets on the racks and modulator unit. They are listed here for those who do not have instruction manuals which give this information.

ARC-5 Modulator —— 9589
SCR-274N Receiver Rack — PL-152, PL-151
SCR-274N Transmitter Rack — PL-154, PL-156

If you are not able to find these plugs, the sockets may be removed and standard octal fittings substituted.

**Installation**

The W4RXO mobile installation is in a 1949 Chevrolet sedan, with the modulator unit in the right rear fender cavity in the trunk. This saves most of the usable trunk space. The cables go through a hole behind the rear seat, which is thus concealed, and run under the front edge of the rear seat, under the floor mats alongside the hump in the floor, and up to the front bulkhead under the dashboard. The receiver and transmitter racks are bolted together and are mounted under the dashboard. This makes a very neat mounting and enables a quick change of units when changing bands. The control box mounts under the dashboard, on the driver's side. The handset is hung on the dashboard in a mounting bracket made of copper tubing. The transmitter plate current meter is plug-in, and is used only in tuning up and testing.
Antenna

The writer decided to use a standard, manufactured, center-loaded whip, with replaceable loading coils, for quick band-change. It is mounted on the left rear fender, as high as possible, and is fed through RG8/U coaxial line with the shield grounded to the car body at the base of the antenna. Once the loading coils are cut to size with the aid of a grid-dip meter, no further adjustment is necessary. We found that removing the coil shield gave a stronger signal on 75 meters. If this is done it will be necessary to rewind the coil with smaller wire, because more turns will be required. Also, on 75 meters, cut the loading coil for maximum transmitter loading at 3970 kc. The drop-off in loading as you QSY to 3800 can be made up by running in about 5 or 6 turns of the variable loading coil in the transmitter. If you cut your antenna coil for 3900 kc, there is no way to make up the large drop in loading which occurs as you QSY to 4000 kc.

That completes our mobile installation. One final word of caution—use a heavy lead between the batteries, and from the batteries to the modulator unit, and a short heavy jumper from the modulator unit to the car frame, in order to keep voltage drop in the 12 volt circuit to a minimum. The loss should be no more than a fraction of a volt under full load, and this can be accomplished with sturdy, heavy, leads, plugs, and connectors. Suitable battery cable and connectors may be obtained at any automobile supply store. In our car, the negative terminal of the battery is grounded to the frame. Should your car have the positive grounded, it will merely be necessary to reverse the dynamotor's low-voltage leads. To make the connection to the car battery from the extra battery, drill and tap the positive (or negative, as the case may be) battery post to take a ¼-20 screw, about 3⁄4" long. The lug on the jumper cable may thus be securely bolted to the top of the battery post, without disturbing the car wiring in any way.

With the antenna described, each of the transmitters may be easily loaded up to 100 milliamperes plate current, at about 575 volts. A husky, well-modulated signal is put out by this installation, and results are limited only by band conditions and the amount of high-powered QRM that piles up on our frequency. We have worked 1000 miles on 75, and all U. S. districts and several foreign countries on 20 and 10 at the present writing.
Forty-Meter Mobile
With Your ARC-5
Lt. Cdr. Paul H. Lee, W4rxo
Box 116, Isle of Palms, S. C.

The two units described below are published in order to augment the ARC-5/SCR-274 mobile conversion

Receiver (BC-445)

As the receiver already covers the desired frequency range, its' conversion is very simple. The basic modifications are very similar to those described in our original article. We added the tuning knob, the BFO switch, and the r-f gain control, as in the other units. However, in this unit we did not wire all the filaments in parallel, for operation on 12 volts. We merely substituted 8-volt tubes for the 12-volt tubes in the first four positions, as follows: 6SG7 r.f., 6K8 mixer, 6AC7 1st i.f., 6AC7 2nd i.f. We could find no simple substitute for the 12A6 which would work in series with a 6SR7. Therefore, we did connect these two filaments in parallel, and left the 12SK7 and 12A6 in place.

With the installation of the coaxial jack on the front panel, and the proper connections to the power plug on the rear, the modification is complete. We now have a very "hot" little receiver for forty-meter phone or CW work. Even if you aren't interested in mobile work, it still is a valuable addition to a fixed station.

Transmitter (BC-45B)

Now let's take a look at the transmitter. We could have made it very easy for ourselves and bought a 7-9.1 mc. transmitter in the first place. However, these units are more expensive for the obvious reason that they are useful for forty, so we purchased one of the 5.3-7 Mc. units. With a very slight amount of work, in addition to the basic modifications, we can make this unit cover the desired frequency range and still make use of the calibrated dial.

The basic modifications, as in the 3.9-Mc unit previously described, consist of wiring the filaments in parallel for 12-volt operation, installation of two coaxial jacks on the front panel, removal of the old antenna relay and replacing it with the ceramic-insulated relay from below the chassis after modifying same, and installation of a plate current jack on the front panel. The final circuit diagram is the same as that of the 3.9-Mc unit, shown on page 58 of the May (1952) issue.

Now, for the frequency conversion, remove the oscillator shield can, and loosen the set screws holding the rotor of the fixed plate condenser. Drill a 1/4" hole through the shield can so that the shaft can be turned with a screwdriver when the shield is replaced. Now go under the chassis and loosen the set screws holding the rotor of the fixed p.a. plate condenser. Remove two rotor plates from the variable oscillator tuning condenser, and likewise two rotor plates from the variable p.a. tuning condenser. On the oscillator coil, short the last turn at the top, by soldering a short across it at the lug where it ends. Now go counterclockwise from the lug and solder another short across the top turn at this point. Solder a short across the top turn of the p.a. coil at the lug where it ends. Now replace the oscillator shield can, and plug the transmitter into the jack in the car, or apply power to it by other means. Set the tuning dial at 6.0, and by means of a screwdriver through the hole in the shield can, adjust the oscillator frequency to 7.0 Mc. Quickly tune the p.a. to resonance by adjustment of the padder condenser beneath the chassis with a screwdriver. Plate current at resonance should be about 40 milliamperes as read on the meter in the cathode lead. Now turn the tuning dial to 6.1. The frequency of the transmitter should be 7.1 Mc. With the dial set at 6.2, the frequency should be 7.2 Mc., and at 6.3 on the dial, the frequency should be 7.3 Mc. If the desired spread is not quite right, it can be adjusted by means of the variable slug in the oscillator inductance, adjustable from the top of the shield can, and by variation of the trimmer condenser, also reached through the top of the shield can. However, if these instructions have been followed, the calibration should be very close over the whole 7.0-7.3-Mc. band.

The antenna loading coil is wound experimentally and checked for resonance on 7.2-Mc., by means of a grid dip meter. With the antenna connected to the transmitter, the p.a. plate current should be about 100 milliamperes at full coupling. Recheck the p.a. resonance, and the oscillator frequency, under full load, before tightening the set screws on the padder condenser. The rotating antenna loading coil is left at zero for operation into coaxial feedline.

If desired, the 6-Mc. markings on the dial may be painted out and 7-Mc. markings substituted. However, this is not necessary if you just remember to mentally add one megacycle to the dial readings to obtain your operating frequency.
Mobile with the SCR-274N

GEORGE M. BROWN, W2CVV

The complete modification and installation of the SCR-274N 10-meter mobile station shown on the cover. It is equally well adapted to fixed station operation.

MOBILE OPERATION is an important phase of amateur radio, not only because it affords an opportunity to work under special conditions, but because it places the ham in a position to render valuable emergency service to his community. Mobile stations are the heart of any effective emergency network and ground coverage of a 10-meter mobile station provides effective short-haul communications. The chance to work skip DX under normal operating conditions makes 10 a fascinating band for mobile operation.

The principal obstacle to this type of operation seems to be that the necessary equipment occupies space which can ill be spared in the average family vehicle. Once the 10-meter mobile bug had bitten W2CVV, the least objectionable course to all members of the family seemed to be to work out a system involving the least possible dislocation of the normal space and functioning of the car. This resulted in the following list of desirable, or should we say essential, requirements. They apply particularly to the transmitter, since that is the subject of this paper. Reference to the associated broadcast receiver and converter are included herein only when necessary to the explanation of the transmitter design and operation.

1. The space required, particularly in frequently used locations such as the trunk, should be kept to a minimum.

2. The equipment should operate from the standard car battery and generator without frequent battery recharging being required. Item 1 effectively disposes of the possibility of extra batteries or a gas-engine-generator.

3. The transmitter should be amplitude modulated, with modulation capability of essentially 100% with low distortion. NBFM has possibilities and would certainly permit higher carrier output within the limitations imposed by item 2, but both experience and theory have firmly convinced the writer that until the time when at least a large proportion of amateurs are using receivers equipped with efficient limiters and discriminators or ratio

Fig. 4 (left). All components forward of the PA tubes are removed from the chassis top, and replaced by the frequency multiplier tubes, PA plate circuit, antenna relay and germanium crystal monitor. Fig. 5 (right). The frequency multiplier slug-tuned coils and other components, together with the plate feed choke, L7, are mounted in space made available by the removal of the original PA plate padding capacitor. The screen resistor and bypass condenser and the grid choke and resistor are mounted adjacent to the 807 socket.

Fig. 1. 7-pin 1625 sockets may be modified to take 807s. In the scale drawing, the center illustration shows the 5-pin socket superimposed on the 7-pin, "with the three holes filed to fit.
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detectors, AM will do a better job, with less distortion and better signal-to-noise ratio.

4. Within battery and generator limitations, the maximum possible power output is essential. It seemed reasonable to expect that output in the order of 15 to 20 watts to the antenna would be obtainable.

5. Although crystal control is conventional with mobile transmitters, it is believed that a v.f.o. of sufficient stability, both electrical and mechanical, is highly desirable.

Although the approach of the purists to these requirements would probably involve the development and construction of a transmitter specifically designed to meet them, such a procedure would involve quite an extensive and time-consuming program. Consideration of the various suitably convertible pieces of equipment available on the surplus market resulted in the selection of the 4 to 5.3-mc transmitter of the SCR-274N or ARC-5 equipment. For those unfamiliar with this item it consists of an excellent and extremely stable v.f.o. with direct frequency calibration driving a pair of 1625s (12-volt 807s) as a power amplifier. Modulation, when used, was provided by an external unit. The power amplifier plate tuning is ganged to the oscillator by separate worm drives and a built-in loading coil is provided to permit operation into a short antenna.

The reason for the selection of this particular fundamental frequency range may seem a bit obscure, since it does not fall in any amateur band. However, the addition of a tripler and doubler with a total multiplication of 6 pushes the frequency range up to 24 to 31.8 mc, covering the 11 and 10-meter bands with adequate overlap at both ends. Although a similar transmitter having a fundamental range of 7 to 9.1 mc would have required a total multiplication of only 4 to provide 28 to 36.4-mc

---

**Fig. 2. Circuit of the SCR-274N 4-5.3 mc transmitter modified for 27-30 mc coverage.**

C1—Oscillator grid coupling capacitor. (Unchanged)
C2—Oscillator tank circuit condenser. (Unchanged)
C3—Oscillator tuning capacitor. (Unchanged)
C4—0.05 µf. (Unchanged)
C5—0.05 µf. Part of C4.
C6, C7—0.005-µf mica.
C8, C9—1200-µf mica.
C10, C11—1000-µf ceramic.
C13—0.002-µf capacitor. (Use old PA screen bypass.)
C14—0.006-µf capacitor. (Unchanged)
C15—1000-µf ceramic.
C16—PA plate tuning capacitor, 25 µf.
C17—Antenna loading capacitor. (Use old PA plate pad-
er.)
C18—0.001-µf mica.
C20—PA plate bypass capacitor.

(Use original capacitor, mounted between two PA tubes under chassis.)
L1—Oscillator coil system. (Unchanged)
L2—Tripler plate coil. Iron core tuning. 34 turns No. 28 enameled wire, 1/8" diameter, 1/2" long.
L3—Double choke coil. Iron core tuning. 7 turns No. 92 enameled wire, 3/8" diameter, 3/8" long.
L4—PA grid choke, Millen 34-100.
L5—PA plate coil. 9 turns No. 16 tinned copper wire, 1" diameter, 1 1/2" long.
L6—Crystal monitor coil. One turn No. 14 wire, 1/2" from low end of L5.
L7—PA plate feed choke. Millen 34100.
L8—Parasitic choke. 5 turns hook-
up wire, 3/8" diameter.
J1—Doubler grid current jack, closed circuit.
J2—Power amplifier grid current jack, closed circuit.
J3—Power amplifier plate current jack, closed circuit, mounted on insulating washers.
R1—Oscillator grid leak. (Unchanged)
R2—Tripler grid leak. 100,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. Mounted in same location as old PA grid leak.
R3—47,000 ohms, 1/2 watt.
R4—390,000 ohms, 1/2 watt.
R5—1000 ohms, 1/2 watt.
R6, R7—24,000 ohms, 1/2 watt.
R8—15,000 ohms, 10 watts.
R9—5000 ohms, 1/2 watt.
R10—18,000 ohms, 1/2 watt.
K1—Antenna switching relay. See text.
X1—Germanium crystal, 1N34.
Fig. 6. Rearranging the contacts and rewinding the coil of the salvaged keying relay provides an excellent ceramic-insulated antenna switching relay.

output, the fact that the 11-meter band was not included in this range, together with the lower price usually asked for the 4 to 5.3-mc version, caused the selection of the lower frequency unit.

**Tube Substitution**

The original transmitter has the 12-volt tube heaters connected in series-parallel for 24-volt operation. Since 6-volt operation is required for most mobile applications, it will be necessary to substitute 6-volt for 12-volt tubes and to rewire for parallel heaters. A 6L5 is a suitable replacement for the 1626 oscillator and the 807 is electrically similar to the 1625s. Unfortunately, the 1625 sockets are of the large 7-pin variety and will not accept the 5-pin 807 base without modification. This modification is not difficult, however, and is much easier than replacing the tube sockets themselves since they are spun into aluminum shields. It is made as follows:

Remove all connections from both tube sockets except the old lead running from grid to grid of the two tubes.

The spacing of the filament pins of the 807 is identical to the old spacing in the 1625 socket and these pins will not require modification. However, in the interest of short leads, it is desirable to rotate the connections and use old pins 3 and 4 for the 807 filaments. This will make old pin 7 the 807 grid, old pin 5 the 807 screen and old pin 2 the 807 cathode.

These three socket holes will not quite match the corresponding 807 pins and it will be necessary to file the socket insulating material as shown in Fig. 1 to permit them to enter. Before filing the holes, pull the steel "U" shaped spring of each socket contact back and spring the brass contact material apart to provide access for a small rat-tail file. After the holes have been filed correctly, the steel springs can be pushed back in place, restoring the original tension to the clips.

If external high level modulation is to be used as recommended, it is only necessary to modify one of the PA sockets in this way, since a single 807 will readily accept the 40-watts input. However, if screen modulation is contemplated, or higher power is required, two 807s should be used. The multiplier to be described will be capable of driving either one 807 or two in parallel.

**Filament Connections**

A filament voltage ballast resistor (125 ohms wire-wound) is mounted on the end of the chassis. This

---

**Fig. 7. Circuit of the 20-watt modulator used with the SCR-274N.**

B1—22.5-volt small size "B" battery for bias.  
C1—0.0025-µF mica.  
C2—500-µF mica.  
C3, C4, C6—0.03 µF, 400 v.  
C5—0.01 µF 550-volt electrolytic.  
C7—.02 µF, 1000 v.  
J1—Cathode current jack, closed circuit.  
R1—500,000-ohm pot., gain control.  
R2—2000 ohms, ½ watt.  
R3—750,000 ohms, ½ watt.  
R4, R5—47,000 ohms, ½ watt.  
R6, R7—0.1 megohm, ½ watt.  
R8—25,000 ohms, 10 watts.  
R9—1 megohm, ½ watt.  
R10—500-ohm pot., bias control.  
T1—Modulation transformer, 16,-  
000/5000 ohms.
Fig. 8. Power and control circuits for the complete mobile installation.

C1—Filter capacitor, 15 μf, 600 volts.
J1—Audio monitor jack.
K1—Push-to-talk relay, DPDT, 6-volt d-c coil.
K2—Dynamotor relay, SPST, 6-volt d-c coil, heavy duty contacts.
M1—"S" meter and carrier monitor, 0-5 ma or more sensitive movement with adjustable shunt.
R1—1500 ohms, ½ watt.
S1—Control switch, 2-pole 3-position.
S2—Frequency check switch, SPST.

should be removed as it is no longer needed. The original chassis connector mounted beside this resistor can be retained for external connections if a suitable cable connector to match it can be obtained. If not, it is suggested that it be removed and replaced by a 6-pin tube socket. On the unit shown in the photographs, the original connector was retained and an additional one connected in parallel with it mounted beside it. This is not recommended since it congests the chassis and one of them serves no useful purpose.

The filament voltage for the oscillator tube is fed through two sections of L1, the oscillator coil, to avoid frequency instability resulting from the conventional oscillator circuit having r-f voltage between cathode and heater. One side of the tube heater is grounded through the tuning coil itself and this connection can remain unchanged. The "hot" heater connection is made by means of a white wire running from one of the oscillator terminals to the ungrounded end of C14. C14 is a 0.006-μf mica capacitor, the smaller of two mounted on the chassis skirt at the end of the oscillator tuning capacitor. Two white leads actually connect to this point on the capacitor, the second one going to the 1629 tuning indicator. The 6-volt heater supply for the 6J5 oscillator tube should be connected to this point.

Since all the old wires have been removed from the PA tube sockets, no difficulty should be involved in rewiring the heaters.

Addition of Multiplier Stages

In order that the transmitter may operate on the 10-meter band a total multiplication of oscillator frequency of 6 is required. This is attained by the use of a 6AK5 tripler and by a 6V6 doubler which in turn drives the 807 amplifier, as shown on the schematic diagram, Fig. 2.

Slug-tuned coils are used for tuning the tripler and the doubler plates to obtain maximum band width and gain. No tuning capacity other than the tube and circuit strays is necessary. Since the antenna circuit loads the PA plate tank and consequently broadens it, it is possible to shift frequency over a range of several hundred kilocycles by means of the oscillator control only, without serious detuning.

The first step in the addition of the multiplier stages consists of stripping the top of the chassis from the 807 tube forward. None of the components originally mounted in this space will be used. Beneath the chassis the large air padder adjacent to the PA tuning capacitor, the small fixed neutralizing capacitor and the small relay mounted on the chassis skirt should be removed. Be sure to save this small relay since it will be used later for antenna switching. The neutralizing capacitor leads should be clipped off short and removed.

Before mounting any of the new components, the tuning capacitor originally used for the PA plate should be removed and the gear mounted on its
shaft removed. Since this capacitor will be used as the antenna loading control its shaft should be provided with an extension sufficiently long to extend through the chassis skirt to permit mounting a dial. It is suggested that a metal dial and a Millen type 10050 shaft lock be used on this control, as shown in Figure 3 (front cover center), to avoid accidental movement.

After reinstalling this capacitor, sockets for the 6V6 doubler and the 6AK5 tripler should be mounted along the same edge of the chassis as the worm drives, spaced between the 807 PA socket and the capacitor. The 6V6 should be nearest the PA.

The tripler and doubler coils should be mounted on the chassis skirt approximately in line with their respective tubes and with their slug controls accessible through the chassis skirt. The coils used in the original model were obtained from surplus and probably cannot be duplicated. They happen to have an outside diameter of 3/8" and the coil winding data are given for this diameter. If it is necessary to use coil forms having slightly different diameters, the number of turns should be changed to correspond accordingly. In any case, adjusting these coils is not difficult providing an absorption wavemeter is available to check the harmonic on which they are operating. It was found convenient to mount the doubler coil in the hole in the chassis skirt originally providing access to the lock on the PA paddler condenser. The knob from a telephone type key switch tightly screwed on the end of the tuning slug shaft makes a convenient tuning knob. Any of the commercially manufactured slug-tuned forms, such as the National XR-50, will do a good job.

The various bypass and coupling capacitors and resistors associated with the multiplier tubes should be mounted in such a way that lead length is kept to a minimum. The grid of the 6AK5 should be driven from the same terminal of the oscillator as originally drove the grids of the two 1625s. Since this requires a rather long lead, a piece of shielded microphone cable was used for the connection.

The original grid leak for the PA is a 15,000-ohm resistor mounted between pins 5 and 7 on the crystal socket. Since the same circuit is used to feed the 6AK5 tripler grid, the 15,000-ohm resistor should be replaced by 100,000 ohms (R2).

**Tuning Jacks**

Three tuning jacks should be mounted along the chassis skirt as shown in the photographs, Fig. 4 and 5, directly below the old PA tuning capacitor. Be sure that the one for metering PA plate current is well insulated since it will be connected in the hot side of the plate supply. The reason for this is that it is possible to tune and load a pentode or tetrode amplifier much more accurately by means of plate current only, than if plate, screen and grid current are all read, as would be the case if the jack were in the cathode circuit.

**PA Plate Circuit**

The PA tuning capacitor C16 should be mounted as near the 807 power amplifier as possible and directly in line with the original loading control. The old loading control shaft should be extended or a new shaft turned out to permit tuning this capacitor from the original front panel loading control location and using the old shaft lock.

The power amplifier tank coil should be mounted beside the tuning capacitor approximately in the location shown in the photographs, Fig. 3 and 4. The bottom of this coil should connect to the stator of the old PA tuning capacitor, now the loading capacitor C17, through the mica-insulated feed-through button originally used to connect to this same capacitor. The PA tuning capacitor should connect to the top of the PA tank coil and to the PA plate through the small parasitic choke L8. This produces a pi network, which is particularly desirable at high frequencies since it permits low circulating current, good harmonic attenuation and readily adjustable loading. The coil L5 and the capacitor C17 have essentially constant r-f current flowing in them, so that the voltage across C17, and thus that applied to the antenna circuit is a minimum when C17 is at maximum. Decreasing the capacity of C17 increases the voltage and the loading.

**Antenna Circuit**

The original antenna connector on the panel should be removed, and replaced by a coaxial fitting such as an Amphenol type 83. A similar one should be mounted on the other side of the panel for the antenna connection to the receiver.

The rather fancy relay originally used for antenna grounding on the transmitter is not very well suited for antenna switching. Fortunately, the small relay removed from beneath the chassis can be readily modified to produce an excellent low-power antenna switching relay complete with ceramic insulation. Reference should be made to the photograph of the modified relay, Fig. 6. The modification is accomplished as follows:

1. Spring the lower movable contact (the "J" shaped one) by its mate to make them normally closed instead of normally open. There is enough of the silver contact extending through the spring to the wrong side to provide a satisfactory contact.
2. Remove the contact assembly and discard the small fibre spacer used to operate the top set of contacts.

3. Remove or clip off the top "L" shaped contact spring.

4. Bend the remaining top contact (the straight one) doubling it under itself to make it match up with the movable contact. This provides the normally open connection.

5. Reassemble and adjust. It will be necessary to bend the operating arm of the relay and the stop below it to get the contacts to operate properly.

6. To make the relay operate on 6 volts d.c. instead of its rated 24 volts, remove the wire from the coil and rewind it full of No. 30 or No. 32 enameled wire. Either size will be satisfactory but No. 32 is preferred since there will be less current consumption and less heating of the coil than if the larger size is used. Random winding is satisfactory.

The relay when modified should be mounted on the front panel between the antenna and receiver connectors using the same mounting holes and mounting screws as the old antenna relay. Be sure to make the connections from it to the antenna and receiver connector and to the PA tank coil of substantial conductor to minimize losses.

Monitor Circuit

In order to provide some sort of visual or aural indication of normal functioning of the transmitter, it is suggested that a simple monitor circuit be included. This may readily be done by adding a one-turn coil, L6, to the bottom end of the PA tank coil and rectifying the voltage induced in it with a 1N34 crystal. The constants shown on the schematic, Fig. 2, will produce suitable level for feeding a pair of phones for aural monitoring or, if desired, operating a carrier indicator meter.

Modulator

The first attempt at applying modulation to the modified transmitter consisted of the installation of a 6V6 in the socket originally occupied by the 1629 tuning indicator and arranged to modulate the screens of two 807s. This system worked fairly well and it was possible to obtain approximately 12 watts of r-f output with total amplifier plate, screen and modulator plate current of 130 ma at 450 volts. Under this condition the maximum positive modulation was between 60% and 70%.

The reports obtained with the screen modulation too frequently were something like: "Your carrier is strong here but your modulation seems a little low." Presumably this was caused by the maximum positive limitation of 60% to 70%. This could have been increased to a full 100%, but with a serious reduction in carrier power output. Accordingly, it was decided that the best expedient would be to build a small external modulator unit capable of modulating some 40 watts of input to the plate and screen of the power amplifier.

It was decided to use an 815. Its maximum plate voltage rating is 500 volts and under Class AB2 conditions it can deliver a power output of 54 watts. Its zero-signal plate and screen current are low. Although no AB1 operating conditions are specified in the tube book an experimental setup showed that 20 watts of audio power could be obtained with 450 volts on the plate, 150 volts on the screen and zero grid current. Under this condition the maximum plate current was 80 ma and maximum screen current 10 ma. Static plate and screen current totaled only 30 ma.

Two minor disadvantages appeared, one being that it was necessary to regulate the screen voltage closely between its static value of approximately 2 ma and its full output value of approximately 10 ma in order to obtain high audio output with low static plate current. The other was that this low static plate current prohibited the use of cathode grid bias.

A VR150 regulator was provided for the screen voltage and a 22.5-volt midget B battery was used to supply bias. Since the correct grid voltage to produce the optimum value of static plate and screen current was somewhat less than 22.5 volts, an interesting expedient was employed to use the 6 volts
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available from the automobile battery to buck the bias battery down to the correct value. Fig. 7 shows how this is done with either positive or negative ground on the car battery. In either case \textit{R10} is used to provide continuously variable grid voltage from 22.5 volts to 16.5 volts.

Since the cathode of the modulator tube is returned to the negative of the car battery, when the positive is grounded this same connection provides an additional 6 volts on the plate of the modulator tube. If the negative of the car battery is grounded, returning the negative of the high voltage winding of the dynamotor to the positive of the battery will produce the same result. In both cases the plate voltage on the modulator tube is 6 volts higher than the dynamotor output. The negative (pin 2) of the VR150 regulator is also connected to the positive of the car battery, regardless of battery ground polarity to provide an additional 6 volts on the 815 screen. It was found that this slight increase in screen voltage provided greater audio output.

Approximately 24 volts grid-to-grid audio is required to drive the 815 modulator to 20 watts output. A 6SL7, with one triode connected as a voltage amplifier and the other as a phase inverter was used to supply this driving voltage. Sufficient gain was available to permit full output with 0.4-volt input. This was somewhat more sensitive than was required and an inverse feed-back circuit consisting of R9 and C6 from the secondary of the modulator transformer back to the cathode of the voltage amplifier was used to reduce the gain by a factor of 4 and at the same time reduce distortion.

With this driver, the output of the modulator is rather sharply limited at 20 watts of audio, with the grids of the 815 acting as a peak clipper above this level. In order to minimize splatter resulting from this clipping, C7 was used to “build out” the leakage reactance of the modulation transformer into a low-pass filter. The value of 0.02 \( \mu F \) was selected for C7 because it was found that this gave good response to approximately 3000 cycles and then reasonably rapid attenuation. C1 was selected to produce low-frequency attenuation beginning at about 200 cycles.

Although a preamplifier and dynamic microphone were used to drive this speech amplifier, it produces adequate gain for direct operation from a carbon microphone.

Top and bottom views of the final modulator are shown in the photographs, Fig. 10 and 11.

A similar modulator has been built by W2QJZ around a surplus ART/13 speech amplifier. He removed the 6V6 side-tone amplifier and transformer, making room to mount the 815 in the enlarged transformer mounting hole and an OA2 regulator in the space vacated by the 6V6. Heaters were rewired to take a 6SJ7 speech amplifier and a 6G6 driver. The cathode resistor of the 6G6 can be increased to about 2000 ohms to reduce plate current, since only a small portion of its available power is needed to drive the 815. Sufficient gain is available to permit the use of a low-impedance dynamic microphone without a preamplifier. With this unit, it is necessary to mount the modulation transformer and bias battery output board at the end of the chassis.

**Control and Power Circuits**

Fig. 8 shows in detail the control and power circuits. With the switch \textit{S1} in the first or off position as shown on the drawing the converter and transmitter circuits are dead and the broadcast receiver functions normally. Plate voltage from the vibrator power supply in the broadcast receiver is disconnected internally from the plates of the broadcast receiver tubes and is brought out to the blade of the push-to-talk relay, \textit{K1}. During reception it returns to the broadcast receiver plates through the back contact of the relay.

When \textit{S1} is advanced to the No. 2 or converter position, filament voltage is applied to the converter by one set of contacts and plate voltage by the other. An additional switch associated with the converter but not shown is used to take care of the antenna and r-f switching between broadcast reception and high frequency reception through the converter.

When \textit{S1} in the third or transmitter position, filament voltage is applied to speech amplifier tubes in the control unit, to the transmitter and modulator tubes and the first section of the push-to-talk relay, \textit{K1}. Under this condition, operating the push-to-talk button on the microphone switches the broadcast receiver B+ from the receiver and converter circuits over to the speech amplifier and audio and r-f driver circuits. This feature is particularly valuable since it saves 40 to 50 ma of plate current which would be required from the high-voltage dynamotor if it were used to supply these low-level stages. The same relay operation applies 6-volt operating voltage to the coils of the dynamotor relay, \textit{K2}, and to the antenna switching relay in the transmitter.

Note that the negative brush of the high voltage commutator of the dynamotor is connected to the positive brush of the low-voltage commutator rather than to ground. The reason for this is that when a battery with negative ground is used, the battery voltage is added to the dynamotor output voltage producing an extra 6 volts for the modulator and PA plates.

The only filter found necessary for the transmitter high-voltage supply was a 15-\( \mu F \) capacitor, C1, connected across the high-voltage output. No filter choke is needed since the internal inductance of the dynamotor itself serves as an effective choke.

In order to save space in the trunk and to keep the high-current leads from battery to dynamotor as short as possible, the high-voltage dynamotor (450 volts at 175 ma) with its associated relay and filter capacitor is mounted on the bulkhead under the hood.

On the control circuit diagram, Fig. 8, are shown the \textit{S"} meter connections used to provide carrier monitoring during transmitting periods as well as normal \textit{S"} meter functioning. The \textit{S"} meter is connected in the cathode circuit of the r-f amplifier of the broadcast receiver. With no signal being received, the meter sensitivity is adjusted by means of a variable shunt, not shown, to provide full scale deflection. When a signal is received, the a.v.c. of the receiver reduces the r-f amplifier plate current causing a corresponding reduction in meter reading.

During transmitting periods, the r-f amplifier plate current is zero since plate voltage is removed from the receiver circuits. Rectified r-f supplied by the monitor circuit shown in the transmitter takes its place in the meter. With the constants
shown (500 ohms in series with crystal in the transmitter and 1500 ohms, \( R_1 \), in the control unit) and with the coupling to the PA tank coil provided by one turn approximately 1/2" from the low end of the coil, the rectified current is 2 ma.

If the panel of the control unit provides a strong signal in a pair of phones for aural monitoring of modulation, \( R_1 \), in addition to limiting the crystal current to a safe value, prevents the "S" meter from shortcircuiting the monitor jack.

An additional switch \( S_2 \) is provided for checking transmitter frequency in the receiver. When \( S_1 \) is in the transmitter position and the PUSH-TO-TALK button is not pressed, closing \( S_2 \) applies plate voltage to the oscillator and frequency multiplier stages of the transmitter without de-energizing the receiver. This permits checking the point on the converter dial where the transmitter signal is located or even setting the transmitter frequency to zero beat with an incoming signal. Since the transmitter V.F.O. frequency calibration is highly accurate, it also permits obtaining an accurate calibration on the converter.

A preamplifier to permit the use of a low-level microphone is included in the control unit. A detail of its circuits is shown in Fig. 9. It operates in straight-forward fashion with two stages of amplification direct-coupled to a third stage used as a cathode follower to provide a low-impedance source for feeding the line back to the modulator. It provides sufficient gain to permit operating from a 50-ohm dynamic microphone (salvaged from a surplus B19 tank set). Its maximum output is 8 to 10 volts. Although this may seem like an excessive amount of speech amplification, the total plate current required is only about 2 ma and the additional speech amplifier included in the modulator unit requires only 2 ma more. It is believed that the improvement in audio quality resulting from the use of the dynamic microphone justifies the additional circuit complexity.

Lock-in type tubes were used in the preamplifier since they were mounted in an inverted position.

**Antenna**

The antenna used is of the type normally encountered on police installations and includes a coil spring at the base to provide flexibility in going under low obstructions. It was found important to include a flexible coupling to provide a low-impedance source for feeding the spring since depending on a connection through the spring itself gives rise to inductive variation and detuning as the antenna sways.

Although the antenna could be mounted on the rear bumper as is frequently done, experience with previous police installations has shown that a higher mounting point produces much greater radiation efficiency. Accordingly, the antenna was placed at as high a point on the body as was possible. In order to avoid drilling holes in the car body, a special bracket was fabricated of 1/8" sheet steel curved to fit the body and bolted to the flange inside the trunk cover. It extends through the crack between the trunk cover and the body and provides a sturdy and sufficiently rigid mount. This mounting is shown in the photographs on the cover. Note that four bolts are used to secure the bracket to the car body and that it was made in the form of a gusset in the corner of the trunk opening thus providing much more strength than if it had been mounted at one edge only.

The small loading coil shown in the photographs was found to provide a somewhat better match and better loading since the antenna itself is slightly shorter than a quarter wave.

Due to the proximity of the trunk cover to the base of the antenna, it has been found that opening the cover has a slight effect on antenna loading and PA tuning. Accordingly, the final loading and PA tuning adjustments are made with the trunk closed except for a crack wide enough to permit reaching in to the controls and to peek in at the PA plate current meter.

**Adjustment**

Because the substitution of the 6J5 oscillator for the 1626 and the change in the circuit which the oscillator drives has had an effect on the frequency calibration, it will be necessary to recalibrate the oscillator to make the indications on the dial correct. This may be done by any convenient means and using any signal of known frequency in the oscillator range. WWV on 5 mc is suggested.

The compensation should be accomplished by adjusting the trimmer in the grid circuit, which is accessible through the top of the oscillator shield, until the oscillator is on frequency at one point. Since the oscillator inductance is not disturbed during the modification this should provide correct calibration at all dial settings. If the oscillator coil inductance is found to be off, it may be easily corrected by the slug adjustment provided.

During adjustment of the lower-level stages, plate and screen voltage should be kept off the power amplifier. When the oscillator is on calibration, set it so that its sixth harmonic is at the desired point in the 10-meter band, and adjust the tripler tuning coil, \( L_2 \), for maximum grid current on the 6V6 doubler. It should be possible to obtain 300 to 500 microamperes. After tuning for maximum grid current, check the frequency with a wavemeter to be sure that the third harmonic of the oscillator has been selected.

The doubler plate coil, \( L_3 \), should next be adjusted for maximum grid current on the power amplifier and the frequency checked with a wavemeter to be sure that it is tuned to the sixth harmonic of the crystal. Grid current of from 2 to 3 ma should be obtainable.

With the antenna connected to the transmitter, the loading capacitor, \( C_{17} \), should be set for its maximum capacity. Plate voltage and excitation should be applied to the 807 and its plate tuned for maximum capacity. By means of a meter, the plate voltage should be progressively increased until the 807 tunes and then should be decreased until a new resonance is obtained. With 450 volts on the plate of the 807 it was found that 90 ma was optimum loading since the efficiency dropped off rapidly with heavier loading.

Care should be used in adjusting the power amplifier, since it is provided with grid leak bias only. This is not as dangerous as it is with a crystal-controlled transmitter, since there is little chance of the v.f.o. failing to oscillate. The addition of a cathode resistor large enough to protect the 807 in case of loss of excitation would dissipate an appreciable portion of the plate voltage with consequent reduction in power output.

After all adjustments have been made to the transmitter, the oscillator frequency control, the loading control and the PA plate tuning should all be locked to prevent their shifting under vibration.

It will be found that small changes of frequency may be made when desired without readjusting the multiplier and power amplifier tuning controls. All that is necessary is to set the oscillator frequency control to the correct point.
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Small, Compact Control Unit Makes Sensational Phone Patch. No Modifications Required. Simple Hookup Instructions Included.............................$3.50 PLUS POSTAGE
C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED

AVIATION & ELECTRONICS SUPPLIERS, INC.
MArket 6-8708
3116 N. MAIN ST.
BOX 4082
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

FROM “the Worlds’ Largest Distributor of Amateur Radio Equipment”

WRL’S GLOBE KING 500B
500 watts fone, CW & SSB
(P.E.P.)* ............................................$659.00
WRL’S GLOBE CHAMPION
350 watts CW, 275 W on tone;
300 watts SSB (P.E.P.)* $449.00
Kit: ....................................................$349.00
WRL’S GLOBE SCOUT 65B
65 W. CW, 55 W. fone $ 99.95
WRL’S GLOBE CHIEF KIT
90 watts; scaled at 75 W. for
Novice Use .................. $ 49.95
*Complete Wired: .................. $ 64.95

a Complete
ANTENNA LINE!
Roto Brake ........... $ 74.50
Globe Spire Tower $ 49.95
Globe Topper (Vertical Antenna) $ 99.95
Economy Toppers $ 14.95
$ 18.95
Triple Globe Spanner Beams
2 Element ....... $ 69.95
3 Element ........ $ 99.75
5 Element ........ $ 49.95
Rotatable Dipole $ 39.95
Globe Spanner Beams; 2-20M
5 Band Doublet
$ 7.95 .... $ 49.95
$ 24.95

Other WRL GEAR!
VFO Model 755
Wired: ...................... $ 59.95
Kit: ...................... $ 49.95
$SM Converter .................. $ 24.95
Kit: ...................... $ 18.95
$WR Bridge .................. $ 16.95
Screen Modulator
Kit: ...................... $ 13.95

MONEY-SAVING Reconditioned Eqpt.!
up to 50%
Savings on Top-Notch
Gear with Factory-New Guarantee!
Over 800 Items in Stock!
Continual Turnover!
Send for Late Listings!

FREE 1957 CATALOG!
More than 18,000 Top Value Items
for the Amateur, Hi-Fi Enthusiast,
Serviceman and
Experimenter!

Send for Complete Info . . . NOW!
How To Pass FCC COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR License Exams

Tell's where to apply and take FCC examinations, question of examining office, scope of knowledge required, approved method to prepare for FCC examinations, positive method of checking your knowledge before taking the examination.

GET YOUR FCC TICKET IN A MINIMUM OF TIME!

Get this Amazing Booklet FREE

1. Tells how thousands of brand-new, better paying radio-TV-electronics jobs are now open to FCC License Holders.

2. Tells how we guarantee to train and coach you until you get your FCC License.

3. Tells how our amazing Job-Finding Service helps you get the better paying job our training prepares you to hold.

PHONE PATCH

Clear undistorted speech with perfect intelligibility at 100% modulation

THREE MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

Original

Economy unit adaptable to all types transmitting and receiving equipment.

Amateur net $14.95

Supreme

A dual purpose unit for use with all types custom and commercial transmitting and receiving equipment featuring one switch operation for Phone-Patching and Transmit-Receiver control.

Amateur net $24.95

Regency

For use with 32V-KW1-75A series equipments. Does not require equipment changes or modifications. Ready for use.

Amateur net $24.95

Consult your radio amateur equipment dealer for information and literature You Can Buy For Less Than You Can Build.

CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS and

SOUND COMPANY

711 Liscum Drive Dayton 7, Ohio

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS Desk CO-28, 4900 Euclid Blvd., Cleveland 3, Ohio (Address to Desk No. to avoid delay)

I want to know how I can get my FCC ticket in a minimum of time. Send me your FREE booklet, "How To Pass FCC License Examinations" (does not cover exam for Amateur License), as well as a Sample FCC-type lesson and the amazing new booklet, "Money-Making FCC License Information." Be sure to tell me about your Television Engineering Course.

Name .................................................. Age ..................

Address ..........................................................

City .................................................. Zone ... State ...

FOR PROMPT RESULTS SEND AIR MAIL
Special tuition rates to members of the U.S. Armed Forces
Electronic Training also available to Canadian Residents
FOR YOUR TRANSMITTER —

ONE BALUN
FOR 1.5 to 30 mc

Full Kilowatt Rating When SWR is 2 to 1 or Better

One balun for 1.5 to 30 mc. True broadband operation. No switching or complicated circuitry. Full kilowatt when SWR is 2 to 1 or better. Three types are available.

Type TB-2 Matches between 75 ohms unbalanced, and 300 ohms balanced...Price $16.95
Type TB-3 Matches between 50 ohms unbalanced, and 200 ohms balanced...Price $17.50
Type TB-4 Matches between 75 ohms unbalanced, and 75 ohms balanced...Price $17.50

These baluns are a natural for feeding dipoles, beams, trap antennas, twinlead, etc., etc. They allow transmitters designed for coaxial cable output, to drive balanced circuits without any strain or gain. Completely weather-proofed, they may be mounted on a pole, suspended by a rope, or mounted in your shack.

Specifications: 3½" wide, 3" deep, 4½" long (less mounting bracket), 8" long (with bracket). Weight 2½ lb.

FOR YOUR RECEIVER —

A MATCHING BALUN FOR 1.5 mc to 150 mc

Of course, a transmitting balun may also be used for receiving but it is certainly uneconomical. The Lymar type RB-1 Receiving balun is designed to match between 75 ohms unbalanced and 300 ohms balanced from 1.5 mc to 150 mc. It may be used between unbalanced circuits of 50 to 100 ohms and balanced circuits of 200 to 600 ohms when the upper frequency limit is restricted to 30 mc.

Some communication receivers have a high impedance input. In such cases, use of the RB-1 balun between a coaxial feed line and the receiver may result in a definite increase in signal and a better signal to noise ratio. Similarly, it can be used to efficiently feed twinlead into receivers designed for coax input. It may be used for transforming from twinlead to coax to decrease noise pickup and then back to twinlead if necessary. It is a flexible piece of gear with a variety of uses.

Type RB-1 $2.95
Specifications: 3½" long, 2" wide, 1" deep. Weight 3 oz.
Also Available: Type RB-2 Matches between 75 ohms unbalanced and 300 ohms balanced...50 mc to 1000 mc...Price $2.95

LYNMAR ENGINEERS, INC.
1432 N. CARLISLE STREET • PHILADELPHIA 21, PA.

Consultants and Manufacturers
ELECTRICAL - MECHANICAL - ELECTRONIC

MOBILE EQUIPMENT

2, 6, 10 - Meter

MOTOROLA, R.C.A., G.E., LINK, etc. 30-50 Mc., 152-172 Mc. Used Commercial F.M. Communications Equipment Bought & Sold. Complete Two-way sets meeting F.C.C. Licensing Requirements for taxicabs, Police, Fire, etc. $169.00 and up.

Motorola F.M. Receivers, Double Conversion...$55.00 each
Motorola F.M. Transmitters...45.00 each

Communications Associates
267 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Telephone AVenue 2-8088
The first and only complete handbook devoted to the very high frequency spectrum. 12 chapters...208 pages...over 150 illustrations...brand new antenna facts. Moon reflection transmission data.

$2.95

VHF HANDBOOK

by William I. Orr, W6SAA
and Herbert G. Johnson, W6QKI

The VHF HANDBOOK covers in detail the generation, propagation, and reception of VHF signals, plus the design and construction of equipment and antennas. A complete summary of the state of the art.

Here it is! A radio handbook, written for the Novice and Technician radio ham! This book helps you with the code—helps you build your rig—and gets you on the air.

NOVICE AND TECHNICIAN HANDBOOK

by William I. Orr, W6SAA
Donald Stoner, W6TNS

The first radio text entirely devoted to the amateur newcomer! Covers transmitters, receivers, antennas in step-by-step, easy to follow instructions. Written so you can understand it! Get your copy now!

$2.85

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK

by William I. Orr, W6SAA

Complete and concise information about beam antennas. Dimensional charts, SWR data, and construction data on parasitic arrays for the 6, 10, 11, 15, 20 and 40 meter amateur bands! Invaluable!

$2.70

$2.10

HAM SPECIALS

LOOK HERE!

ARC-5 COMMAND - SCR-274 Equipment

Receivers Transmitters

BC-453 190-550 K.C. K.C. $12.00 2.1 - 3 mc. $10.00
BC-454 1.5 - 3 mc. 14.95 BC-696 3-4 mc. 7.50
BC-455 4.5 - 5 mc. 9.00 BC-458 5-6 mc. 4.95
BC-455 6-9 mc. 9.00 BC-458 5-7 mc. 4.95
G-28 100-156 mc. 14.00 BC-459 7-9 mc. 7.50
G-16 156-202 mc. 10.00 Mark 11-16 156 mc. 7.50
Receiver Power Supply Kits 7.50

Radio relay now — National Bell, March 14. 15 to 600 K.C. in 6 bands, with built-in 115 V. A.C. supply. Brand new tech manual $59.00
Teletype Receiver, with 11 tubes, Less tuning unit, with power supply $18.00
Teletype system, write for details $180.00
G.P.O. transmitter for mobile, see C-57, C-58 $14.50
Collins TCS transmitter, 1.5-12 mc. 35.00
1 KW transmitter, write for details 34.00
U.S. Navy scopes, 3 inch, recorded $34.00
RCA Rider Chalanystal. Excellent condition $6.50
Freq. meter, LM type, new unfinished chassis needs tuning cond. stat. tubes and cover-$B, VFO 9.00

RELAYS

115V. AC SPST 5 amp $1.50 100V DC Rel. relay 2.00
6 V. AC DPDT 5 amp $1.50 115V DC DPDT 1 Amp 1.50
115V AC Rel. relay 2.50 120V DC Rel. relay 2.50
Plate relays 3000, 5000, 8000, 10000 ohms. SPFDT 3.00
8000 ohms SPST 1.50
Vacuum Cond. 10KV, 25-mm $4.95; 50-mm $4.95,
150-mm $9.00
35 KV, 50-mm $8.00, 100-mm $9.25

POWER SUPPLIES

0-1500 V 300 ma., variac control, 2 meters 39.00
Dual supply 600V - 600 V, 200 ma. 15.50
3000 ma. $22.00 These are commercial. $25.00
VAR. Cond. 50000, 400 mv-2500, 10000 ohms each $2.00
Kore Kords, 3 wire, stretch to 9 ft. $1.25, 3 ft. $1.75,
25 ft. $5.00, 50 ft. $18.00
Bk. scale. Good for field strength meter, etc. 5.00
Meter, 0-1 ma, 25 inch G.E. 8.50

DYNAMOTORS

12 volt 12 Volt 600 V, 150 ma. $12.00 425 V, 200-400 ma. 15.00
460 V, 175 ma. 11.00 625 V, 225 ma. 16.50
P-E, 1016-1212-10 1.50 5/130V-215 1.75
Leece-Neville 6 V. $49.00 12 V $8.50
Midgetpack 6-12 V, 375 V, 200 ma. $14.50

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKE

11800 V, CT. rated at 425 ma. $7.50
4800 V, CT, 300 ma. U7C, C-205 8.00
3800 V, CT., 2500 V, 500 ma. 110/230 V P.R. 17.50
1250 V, 425 ma. 6.3 V, CT. 7 Amp. 8.00
5 V, 13 A, 08, 30 ma. 7.50
12 V, 4 Amp. 2.50 25 HY 100 ma. 1.95
24 V, 4 Amp. 2.50 10 HY 300 ma. 3.95
24 V, 10 Amp. 2.50 5 HY 1000 ma. 7.50
2.5 V, 10 Amp. HY V. Insul. for 865 etc. 8.00
8-9-10-11-12 V, at 5 Amp. 115V PRI. 3.50
6-7-8 V, at 8 Amp. 115 V, PRI. 3.50
Modulation Trans., rated 20 W. Good for 35 W. ratio 1:1 6000 to 9000, Pri. 8004 146-892-1226, 815 etc. P.P. A.B. or B or single 6L6-807 etc. Class A. Mod. to single or P.P. 576 5L6 6L6-1467-
1000 to 2000, Pri. 1466-892-1226-815 etc. P.P. A.B. or B or single 6L6-807 etc. Class A. Mod. to single or P.P. 576 5L6 6L6-1467-
807-2E26 etc. to 100 W, R.F. power 2.25
Universal Driver Trans., 15 W. audio, rated Pri. to
Class II Sec. 4-1, 4-5, 5-1, S-5; to 612. 2.50
Collins, carbon mic. Trans. 75 to 120000 ohms 6.00
3 Trans. for SSB Exciter, W2ELW's conversion of B.C. 458, see QST, Mar. 1950. set of 3 Trans. 5.00
Vertical plate antenna, with mounting board. Ant. with mounting board, plate Ant. fair price is $10.00.

AT YOUR DEALER, OR ORDER FROM RADIO PUBLICATIONS, WILTON, CONN.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS, Inc., Danbury Rd., Wilton, Conn.
Please rush copies of VHF HANDBOOK at $2.95 per copy. copies of NOVICE AND TECHNICIAN HANDBOOK at $2.85 per copy. copies of BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK at $2.70 per copy. Enclosed is $15 per book (covers packing, shipping cost).

Name
Street
City State
Enclosed find: check cash money order

WE REPAIR and tune transmitters, receivers and test equipment. Contact us for details.
WANTED — Receivers, transmitters, test equipment (commercial). We take trade ins.

807-W ruggedized, iron, 11 foot tube, (Jan 59/3) $1.95
2E26 $2.75; 829 $4.95; 832 $3.95
Selenium tube, 14V, full-wave rectifier 4.95
Amp $3.75, 7 Amp $4.95, 10 Amp $5.95
Selenium Power Supply Kits, 6-12 V, 10 Amp.
115 V A.C. input 18.00
Prices are based on relative value — some items are used — most are new. Write for bargain bulletin.
Minimum order $5.00, P.O. flamped, 25% with COD orders.

ALGERADIO ELECTRONICS CO.
236 N. Franklin St.
Hempstead, N. Y.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO

420-500 MC TRANSCEIVER

**BG 645 — NAVY ABA-1**

Two-way rig for mobile or fixed station covering the VHF band for Amateur or C1/T1/N1 radio. (See complete conversion details in Dec. '56 of QJ magazine) Brand New, in original factory cartons. Complete with 12-volt dynamotor, PE101 shock mounting and control box. Original government cost was over 7,000. Now you can get this super value for only...

**ARC-4 2 METER RIG**

Transceiver receiver is usa controlled for 144-148 mc, phone or CW. 82R in Final. Makes a choice for any mobile or home station. Used, excellent, but less tubes and dynamotor. With conversion info for use on 110 vac, or battery...

**VHF BUTTERFLY TANK**

Butterfly tank unit; Tunes 60-500 mc. Ideal for frequency meter, grid-dipper, signal source, etc. New, complete with a screw-on tube socket...

**VHF TEST SET**

Model OAP equipment is a versatile test instrument which can be used in all phases of VHF work. The unit is portable and operates from 115v/60-70 ry or 115v/600 cy. The test set consists of the following main units: A wave-meter (accurate to 0.1%) composed of...
LOW POWER PRECISION SWITCHING WITH TERADO MICRO-RELAYS

DATA SHEET—TERADO MICRO-RELAYS

SERIES 6000

PINS 1 & 7—COIL
PIN 6—MOVING CONTACT
PIN 5—NORMALLY CLOSED CONTACT
PIN 4—NORMALLY OPEN CONTACT
FORM "C" CONTACT (S.P.D.T.)
FOR D.C. OPERATION—Bottom View

CONTACT RATING—1 AMP. AT 24 V., D.C.—NON-INDUCTIVE
Maximum continuous Coil Current 150 Milliwatts—
75 Milliwatts nominal

OPERATING ADJUSTMENTS FOR RELAYS WITH FOLLOWING COIL RESISTANCES
-10% RELEASE M.A. APPROX. 1/2 PICKUP M.A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTANCE</th>
<th>STOCK NO.</th>
<th>OPERATING VDC</th>
<th>ENERGIZE CURRENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 OHMS</td>
<td>B-1330</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>50. MA. (at 1.2 V.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 OHMS</td>
<td>B-1331</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.5 MA. (at 5 V.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 OHMS</td>
<td>B-1332</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6. MA. (at 10 V.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 OHMS</td>
<td>B-1333</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.8 MA. (at 19 V.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,000 OHMS</td>
<td>B-1334</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3. MA. (at 24 V.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 OHMS</td>
<td>B-1335</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5 MA. (at 27 V.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Coil Sizes are designed and manufactured on Special Order.

TERADO COMPANY
Mfrs. of Precision Electronic Equipment
1062 RAYMOND AVE., ST. PAUL 14, MINN.

A Precision Component for
Conelrad Receivers

Complete installations available. Extensive spare-part inventory. Thousands of 12 and 24 Volt dynamotors. All racks, flex cables, control boxes and other accessories in brand new and used, excellent condition.

Q 5'ERS
Like new . . . . $12.95

BC-456 MODULATORS
Like new . . . . $4.95

BC-458 TRANSMITTERS
5.3-7 mc. Like new $2.95

BC-442 ANTENNA
SWITCHING RELAY
With meter and vacuum capacitor. Like new $3.49

BC-455 RECEIVERS
6-9.1 mc. Like new $4.95

BC-457 TRANSMITTERS
4-5.3 mc. Like new $2.95

SINGLE ARC-5 TRANSMITTER RACKS
Like new. Each only $5.00

MD-7 ARC-5 PLATE MODULATOR
Like new . . . . $9.95

SINGLE RECEIVER RACK
Like new . . . . $5.00

TRIPLE RECEIVER RACK
with shock mount
Like new . . . . $2.50

T-20 ARC-5 TRANSMITTER
4-5.3 mc. New . . . $4.95

TRANSFER TUBE KIT
Brand new. 4 tubes $1.00

All orders F.O.B. Los Angeles. 25% deposit required. Items subject to prior sale and change of price without notice. Minimum Order: $3.00.
A kilowatt transmitter is a mighty handy thing to have around the ham bands. Around the house it is not quite so handy, and if you happen to be in the armed forces it is a half-ton liability. After several moves from one duty station to another the old behemoth was traded in for one of the lower power commercial rigs, one that was considerably more portable, but which was crystal-controlled.

Crystal controlled operation may be alright for some people, but after having used a VFO for several years this "frequency-binding" was distinctly uncomfortable and seemed to be a serious limiting factor in making contacts. A VFO was definitely in order.

Commercial VFO's come through at commercial prices and this fact led to the decision to home-brew the VFO. Since the most important part of any VFO is the coil, with the use of an inferior coil or coil-form resulting in drift and instability in general, the logical solution was to use some sort of commercially manufactured unit for this purpose. Most Hams by now have one or more of the ARC-5/SCR-274N transmitters around. The VFO coil in this unit was well known to us for its stability (see CQ May 1952).

Since no operation was contemplated on 160 meters the 3 to 4 Mc. version of the ARC-5 was selected. These units can still be obtained as surplus at a reasonable price. Even the units marked "as is" seem to have the VFO unit still intact, and that is all that is needed for our purposes. If you have a choice try to pick out a unit with the dial in good shape so you can use it in this conversion.

**The Conversion**

The first operation is a bit brutal and may be painful until you get used to it: Remove the top and bottom covers, the oscillator cover, and ALL THE WIRING BELOW THE CHASSIS. Next remove the two power amplifier tube sockets, the flexible tuning shaft, the power amplifier padder condenser (the one not attached to the tuning shaft) the power amplifier tank coil, and the r-f choke. Remove the dial, window frame, and all projecting hardware and knobs from the front panel. Grind or drill the heads of the rivets which hold the front panel to the chassis down to where they can be punched out with a center punch.

Remove the front panel and cut a piece of 1/16" sheet aluminum to fit over it as a false front. In this false front cut a 2" diameter hole to clear the tuning dial hub, and a hole in the lower right corner just large enough to clear the tuning shaft. Mount the false front on the front panel by means of 6-32 screws.

The oscillator tuning condenser (from below the chassis) can be removed and added to your junk box. Remove the p.a. tuning con-
denser with its associated gears. Use care, for this condenser will be used to replace the oscillator tuning condenser.

With a husky pair of tin snips or a hacksaw you can now cut the chassis down to 4½" depth. The cut will come about ½" ahead of the rear edges of the two p.a. socket holes. Remember, you are using the rear part of the chassis, not the front.

Mount the former p.a. tuning condenser in the space left vacant by removal of the oscillator condenser. Try the front panel on for fit. There should be sufficient clearance between the front panel and the gears to permit them to turn freely. Once this clearance has been established the panel can be secured to the sides of the chassis by means of "C" clamps. Drill and tap through the rivet holes, then mount the panel on the chassis with ¼" 6-32 screws. Top and bottom covers should be cut to size.

The former crystal socket should be removed, and the hole covered by a 1½" square piece of 1/16" sheet aluminum. The power socket on the rear of the chassis should be replaced with an octal socket. A coaxial chassis-type connector should be installed beside the octal socket. Using the oscillator tube socket for the 6AG7, and the "magic-eye" socket for the VR-150, wire up the unit as shown in the schematic.

The output coil is mounted in the former crystal socket space with the adjustment screw upward, as shown in the photographs. Use solid No. 14 wire for all leads between the 6AG7 and the oscillator tank circuit. The 6800 µfd bypass condenser, the 51,000 ohm grid leak, and the 200 µfd. grid condenser, are original parts. Use short direct leads, especially on the 1000 µfd. ceramic bypasses.

When all connections have been made, the unit is ready for test. A 24" 4-conductor power cable should be made up to connect the VFO to the transmitter. A source of 300 volts plate power and 6.3 volts filament power will be required. A 24" piece of RG-59/U coaxial cable is used as the r.f. connection to the transmitter.

Put back the old dial, and the tuning shaft knob. Set the dial at 4.0 Mc., and loosen the screws which hold the shaft of the oscillator padding condenser on top of the chassis. Replace the oscillator cover and fasten it down with several screws.

Turn on the power, and after warm-up, adjust the oscillator paddler until the signal is heard in the station receiver at 4.0 Mc. Set the v-f o dial at 3.5 Mc. and check the calibration. The band-spread may be adjusted by means of the oscillator tank coil slug and the paddler condenser. When the tuning tracks satisfactorily, the paddler shaft can be locked in position, and the covers replaced and secured with all screws. Fine adjustment may now be made with the trimmer at the top of the condenser, and the slug.

For those who are interested only in the 3.5- to 4.0-Mc. band, the unit may now be considered complete. The slug-tuned output coil L1 may now be peaked for maximum grid drive to the transmitter. The capacity of the co-ax cable forms a part of the output circuit. Should a different length of cable be used, it will be necessary to adjust the number of turns in L1 accordingly, to assure resonance in the 3.5 to 4 Mc. band.

In our case, we use 14- and 21-Mc. phone most of the time, so it was deemed desirable to make a new dial, and to spread the 3.5- to 4.0-Mc. band over about 330 degrees of rotation, to avoid cramped readings at the higher frequencies.

To accomplish this band spread, first remove 9 rotor plates from the bearing end, and 1 rotor plate from the gear end of the oscillator condenser. This leaves 6 rotor plates. This can be done with a pair of long-nose pliers. Be careful not to disturb the stator or to dislodge the pyrex bead insulators. Adjust the paddler condenser until 3.5 Mc. appears at the low end of
the tuning dial, and 4.0 Mc. at the high end. The exact location of these points relative to the old dial scale is not important, as we have to make a new dial scale.

Remove the old dial. Using a piece of \( \frac{1}{8} \) in. lucite, cut a circular piece 3\( \frac{3}{4} \) in. in diameter, and another one 1\( \frac{3}{4} \) in. in diameter. The larger piece is the dial face, and the smaller one the hub. Cut a 1 in. hole in the dial face, and using the old dial as a template, cut a hole in the center of the hub to fit the dial mounting. Drill the hole for the alignment pin. Try the hub for size on the dial mounting. The face may be cemented to the hub at this time, using Duco cement.

Using small spots of rubber cement, secure a piece of heavy white paper or cardboard to the dial for a scale, and calibrate the new scale using the station receiver and frequency meter, marking the calibration right on the paper. Begin at 3.5 Mc. and make a small mark every 5 kc. The 50 kc. points should be marked with figures, such as 3.50, 3.55, 3.60, etc. Mark the 3.5-Mc. and 4.0-Mc. points on the edge of the lucite. With the aid of a draftsman, the marks and figures may be neatly inked in, with the paper scale removed from the dial.

The other amateur bands may be shown in the proper harmonic relationship, as shown in Fig. 2. The 'phone bands may be shown by heavy inked lines. This figure is not intended to be an accurate calibration but is merely included as a guide to the reader. After the inking is done, the scale may be cemented to the dial face by means of Duco cement, and the whole dial should be sprayed with Krylon clear plastic spray to protect it.

The calibration should be rechecked, with the oscillator padder locked and the covers in place and secured with all screws. Slight variations in calibration can be made with the slug and trimmer.

The VFO unit, from its 3.5- to 4.0-Mc. output, will give sufficient excitation to drive most transmitters on all bands from 3.5 to 28 Mc. Its frequency stability is exceptionally good, due to the use of the electron-coupled circuit and the retention of the original temperature compensating condenser, C7. It represents quite a saving over the cost of the commercial model. Besides, it gave us the enjoyment of making it and the pride of workmanship, which makes it even more valuable to us.

Rubber feet under the bottom cover give it sufficient clearance from the table top to permit use of a spinner knob for ease in tuning. We painted the unit gray to match the receiver, and it makes a very attractive little companion.
HAVING USED THE ARC-5 SERIES OF VFOS for some time, I became thoroughly disgusted at the futility of getting them to key well on the higher bands—ten and twenty meters, while using full breakin.

There and then I decided to build a VFO of my own design that would have the following features:

1. T9x keying on all bands while using full breakin
2. Commercial appearance
3. Bandswitching—80, 40, 20, 15, 11-10 meters with enough output to drive my push-pull 807s.
4. A compact unit that would easily fit on top of the receiver.
5. Direct calibration in frequency with provision for easily resetting dial reading.
6. LOW COST

looking over VFO designs, I found that the heterodyne type of frequency generator, which uses two oscillators and a mixer, was the best bet. This unit was designed similarly to the “T9-er” which was featured in the April, 1948, issue of CQ, with changes made to suit the particular application.

Upon searching the surplus market, I found the ideal unit to convert into this exciter. It is a T-20/ARC-5 transmitter which has a range of from 4 to 5.3 mc. The oscillator covered the desired range and the unit looked neat and matched the black crackle of my HRO receiver. Any other of the ARC-5 series or the SCR-274N series should work just as well, needing only a revision of the oscillator range.

**The Circuit**

The original oscillator is used as the VFO. The 1626 works quite well with six volts on the heater,
and eliminates the expense of a six-volt tube. The oscillator covers a range of from 4765 to 4290 kc, which, after being mixed with the crystal oscillator, beats to give output from 3375 to 3850 kc.

The fixed oscillator is crystal controlled on 8140 kc. A 6J5 works quite well in the conventional Pierce circuit. Using this range of frequencies no trouble should be experienced due to beat notes on the conventional communications receiver with an if. at or near 456 kc.

The two oscillator signals are fed into a 6SA7 mixer which extracts the difference frequency and sends it to the next stage. The 6SA7 is not used as an oscillator in itself so does not cause any chirp when it is keyed.

A 6AG7 is used as a buffer in the next stage. It is keyed along with the 6SA7 so as to keep the signal leakage at a minimum.

The next stage, a 6AG7, is used as either a quadrupler or a tripler, raising the frequency to either 10.5 or 14 mc. This stage may be switched either in or out by a switch on the side of the chassis, so as to allow excitation to the PA on 3.5 mc, whenever 80- or 40-meter output is desired.

A 2E26 is used either straight-through or as a doubler in the final stage. Considering the cost of turrets and the space available, I decided to use the ARC-5 antenna coil as my final coil. Although it may not be as efficient as a turret, the output is more than enough on all bands and the extra cost of a turret did not warrant its use. The silver plated wire makes it more efficient than it would seem.

Two band switches are used, one switching the final coil and the link, and the other switching the quadrupler in and out.

Special attention is called to the link output circuit. In order to get good output, a small link was needed for the higher bands and a big link for the lower bands. A two-turn link is used for 10-11, 15, and 20 meters, and one wire from that link plus one wire of a four turn link half way up the coil gives good output on 80 and 40 meters. The circuit is unorthodox but it works very well.

The 500-ohm resistors on the wire from the link of the VFO coil to the 6SA7 are used to cut down signal leakage with key up so as to be able to work full breakin. They also serve to keep a constant load on the oscillator which cuts down chirp.

Small size coax should be used in the wire from the link to the grid of the 6SA7 to insure against signal leakage.

A tune-up switch has been incorporated in the exciter since the pictures were taken. It is inserted in the hole in the front panel which originally housed the link control. It allows swishless zero beating and the VFO puts out a weak signal which does not overload the receiver. The switch cuts off screen voltage from the quadrupler-tripler and the 2E26.

Construction

There are a lot of parts that are unused in the ARC-5 that must be removed. Remove all tubes. Remove the 1625 sockets by slipping a screwdriver around the rim and prying the lip up. Disconnect the wires from these sockets and put them aside. Remove the neutralizing condenser and all parts of the amplifier and antenna coils and the tuning assembly for the antenna coil. Leave the mounting bracket on the antenna coil and put it aside for later use. Remove the r.f.c. and all the knobs on the front panel except the tuning knob and lock. Use a Bristol screwdriver for this purpose. If one is not available, take a six-inch screwdriver with a ¼ inch blade and file the blade on the edges so as to fit into the Bristol screw heads. Then jam it into the screws, with a hammer if necessary, and it will unscrew easily. This screwdriver will be of much use later on. Make sure to use a 6-inch one, for you will need the length.

Remove the p.a. padding condenser. Remove both relays and the plug in back of the unit. Cut the wires at the connection points to the parts, for they will be used to carry filament and plate voltages later on.

Remove the crystal and resonance indicator tube assembly and all connected parts. Remove all parts on tube sockets except the group on both #1 pins and the filament connection on the #2 pin of the resonance indicator socket. Follow the diagrams and make the necessary changes. Use as many parts from the original transmitter circuit as possible in wiring the new circuit.
You should now have a clean chassis between the oscillator coil shield on top of the chassis and the front of the cabinet with the exception of the feed-through insulator. On the underside, all should be clean between the oscillator tuning condenser and the amplifier tuning condenser except for the relay wires which will be used for power wires later on. The connector on the back is an 8-pin male plug. It may be bought commercially but it is very simple to make. Take a metal octal tube that has gone west and remove the octal plug from the bottom. Remove the wires from the plug and clean out the pins. File out the hole in the back of the chassis with a rattle file until the plug fits snugly. Then file two pips in the hole on the top and bottom. Place the plug in the hole and fasten it with two small screws through the pips. It makes an inexpensive substitute that works very well. If a commercial plug is used, the lock ring or screws should be put into place in the usual way.

Before assembling any parts on the chassis, the filaments should be wired. Use the original filament wires whenever possible. Remember, do not wire filament voltage to the coil socket! Allow these wires to go around the edge of the chassis so as not to interfere with the r.f. wiring.

The wiring should be done starting from the oscillators and finishing with the 2E26 stage. The wiring is very crowded in the oscillator and mixer compartment. The 3×.05 condenser should be unscrewed and left hanging over the side to gain access to the sockets. The 6SA7 transformer should be installed last. The easiest way to assemble the crystal oscillator is to connect all the parts to be connected to the crystal socket first without soldering them. Solder the socket to pins #4 and #6 of the 6J5 socket after connecting pin #4 to pin #5 and the necessary connections to pin #6. If this is followed it will greatly simplify the job of assembly. The other wiring of the unit is routine stuff. The

Bottom view of the finished unit. The placement of major components should follow this model rather closely. The switch mounted on the side is the "multiplier in-out" control, SW1.

The tube sockets should be punched next. The three sockets in the rear are ideal for the two oscillators and the mixer. The other sockets must be punched. The removal of the 1625 tube sockets leaves a problem because of the wide holes in the chassis. The 6AG7 sockets are mounted on the outer edge of these holes. They are made right curve at the edge with a socket punch and the sockets are held by one screw which seems to be sufficient, for tube changing does not come often. The 6AG7 buffer coil socket is mounted in a hole punched exactly between the 1625 socket holes. Two screws should be used in this case.

The 2E26 socket is placed in the center of the chassis, being careful that the 2E26 tube, when inserted, will not interfere with its coil assembly. Follow the pictures in laying out the chassis as closely as possible.

3×.05 µf condenser is used as the 6SA7 cathode bypass, and the 105-volt bypass, and the 6SA7 screen bypass condenser.

The mixer plate transformer is made from a 456-kc cartwheel i.f. transformer that was laying idle in the junk box. This transformer may be easily obtained at any radio establishment. Both of the coils are removed and the transformer is built on one of the forms. The windings are wound with maximum coupling to get the widest bandpass without resorting to much resistor loading. Any small gauge cotton-covered, stranded, or solid wire may be used. The type that I used was stranded cotton-covered wire from an old i.f. coil of about a 34 gauge. The transformer consists of about 25 turns, closewound, on one of the forms. A piece of scotch tape should be inserted between the two windings of the transformer to take care of the difference in
potential. The windings don't have to be wound in an orderly fashion and the specifications are not critical, for the wide range of the trimmers take care of any slight variations.

The transformer is mounted right below the 6SA7 tube on the right side of the cabinet. Two holes should be drilled in the side of the chassis to allow screwdriver adjustment of the trimmers.

The "quadrupler in-out" switch is located in the larger hole on the right side of the chassis. The cover for this hole and for the smaller hole is used to cover up the holes in front left by the removal of the knobs. The key jack is right next to the switch further back on the chassis.

The quadrupler plate coil is located midway between the 6AG7 quadrupler and the 2E26. It is made up of 13 turns of 22 gauge enamelled wire spaced over the length of the XR-50 coil form. The 75 μf variable condenser is mounted on a bracket made of copper sheeting. A lip is bent in the copper to allow it to be bolted to the side of the chassis and extend out at right angles.

Four holes should be drilled in the copper plate; one to hold it to the side of the chassis; two to hold the condenser to the plate; one for the rotor control that is large enough to prevent it from shorting to ground. The rotor is connected through a ½” insulated flexible coupling to a ⅜” rod extending through a bearing out the front of the cabinet to a knob. This circuit tunes either to 14.0 or 10.5 mc.

The buffer coil consists of about 80 turns, close wound, of #30 or smaller wire. Any wire from an old r.f. or i.f. coil would work fine. The coil should be about 3⁄4 inches long, starting ½ inch down from the top of the form. Slight variations may be necessary in different coils. The turns can be easily removed, so I suggest that you start with about 85 or 90 turns and prune it down to size.

The 2E26 band switch and tuning condenser are placed on the front plastic window in holes drilled to fit. Make sure that your condenser is the right size and will not interfere with the coil directly behind it. The coil is the original antenna coil tapped for the different bands. It is screwed to the top of the chassis using the original brackets. The holes in the brackets are tapped so the screws, inserted from

---

The circuit of the v.f.o. exciter. The original ARC-5 parts should be used wherever possible.

---

the bottom, need no nuts. The entire coil is used for 80 and 40 meters. It is tapped between the 15th and 16th turn for 20 meters, between the 10th and 11th turn for 15 meters, and between the 6th and 7th for 10-11 meters. The counting of the turns should be done from the high-voltage end of the coil. The taps are made by laying the tapping wire between the two turns and soldering them. These connections should not be made permanent until the unit is operating efficiently, for a bit of cut and try may be necessary to find the correct points for maximum output on the higher frequency bands.

The original p.a. condenser which is ganged with the oscillator condenser is used to provide a good
degree of gang tuning on 80 meters. A copper shield should be placed between this condenser and the 2E26 to insure stability. It is placed right over the side of the condenser, as seen in the pictures.

The parts layout in the pictures should be followed closely in order that all components be fitted into such a small space. The tolerances of the components are not close, and any makeshift parts will work, such as parallel or series resistors to reach a certain value.

**Power Supply**

Four plate voltages are necessary to operate the unit besides the six-volt filaments. You need 105 volts regulated, 255 volts regulated, 300 volts and 400-500 volts. Two supplies were used in our installation. One supply had an output of 105 volts, regulated, at about 30 ma for the oscillators. The other supply supplied all the other voltages by means of taps on the bleeder resistor. A 500-volt 200-ma transformer was used and seems to be bearing the load very nicely. Separate power supplies were necessary to take out the slight chirp that was introduced by the voltage shift if the same supply was used for the keyed stage and the oscillators. A VR-105 was used for the 105-volt supply and a VR-150 and a VR-105 were used in series for the 255-volt supply. Good filtering should be used throughout to insure a good clean note. A 45-volt "B" battery is used to supply bias. The one here has been in use for over 6 months and still going strong. It is placed on the power supply chassis.

**Tuning up**

This job forms the nucleus of the unit, for if done incorrectly, it will give no end of trouble, but if done the right way, it will do wonders.

In this type of VFO circuit, as the oscillator frequency gets higher the output frequency gets lower, thus making the dial read "backwards." This condition was rectified by loosening the Bristol screws on the rotor shaft of the oscillator condenser and rotating the condenser 180 degrees so that it moves into mesh as the dial reading is increased. Remove ten plates from this condenser, starting from the rear of the shaft, leaving the six remaining plates closest to the worm drive mechanism in place. This is done to get maximum bandwidth. Make sure that you do not disturb the drive mechanism for it might introduce some backlash.

Remove the two 6AG7's and the 2E26 tubes and apply voltage to the unit. Tune your receiver to 3.6 mc. Adjust the oscillator tuning condenser so that it is a little less than half mesh, by turning the knob on the front panel. Short the key terminals and adjust the oscillator padder located in the shield on top of the chassis until you get a signal from the oscillator on the receiver. Make sure that you don't pick up an image instead of the fundamental. The oscillator padder is adjusted by unscrewing the locking screw through the hole on the side of the shield and pushing the adjusting arm toward the right with a screwdriver. The shield does not have to be removed for the arm only has to be moved about ¼ inch. Move it slowly for it is very critical and a hair this way or that will get you off frequency. When you get the signal near 3.6 mc it may be adjusted by turning the top blue screw in or out, as the case may be. The original oscillator adjusting screw is used to reset calibration in this unit. It should be set at about half scale and all the fine adjusting should be done with the blue screw on the top during the original tuning up process.

Put a pencil mark on the dial at the 3.6 point for easy reference. Check the range of the unit by turning the VFO dial from one extreme to the other. It should cover from 3.375 to 3.85 mc. If this range cannot be covered, adjust the cut end plate on the condenser so that a lower frequency will be produced when it is out of mesh, and a higher frequency will be produced when it is in mesh. It should just cover the desired range.

Adjust the 6SA7 transformer to peak at 3.6 mc and insert the 6AG7 buffer. Adjust its coil for 3.6 peak. The output should be able to light up a neon bulb. Those of you who are anxious to get on the air might want to put a link around this coil and connect it to an 80-meter antenna or to your final grids, if using 807s or the like. You will really be thrilled by its performance.

Insert the 2E26 and, making sure that the band switches are in order, tune it to 3.6 mc with the tuning condenser. In order to obtain gang tuning over the 80-meter band, the original p.a. condenser is used to tune the 2E26. It was found that the range of the condenser was too much for the coil and padder combination to allow it to track perfectly over the range so the ganged condenser should be set at half mesh at 3.5 mc. This is an unorthodox condition but the front condenser dial only has to be touched three or four times during the whole range on 80 meters.

The 80-meter band should be set first before going to the higher frequency bands. The easiest way to tune the unit for uniform output over the
range is to connect the output link to the grid circuit of the next stage in your rig and tune for uniform output, or grid current. The 6AG7 coil should be left at 3.6 mc and the 6SA7 transformer should be stagger-tuned until the correct range is covered. A little adjustment of the 6AG7 coil may be necessary in some installations. There will be more drive in the middle of the band, but that is to be expected from circuits not using elaborate loading resistors and the like. Your main consideration is getting enough excitation over the range, and if you get more than enough at some frequencies it will do no harm. Adjust this from 3.5 to 3.85. Do not worry about 3.4–3.5 output for this is not necessary on 80 meters.

Once you have it working on 80 meters the other bands are quite simple to get going except ten meters. You will find that you will get good output on 40, 20, and 15 meters with no trouble at all.

The 6AG7 quadrupler should work fine from the start. A wavemeter would come in quite handy to make sure that you have the right harmonics but you can get along ok without it. With the constants shown, the circuit should only tune the third and fourth harmonics of the 80-meter input. The circuit works quite efficiently on both tripling and quadrupling.

Ten meters may give you a bit of trouble in getting good output from the doubling 2E26. As the frequency gets higher, the taps on the 2E26 coil get more critical so that on ten meters you may have to adjust the tap a bit on the coil to get maximum output. The link should be coupled loosely to the coil to obtain good output. Experimentation with your particular application is the best condition under which to adjust the unit. Once the unit is adjusted correctly it will work with no trouble for a long period of time. The 2E26 tube plate should not get red under any condition if the unit is operating properly. Short overloads are permissible in tuning up, however.

The 6SA7 transformer may need a little adjustment when you are initially tuning for good output on the 11-meter band. By tuning it a little, a happy medium can be struck that will be good for both 80 and 11.

Calibration

To calibrate this unit so that it will be accurate in frequency readings, all that is necessary is a 100-crystal oscillator and a receiver. If your particular installation does not require accurate calibration, you may calibrate it with the receiver alone if your receiver calibration is fairly accurate.

Since the original dial readings are discarded, a mask made from stiff paper was cut out to fit over the dial. Tune the receiver to 3.5 mc and tune the VFO to this spot. Make a mark on the new VFO dial at this spot. Now put the receiver on ten meters and find the harmonic on 28.0 mc. Keep the VFO tuned to 80 or 40 meters so as to get a weak harmonic to beat with the weak 100-kc harmonic at that frequency. Adjust the VFO trimmer to set the 3.5-mc point exactly at 28 mc, for any bit you were off on the adjustment on 3.5 mc will be multiplied 8 times on this band. After this is set, make a mark at every 100-kc point from 27 to 30 mc.

This procedure will make your unit a pretty good frequency meter, but remember, when using it near band edges, join it with a 100-kc crystal oscillator to make an unbeatable team. In time, the VFO will tend to get off calibration. An adjustment of the original oscillator trimmer will put it right on the beam.

Results

I have been using this exciter to drive pp 807s on all bands for about a year now and have found nothing lacking in its capability of T9x c.w. I have never gotten a report below T9.

Because I can now use breakin on the higher bands and still retain a good note, my scores in the DX and CD contests have been vastly improved.

I find that this exciter retains its calibration over long periods of time and is quite accurate as to band edges.

Although I spent quite some time taking the bugs out of this unit, it is repaid a millionfold when I can say during a QSO, “Exciter hr OM is a homemade bandswitching job and I am using Bk in,” after receiving a T9x report.

EASY WAY HETERODYNE

Anyone who has tried to build a variable-frequency exciter that produces a T9 signal, keys well, and is stable enough to drive an SSB transmitter appreciates the difficulties involved. W6T2B, however, shows how to let someone else do most of the sweating.—Editor

While working on a single-sideband rig recently, the writer developed a simple method of converting 3 to 6-Mc and 6 to 9-Mc “Command” receivers (BC-454 and BC-455) into heterodyne-type, variable-frequency exciters, covering the same frequency ranges. The stability of the converted units is outstanding, they key beautifully, and have sufficient output to drive a Class AB 807, a 6AG7, etc.

Heterodyne exciters have been described in the radio magazines for quite a few years; Their manifold virtues include good keying, excellent stability, and high reset accuracy. However, they are rather complicated and expensive to build. In addition, many are difficult to adjust and their
output is full of "birdies." The conversion of a "Command" receiver into one, however, retains the advantages and eliminates the disadvantages. Besides the surplus receiver, a small handful of fixed condensers and resistors and an optional crystal are the only parts required. Unless you are unfortunate enough to possess nothing but thumbs, the entire job should take only an hour or two.

What Must Be Done

To accomplish our purpose, we change the receiver wiring around, so that, instead of high-frequency input to the antenna terminal being converted to intermediate-frequency output from the mixer plate, intermediate-frequency input to the mixer grid is converted to high-frequency output at the antenna terminal. Figure 1 shows essentials of the high-frequency section of the receiver, where most of the simple, though necessary, changes are made. Figure 2 shows the revised circuit.

Starting at the antenna terminal, change the present coupling condenser to 100 µfd, and remove the small neon bulb. Disconnect C3 and R1 from the control grid (pin No. 4) of the 12SK7. Remove and save R1. Now, transfer the plate connection (pin No. 8) to the grid, and connect C3 to the plate terminal. Feed plate voltage to the terminal through a 2.5 mh r-f choke and a 200-ohm resistor in series, bypassing the resistor to ground through a 0.002-µfd mica or ceramic condenser. Disconnect the bottom of L2 from the B plus line, and ground. Believe me, this is important.

Proceeding to the 12K8 mixer stage, disconnect L3 from the 12K8 grid cap. Also disconnect the wire between the 12K8 plate (pin No. 3) and the first i-f transformer. Then connect the plate terminal through a 0.002-µfd midget mica or ceramic condenser. Feed plate voltage to the tube through another 2.5-mh, r-f choke. Connect the 2-megohm resistor (R1) salvaged from the r-f stage between grid and ground, and feed i-f energy into the grid through C6, a 0.002-µfd midget mica condenser.

Obtaining Intermediate-Frequency Energy

In the first receiver (a BC-454) I converted, the input signal for the 12K8 control grid was provided by a single-sideband exciter ending up on 1415 kc. In the next one, the first i-f stage was changed into a crystal oscillator. (See Fig. 3.)

The grid lead of the first i-f tube was removed from the first i-f transformer, and the crystal connected between grid and ground. A 47,000-ohm resistor in series with a 2.5-mh, r-f choke, across the crystal furnished operating bias. Output from
the oscillator was obtained by disconnecting the secondary of the second i-f transformer from the grid of the second i-f tube and connecting it to Cc of Fig. 2. The double-tuned i-f transformer knocks out virtually all spurious "birdies" from the oscillator output. Incidentally, the crystal will not oscillate without the 10-μfd condenser between grid and plate terminals of the 12SK7.

If a crystal of the proper frequency is not available, the receiver beat oscillator may be used instead. Referring to Fig. 3, disconnect the feedback condenser from the 12SK7 plate and use it to couple the beat oscillator to the 12SK7 control grid. To do so, connect the free end of the condenser to the control grid. (pin No. 2) of the 12SK7.

I have fed the output of the beat oscillator directly into the control grid of the 12K8. Results appeared satisfactory, however, the isolation provided by the 12SK7 stage is worth having, especially as it is already there, waiting to be used.

Two keying methods have been used. The first was screen keying of the 12K8 screen. No chirp was noticeable on either 3.5 or 7 Mc, but I was worried about the possible effect of the varying load on the oscillator section of the tube. Next I tried screen keying of the 12SK7 crystal oscillator (or isolation) tube. Keying was beautiful; so this system was retained.

Adjustment

As I said earlier, adjustment of the exciter is simple. First, get the low-frequency oscillator to work. Next, tune in the exciter output signal on a communications receiver. Then reduce the low-frequency output by decreasing the 12SK7 screen or plate voltage until the exciter output drops off a db. or two—a reduction barely noticeable to the ear or on the receiver S-meter.

This adjustment produces maximum output at the desired frequency, commensurate with minimum spurious outputs.

After the low-frequency output is adjusted, adjust the padders across L3 and the antenna trimmer for maximum output. If necessary, the padders on the high-frequency oscillator should also be adjusted for accurate dial calibration. This completes the conversion.

Operating Notes

The impedance at the output terminal of the exciter is high, being suitable for direct coupling into the grid of the next stage. Keep the length of the coupling lead reasonably short.

The diagram of the 6 to 9 Mc. BC-45S differs from the one shown, in that the i-f transformers are single tuned; however, conversion is exactly as described. (Some of the ARCS equivalents of the BC-454's and BC-455's use a somewhat different i-f tube lineup; consequently, it would be wise to study a circuit diagram of them before starting to convert one into an exciter.—Editor.)

In operation, greatest frequency stability is obtained by leaving d-c voltages on all tubes and opening the keyed circuit during "standby" periods.

The impedance at the output terminal of the exciter is high, being suitable for direct coupling into the grid of the next stage. Keep the length of the coupling lead reasonably short.

The diagram of the 6 to 9 Mc. BC-45S differs from the one shown, in that the i-f transformers are single tuned; however, conversion is exactly as described. (Some of the ARCS equivalents of the BC-454's and BC-455's use a somewhat different i-f tube lineup; consequently, it would be wise to study a circuit diagram of them before starting to convert one into an exciter.—Editor.)

In operation, greatest frequency stability is obtained by leaving d-c voltages on all tubes and opening the keyed circuit during "standby" periods.
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candle to ARROW SALES when it
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EQUIPMENT — COMPONENTS

Test Set T5182 — 115V — 60 cy. RF Signal Gen-
erator with built in 2" scope indicator — check
receiver, amplifier on built in meter and accu-
ately analyze waveforms on scope 15x12x9½
exc. operating condition — while they last $19.95

XMTR — ARC-5- 3-4 MC — Clean
W/Tubes                                      — $ 5.95

XMTR — ARC-5- 5.3-7" Brand
New                                               — $ 4.89

Modulator MD-7 New W/DYN —
Tubes                                              — $ 8.95

Brand New 1625 Tubes (SSB
Conv)                                             — 3 for $1.00

Brand New 1626 Tubes (SSB
Conv)                                             — 4 for $1.00

Brand New 1629 Tubes (SSB
Conv)                                             — 4 for $1.00

SSB X Formers — Set of 3                        — $ 5.00

Modulation XFormers — (Mfgd by
Chicago for Collins) 6000 ohms
to 6000 ohms — 20W. cased — $ 1.49

Mike XFormer — (Mfgd by Chi-
cago for Collins) 75 ohms to
125,000 ohms ct. small cased — $ 1.00

National Communications Re-
ceiver (long wave) RBL-5 6
Bands — 15-600 kc. Self con-
tained 115V-60 cy. ’Pow.
Supply — Brand New (W/Tech.
Manual) Govt. Cost over $600
— ship. wt. 125 lbs
                              — $59.95

Tube Type 5933/807W. Rugged-
ized Version of 807 — New
Sylv. Boxed                                         $1.59 ea. 2 for $3.00

Collins Transceiver MBF — Input
1/5 VAC-DC 60-80 MC 27
Tubes — 6 Meter Conversion —
25 lbs. Good Cond. — Few left — $19.95

Handset — TS — 9W Br. new w/
cable                                               — $ 5.95

Tech. Manual 225 pages — Test
equip. — Scopes, Sig. Gens,
Tube Testers, Oscillators — A
"Best Buy"                                              — $ 1.00

Audio Output XFormer Merit A5246A
Pri 10,000 Ohms ct. — Sec 500
Ohms — 5 watts — Herm. Sld.
(3½ x 2½ x 2½) only                                     — $ 1.95

REX RADIO, 88 Cortlandt St.
New York 7, N. Y.

SCHEMATICS & CONVERSIONS

For complete schematics of Command
Gear . . . For schematics and con-
versions of other surplus gear . . .
SEND STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
AND ASK FOR OUR FREE LIST of over
90 available schematics and conver-
sions. Add 25¢ if you want chart ex-
plaining AN nomenclature. Don’t forget
the stamped addressed envelope.

R. E. GOODHEART
P.O. Box 1220-CQ • Beverly Hills, Calif.
Converting the R-28/ARC-5 V.H.F. Receiver

Starting with this issue of the column I am pleased to turn over a portion of it each month to writers who will discuss various topics of interest to the gang. This month the space goes to Mr. Mack Spizer of Los Angeles who brings us some data on the conversion of the R-28/ARC-5 v-h-f receiver.

This unit was designed by the Western Electric Co. for operation on 24-28 volts. It fits into an FT 220-A mounting rack. The line-up is a 717A in the r-f stage, 717A as a mixer, 12SH7 oscillator and two more 717A's as multipliers, two i-f stages with 12SH7's, two 12SL7's in the detector, a.v.c., squelch and 1st audio stages and a 12A6 2nd audio output. Motor tuning to set the receiver on four channels is provided.

The first step in the conversion process is to replace the 12-volt tubes with their 6-volt equivalents (a 6V6 will replace the 12A6). Then remove the side and end plates of the receiver, and separate the receiver housing from the front end containing the motor. Remove the motor, but be sure to save all the gears. Leave the motor drive shaft in place. Note that two pieces of pressed iron constitute the frame that held the motor. As you take these apart notice that on the front of the larger piece is a raised portion that must be flattened out—otherwise it will interfere with the dial drive mechanism that is to be mounted.

Vernier tuning can be obtained through the use of the discarded parts from the motor drive mechanism. Remove the bronze gear and one worm gear from the shaft that has two worm gears. Be careful not to bend or spring this shaft. Enlarge the hole in this gear to ¼ inch and then drill and pin it about 11/16 inch from the bottom plate on the main drive shaft for the gear train. Make a bushing for the new dial drive (see photo) by forcing the 3/16-inch shaft into a short length of ¼-inch O.D. tubing and then trim the whole shaft to about 2 3/16 inches. Put the worm gear on this shaft and mount it at right angles to the bronze gear (again see photo) by making up an end bearing. The latter can be cut from a piece of square bar (or equivalent) that is 1 inch long and 3/16 or 5/32 inch on a side. Drill and tap one end for an 8-32 thread to mount it to the bottom plate (see photo). About ¼ inch from the tapped end drill a 3/16-inch hole for the worm gear shaft. Drill additional holes in the 3/4-inch main drive shaft and put in pins to hold it in place.

From the aluminum cabinet, remove the door by drilling out the rivets in the hinges. Remove the two steel pins by twisting them out with pliers. Bolt a piece of aluminum (4/5 x 4/5 inches) to the front of the unit and cut out a 2 3/4-inch hole for the dial drive (centered about 2 3/8 inches from the left side and 2 1/2 inches from the bottom). Bolt the dial unit in place.

Remove all of the crystal sockets and relays. In opening up the bundle of wire going over the top of the unit be careful not to disturb the two wires going to the squelch and the one wire to the r-f stage.

Convert the oscillator stage by removing the grid by-pass condenser (C163) from pin 4 of V108. Add a 0.0001 mfd, from pin 4 of V108 to the cold side of L111 at the junction of R152 (1000 ohms). The 6SH7 should now take off on its own and be tuneable.

Remove coupling resistor R136 (1.0 megohm) and coupling condenser C149 (0.006 mfd.) from pin 1 of the 6SL7 (V106) squelch amplifier. Replace with a single 0.01 mfd. Now remove R143 (1.0 megohm) and coupling condenser C154 (0.006 mfd.) from pin 5 of the 6V6. Replace with a single 0.01 mfd. Remove the 47,000-ohm grid resistor (R144) from pin 5 of the 6V6 and replace with a suitably connected volume control (450,000 ohms with switch). For more audio remove C157 and R108 across the audio output transformer primary (terminals 1 and 2).

The impedance of the output can be changed from 600 to 8000 ohms by switching the connection from terminal 6 to terminal 3.

Receptacle J102 on the rear of the receiver should have pins 3 and 4 connected to ground (pin 1). Since the original squelch control has a short slotted shaft, use the control 6498 Type J from either a control box BC-496-A or from a C-25/ARC-4. A new speaker output jack was mounted in the front of the unit.

For simplicity, compactness and selectivity this unit is head and shoulders above many other war surplus equipments including the popular SCR-522 and BC-1068A.

This photo shows the stripped down motor drive and tuning assembly. See the text for details on converting the original mechanism.

Front view of the converted R-28/ARC-5 v-h-f receiver. A new power input socket has been mounted on the under-deck.
QUARTZ CRYSTALS

FAST SERVICE
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE!

Crystals ground and etched crystals to your specified frequency at the lowest cost in the industry—supplied in popular FT-243 holders, 5/8" pin spacing, .093" pin diameter — also in DC-34 holders, 3/8" pin spacing, pin diameter .156 or FT-171 holders, pin spacing 3/8" with banana plug pins (6ts 5-prong tube socket).

In FT-243 holders from 1005 KC to 9000 KC. In DC-34 or FT-171 holders from 11000 KC to 80000 KC (specify holder wanted).

TOLERANCE: .05%—$1.35; .1%—$1.50; .005%—$2.50.

NOW — hermetically sealed overtone crystals in HC6/U metal holders, pin spacing .466", pin dia. .50" — pin diameter .93" also available. Specify diameter wanted, otherwise .50 supplied.

3RD OVERTONE CRYSTALS
10 to 30 MC .005 tolerance ............. $3.85 ea.
30 to 54 MC .005 tolerance ............. $4.10 ea.

5TH OVERTONE CRYSTALS
55 to 75 MC .005 tolerance ............. $4.25 ea.
75 to 90 MC .005 tolerance ............. $5.50 ea.

SPECIAL!
27.255 MC sealed crystals ............. $2.50 ea.

Novice Crystals 80 meter band within 1 KC of specified frequency from 3701 KC to 3749 KC: on 40 meter band from 7152 KC to 7158 KC within 1 KC of specified frequencies 75c; in DC-34, FT-171 or FT-243 holders (specify holder wanted) 75c. (Add 6c per crystal for postage and handling.)

Stock crystals in FT-243 holders from 5675 KC to 8695 KC in 25 KC steps................. 50c.

FT-241 lattice crystals in all frequencies from 370 KC to 540 KC.............................. 50c.

100 KC Frequency Standard Crystals.......................................................... $4.50
200 KC Crystals......................................................................................... 2.00
450 KC Crystals......................................................................................... 1.00
500 KC Crystals......................................................................................... 1.00
1000 KC Frequency Standard Crystals......................................................... 1.50
Dual socket for FT-243 crystals................................................................. .15

Low frequency FT-241 crystals from 860.2 KC to 1040.62 KC in steps of 1040 cycles—756
(Writes for complete listing.)

Antenna TOWERS

for TV—AMATEURS — COMMUNICATIONS

Check these features—they're found in all Aermotor Steel Antenna Towers.

SELF SUPPORTING — no cumbersome guy wires needed.

HEAVILY GALVANIZED AFTER FABRICATION — completely protected against rust.

EASILY ASSEMBLED

STRONG — towers safely sustain loads of 1500 lbs. — safe in winds to 85 MPH.

↑ TYPE MI-98
For TV Antenna up to 6 square feet of projected area. Heights to 100'.

↑ TYPE MP-5
For Amateur Beams up to 20 square feet of projected area. Heights to 97'3".

TYPE MP-9
(Not illustrated)
Meets "RETMA" Standard TR-116 Specifications. Heights to 123'8".

Write today for complete information on Aermotor Steel Antenna Towers and on Aermotor Franchise in your territory. P 4-3

Texas Crystals

The Biggest Buy in the U.S.

2500 W. Roosevelt Road Chicago 8, Ill.
you can improve clarity and eliminate ageing with the new...

**SHURE**

**Ranger**

**MODEL NO. 505T**

**CONTROLLED RELUCTANCE MICROPHONE WITH TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER**

All the advantages of Controlled Reluctance microphone construction—ability to withstand hard usage and extremes of climate and weather conditions—are yours in this sturdy, reliable microphone which replaces carbon microphones without circuit changes. A transistor amplifier within the case, powered by the current available from the carbon microphone circuit, makes the Model 505T directly replaceable for carbon microphones, without batteries or extra power supplies.

The Model 505T "Ranger" Microphone was designed for clear, crisp, natural voice reproduction of high intelligibility. It fits naturally and comfortably in the palm of the hand, and takes up a minimum amount of space in portable equipment. It is equipped with a heavy duty push-to-talk switch, and has a response-frequency characteristic from 200 to 4000 cycles per second.

**LIST PRICE $48.50**

**NEW BASES**
Standard and Coaxial
4 Models

**NEW SPRINGS**
3 Models

**NEW COILS**
20, 40 and 80-meter

**NEW MASTS**
Stainless Steel and Fiberglas

See your distributor or write TODAY for the newest, complete catalog.

**WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION**
A division of THE GABRIEL COMPANY
Dept. CO – 1148 Euclid Ave. – Cleveland 15, Ohio

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.
50 Wingold Ave., Toronto, Ontario.
Chapter V MODULATORS

A High-Power Mobile Modulator

GEORGE M. BROWN, W2CVV

A pair of 807s in Class B makes an excellent modulator for use with your converted 274-N transmitter. The low idling plate current of the Class B connection is just the thing for mobile operation where battery drain is a factor.

The most common fault with amateur mobile phone installations (and many home stations) is probably the lack of sufficient high-quality audio power for adequate modulation without overload. This is a perfectly understandable situation, since plate power is precious, and the desire to put as much of it as possible into the final, even at some sacrifice in modulation capability, is part of human nature, regardless of the effect it may have on the readability of the signal. The modulator to be described herein, and the complete high-voltage is required, but in general this is obtained from a 450- to 600-volt dynamotor used for the r.f. also and is readily available.

The Driver

One of the most unique features of the modulator, Fig. 1, is the use of a push-pull cathode follower driver stage direct coupled to the grids of the 807 modulators. The 807s are operated with their "zero bias" Class B connection, in which their screens and control grids are both driven, the screens somewhat harder than the grids. With zero voltage on both grids and screens, the static plate current is reduced to a very low value, of the order of 5 or 10 ma. Actually, the direct-coupled cathode followers supply approximately 10 volts of positive bias with resultant total static plate current on the 807s of 30 ma. Of course, with tone modulation this plate current increases to 80 to 150 ma, depending on the output required, but on voice, although peaks of the same magnitude are present, the average is far lower. This means that a PE-103, rated at 160 ma at 500 volts, can be loaded to 120 ma into the p.a. and still be within its average rating with voice modulation.

One of the penalties incurred by operating 807s in this fashion is that considerable driving voltage, accompanied by as much as 20 ma peak grid current, must be supplied. Conventional methods of producing this driving power would involve power consumption largely cancelling the power-economy advantages of the Class B operation. Since power need be supplied to each grid only on its positive half of the cycle, however, the cathode follower driver is a natural. Note there is no connection from the 6SN7 cathodes to ground except through the grids and screens.

The modulation transformer fits nicely between the 807s and the meter and leaves plenty of room for the cover.

In spite of this high power capability, the modulator is economical for transmitters of as low as 30 or 40 watts input, since the static plate current is lower than that of a 6N7, with 10 watts rated output, and about one third the static plate and screen current of a pair of 6L6s, Class AB, with 24.5 watts rated output. Higher plate
Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of the modulator.

C1, C3—.006 μf
C2, C4, C5—.05 μf
C6—5-μf audio bypass
R1—3 meg, ½w.
R2—1K, ½w.
R3—10 meg, ½w.
R4—220K, ½w.
R5, R10—1 meg, ½w.
R6—0.5-meg pot.
R7, R8—100 K, 1w.
R9—33K, 1w.
R11, R12—3.3K, 1w.
R13, R14—22K, ½w.
R15, R16—10 ohms, ½w.
T1—push-pull input transformer
T2—modulation transformer (Stancor A3893 or equivalent)
K1—push-to-talk relay, 6v. d.c. coil, s.p.d.t.

of the 807s. Thus the plate current flowing in the 6SN7s is equal to the grid and screen current of the 807s, and varies from less than 1 ma to peaks of 20 ma with voice modulation. Actually the total plate current consumption of the entire driver, up to the 807 grids, is less than 10 ma under static conditions. Since this driver section works on 200 to 250 volts, its plate power as well as that of the r.f. driver stages is obtained from the receiver plate supply to save all the output of the high-voltage dynamotor for the final and the modulator. The receiver plate power supply is switched from the receiver to the transmitter during transmitting periods.

Speech Amplifier

The early stages of the speech amplifier section are conventional in design. Transformer coupling is used to the grids of the cathode follower stage, using a conventional step-up interstage transformer, since they require higher voltage that can readily be obtained by resistance coupling. Of course the cathode follower draws no grid current, so the usual heavy-duty driver transformer and power stage are not required, but be sure the transformer is step-up, about 2 to 1 from primary to each grid. The type usually used between a 6J5 and a pair of 2A3s is okay.

The modulator sits on the right of the r.f. unit in the 274-N dual-transmitter rack. The whole assembly can be slipped out of the trunk for fixed-station operation.
proximately 12,000 ohms, plate-to-plate. With the transformer and connections shown in Fig. 1, and the same plate voltage on the final and on the modulator, a load of any reasonable impedance down to 3500 ohms can be fully modulated. No changes are required to operate with any supply voltage within the rating of the tubes. In one test, the entire modulator was operated from a 150-volt receiver supply, and, although the power was reduced, the modulation level and quality were satisfactory.

As shown in the photographs, the entire modulator was built into a stripped-down 274-N chassis. The 1625 sockets were filed to fit the 807s and the three other tubes are mounted in the three sockets on the rear of the chassis. The interstage transformer was mounted under the original VFO shield can, and the can used to cover both it and the large holes in that section of the chassis. One of the adjustment screws was left protruding from the shield can to form a rest when the unit is inverted on the bench.

A patch-plate was cut to cover the top portion of the front panel, and drilled for mounting the various components. The two receptacles in the lower corners are provided to permit the use of two different types of microphone plugs and are simply wired in parallel.

The metering circuit permits monitoring either the modulator plate current or the final plate and screen current by means of $S_1$. The two 10-ohm resistors, $R_{15}$ and $R_{19}$ are large enough so that they will not appreciably affect the calibration of the meter.

Note that the gain control $R_9$ is provided with a long extension shaft to permit keeping it near its associated components and still be accessible from the front panel. A tapered knob, protruding only a little way through the front panel, was selected in order that the gain would not be accidentally disturbed by the knob being bumped.

**Choosing the Microphone**

As originally built, the speech amplifier was intended to provide sufficient gain for a dynamic microphone, and a low-impedance microphone-to-grid transformer was incorporated. This transformer is shown in the photograph of the bottom
of the chassis mounted near the tube sockets and is shielded by a section of iron pipe to reduce magnetic hum pickup. A crystal microphone would have eliminated the need for this transformer with its associated hum-pickup troubles, but the sensitivity of that type to temperature and humidity renders it unsuitable for mobile use. The recent availability of ceramic microphones, however, has changed this situation. They are essentially impervious to temperature and humidity conditions, and, having electrical characteristics similar to the crystal type, require no transformer. An Astatic CC1S, equipped with a ceramic cartridge, was modified to permit operating the push-to-talk relay, \( K_1 \), with the conventional microphone switch. The additional lead was obtained by replacing the single-conductor cord with a double-conductor one. The microphone transformer was removed and the microphone jack wired directly to the 6SJ7 grid as shown in Fig. 2.

Results with the ceramic microphone have been very gratifying. Reports from stations familiar with the previous dynamic unit (and it was a good one of standard make, not surplus) have invariably included reference to the greatly improved quality and intelligibility. A slight persistent vibrator hum, originally magnetically induced by the push-to-talk relay into the dynamic microphone transformer, has completely disappeared. A CC1S similarly modified and used by W2DZV has been equally successful.

A modulator such as this, on a 274-N chassis, mounted beside a converted 274-N transmitter on a dual transmitter rack as shown in the photographs, makes a very convenient installation for either fixed or mobile operation. All inter-unit connections may be made via the plugs on the rear of the chassis, with cross-connections made in the shielded compartment which comes on the rear of the rack. By means of a plug connector on the rack, the entire assembly may be plugged into either the mobile power supply cable or removed from the car and used with an a.c. power supply as a fixed or portable station. Perhaps even better, separate racks may be used for mobile and fixed operation, and the modulator and transmitter units only transferred.

The transmitter shown in the photographs is a 4- to 5.3-mc, BC 457, converted for 10 and 11 meters, essentially as described in January, 1948, \( \text{CQ} \). The two grid current jacks are at the rear of the chassis, on the right, since they would not be accessible on the left as shown in that article. Note that the rack must have clearance holes to permit access to the jacks. No plate current jack is included since plate current may be read on the meter on the modulator. Because of the relatively high power level at which this installation is intended to run, two 807s in parallel are used in the final. The exciter shown in the January, 1948, article is capable of driving them.

By providing other 274-N transmitters, converted as necessary for the desired bands, band-change can be reduced to the simple process of plugging in the proper transmitter and making such antenna modifications as are required. Since each can then be set on a preselected frequency, and completely presetuned, one to two minutes are all that are required for a complete band change, including adding or removing an antenna loading coil as may be required for lower frequency bands.
Fig. 2. The screen grid modulator is built on a 5 x 7 chassis which is mounted on the front of the power supply chassis. A cable with an octal plug comes out of the rear of the chassis and plugs into the octal socket on the back of the power supply. The audio output of the modulator, which is terminated with two feed-through insulators, is connected in series with the screen voltage feeding the transmitter.

There seems to be no end to the uses that may be made of the popular command transmitters. But one obvious application seems to have been overlooked and that is operation of the BC-696 or converted BC-457 as a screen grid modulated phone.

Screen grid modulation can be accomplished with very low audio power and with a very simple modulation transformer. Furthermore, adjustment of the circuits is simple. Examination of the accompanying circuit diagrams will show that the components are small and relatively inexpensive and can be easily obtained. Any speech amplifier that will deliver two and one half watts or more of audio can be used and matched to the screens with a suitable transformer.

The modulator shown in the photographs is the one now in use at WQCRO. It has a 6AU6 input tube, a 12AU7 phase inverter feeding into a pair of Class A 6AQ5s. In the original setup a factory built PA amplifier was used which had an 8-ohm output. It was coupled to the transmitter with a universal output transformer and a load resistor placed across the 8-ohm line. In this modulator a small universal modulation transformer was used and matched with its highest ratio (10,000 ohm primary to 14,000 ohm secondary). This impedance is not critical.

Since we know a number of hams using the BC-696 for 100-watt phone rigs, modulating them with Class B modulators, conditions in this article have been set up to duplicate this performance.

Instead of the usual 400-volt power supply as used with the BC-696 when Class B modulated, a supply capable of delivering 800 volts under load was chosen. The supply must be capable of delivering 250 ma average power to the final, plus bleeder and screen current. The transformer in this particular installation has a rating of 1040 volts a.c. each side of center at 400 ma and is used with a 16-μF single-section filter. The screen voltage is obtained from this supply through a suitable dropping resistor to develop 450 volts of regulated supply across three VR150s in series. This 450 volts is used on c.w. and when tuning up on phone, but is further reduced in the modulator before modulation is applied. A separate oscillator supply delivering 300 volts is regulated by two VR150s in series. With 300 volts on the oscillator it will deliver the 7 ma of drive required.

Modulation is accomplished by reducing the screen voltage to about one half of the value used on c.w. and then applying suitable audio voltage to swing the screen between zero and the 450 volts applied on the average peak c.w. condition.

Tuning Up

To accomplish the proper modulation of the carrier and to adjust the screen voltage to the proper portion of its operating curve a definite tuning up and adjusting procedure is used. Referring to the
The diagram of the modulator control switch is closed for the initial tuning up. The transmitter is then loaded up to 200 volts input or 800 volts at 250 mills which is an average carrier wattage whose instantaneous peak power is 400 watts. The switch is then opened and without changing anything else, the screen voltage is reduced so the plate current drops to one-half, or 125 mills, which is 100 watts and is the phone carrier average power. Then apply enough modulation to cause the plate meter to move slightly; if the meter kicks upward it indicates the screen voltage is a little too low, if the meter kicks downward the screen voltage is a little too high. Attempt to adjust the screen voltage for minimum kick in either direction as a final adjustment. Just enough modulation to make the meter barely move is close to 100% modulation.

As an added refinement the d.c. was removed from the modulation transformer winding as shown in Fig. 2 requiring the use of the choke and condenser, although the modulator works nicely without this modification.

With screen grid modulation and 100 watts power there has been no sign of BCI. An a.c.-d.c. grid can be operated right alongside the transmitter or within inches of my vertical antenna without any sign of blasting or signals beyond those characteristic points where a signal can be heard as a function of the receiver oscillator harmonics producing 455 kc. i.f. beats.

A standard type 47 pilot lamp can be connected across about a foot of the antenna wire at a current point for a modulation indicator. Using this method of tuning and by making suitable changes there should be no reason why other rigs employing screen grid tubes cannot be similarly modulated with excellent results.

**COMMAND EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>550-1500 RECEIVER, Navy</th>
<th>$45.00</th>
<th>$19.03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>550-1500 REC, Navy w/INL</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 5 MC TRANS, Navy</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 6 MC TRANS-BC-458</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 9 MC TRANS-BC-455</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-150 MC TRANS-BC-108</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 5 MC TRANS-BC-457</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 6 MC TRANS-BC-458</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 7 MC TRANS-BC-458</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 to 9 MC TRANS-BC-457</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 150 MC TRANS-BC-108</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POWER SUPPLY For Comm. Recs.**

110 V.—For Army or Navy Receivers—Eliminates set conversion. For use with BC-452-454-455-945 or any sets requiring 24 V @ 3 A, and 95 V @ 50 MA. Ready to use; has 4 speaker, volume control, CW and on-off switches. Complete with cord and plug $18.95

**TA-12B BENDIX TRANSMITTER**

Frequency 390-600 KC and 3000 to 7000 CW & MGC 100 Watt. Four separate oscillators easily converted to cover 20-40-80 Meters by using crystal for 10 Meter Band. Receptor channel switch changes ECO, IPA, & Output Tune at one time. All controls mounted on front panel. Uses 3907, 4152XT; also has output Meter. Size 15 1/4" x 15 1/4" x 6 1/4"; Complete with Tubes $32.95

**MP-36 BA MODULATOR & POWER SUPPLY**

Max. Signal Carrier output 75 Watts Class B. Uses 27067, 7067, 1,677. Dynator input 24 VDC, output 520-400 VDC 450 MA. Prices NEW $14.95

**ANTENNA EQUIPMENT**

MP-22 BASE—Illustrated—Side mount swivel base, tips to 80° right or left. Has a spring snap lock in vertical position. Takes either MS-93 or 54 mast sections. Size Mtg. plate 5" x 6" x 10". Wt. 9 lbs. $2.95

MP-22A—Same as above except takes MS-51 section, which with MR-49 & 50 makes 9' tapered antenna $2.95

MP-38—Heavy weight spring Base for MS-53 or 54 with 5" phonoile insulator. 192" high. Requires 5" mfg. hole. Wt. 81/4 lbs. $3.95

MP-37 BASE—Heavy coil spring with 8" diameter ceramic insulator. Requires 5" mfg. hole. 18" high. Wt. 9 lbs. $7.95

MP-40—Rugged mast Base w/insulator above spring. Takes either MS-53 or 54 mast sections. Size 3" D x 36" H. Wt. 11 lbs. $15.95

**MAST SECTIONS FOR ABOVE BASES**

Tubular steel, copper coated, painted in 3 ft. sections, screw-in type. MS-52 can be used to make any length with MS-52-51-54-42 for taper. Any section @ 50 each. Larger Dia. Section MS-54. $0.75

**NATIONAL DIAL TYPE "N"—Precision 4" divided scale with decimal remeter drive 5-1 ratio. Planetary drive fits ¼" shaft. 100 scale. Prices: 3 for $5.00 — Ex: $1.95.

**BC-1158 TRANS. & MODULATOR**

Frequency coverage 53.5 to 95 MC. 55 Watts. RF Doubler, Amplifiers and Modulator Sections, using 4915 and 10125XN Tube. Can be either 2-10 or 20 Meters. Complete with Tube, Meter, Blower. Prices: NEW @ $39.95 — USED @ $29.95

**ADDRESS DEPT. CG**

**MINIMUM ORDER $5.00**

**PRICES F.O.B., Lima, Ohio**

**20% ON G.C.O. ORDERS**

132 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
LIMA, OHIO

---

**FAIR RADIO MINIMAL SALES**
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BARGAIN SALE – WHILE THEY LAST

CQ LICENSE GUIDE.
212 pages of everything the Amateur must have to get his license and progress toward the general class ticket. Plus many additional pages of vital information for the ham operator.

SURPLUS SCHEMATICS
This is a book literally loaded with schematics for all the currently popular pieces of surplus gear. Most amateurs are well aware of the problems encountered in purchasing seemingly inexpensive surplus units, only to find that no schematic diagram is available. Trying to figure out the circuitry cold turkey can be many times more difficult than the most involved puzzle, and purchasing a single instruction book can run as high as $3.50. Why knock yourself out when you can have a book with complete coverage on hand in your library?

CQ ANTHOLOGY
#102-1. We’ve looked back through the years 1945-1952 and assembled all in one place the articles that have made a lasting stir. The issues containing most of these articles have long ago been sold out and are unavailable.

MOBILE HANDBOOK
Cat. #105. This new Mobile Handbook by Bill Orr, W6SAI, has been getting raves from all of the experienced mobile operators. There is all sorts of information in here that cannot be found anywhere else. This is NOT a collection of reprints.

SIDEBAND HANDBOOK
Cat. #103. Written by Don Stoner, W6TNS, was almost one full year in the preparation of this terrific volume. This is not a technical book. It explains sideband, showing you how to get along with it . . . how to keep your rig working right . . . how to know when it isn’t . . . and lots of how to build-it stuff, gadgets, receiving adaptors, exciters, amplifiers.

TVI HANDBOOK
Cat. #99. WBDM’s newly written TVI book (no reprints) covers all aspects of curing TVI from both the Ham’s viewpoint and that of the TV viewer or the TV serviceman. It includes 2 and 6 meter TVI as well as Industrial, Medical and Utility TVI. Profusely illustrated with diagrams, photos, charts, tables and FCC regulations pertaining to radio and television interference. $2.00 Foreign.

CQ MAGAZINE
300 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

SIRS: My check (money order) for $____________________ is enclosed.

Please send the following items to:

CQ LICENSE GUIDE ........................................... 2.50 ☐ MOBILE HANDBOOK ........................................... 2.95 ☐
SURPLUS SCHEMATICS HANDBOOK .................. 2.50 ☐ SIDEBAND HANDBOOK ........................................... 3.00 ☐
CQ ANTHOLOGY ................................................ 2.00 ☐ TVI HANDBOOK ................................................ 1.75 ☐

NAME..............................................................

ADDRESS..........................................................

CITY............................................................. ZONE STATE

New York City residents add 3% sales tax.
The thousands of "war surplus," Army 274-N transmitters (BC-459, BC-696, etc.), and the ARC-5 equivalents, used by amateurs speak highly for them. Unfortunately, as does most "surplus" equipment, they have their faults. Two of them are their propensity to cause television interference and their less-than-perfect keying characteristics. This article will outline methods for eliminating one and improving the other.

There is a good reason for discussing together such apparently unrelated subjects as television interference and keying. There is often an unsuspected relationship between the two. TVI is usually caused by harmonic or spurious-signal output from the offending transmitter in or near locally-assigned television channels, overloading of the input stages of the television receiver by the strength of the fundamental signal, or undesired signals bypassing the input stages to appear directly in the receiver I.F. channels, or keying transients or "clicks." Any of the above may be radiated directly from the transmitter or power supply, as well as by the antenna.

The 274-N series of transmitters have caused interference in every manner listed, although not every one does so. One does, and another does not, depending on the separation between transmitter and receiver, strength of the television signals, the design of the television receiver, and dozens of other variables.

It is the variables that make the problem difficult, making it impossible to say, "Do this, and your TVI troubles are over." Instead, it is necessary to list remedies for as many of the probable causes as possible and offer the hope that only in the most severe cases will it be necessary to incorporate all of them. This is the procedure followed in this article, although all modifications can be made in a single evening. The modifications suggested refer specifically to the BC-459 (7 to 9.1 mc) unit, but apply to the other transmitters in the series as well.

The Original Layout

Looking at the original diagram, Fig. 1, and the physical layout of the BC-459, it is obvious that little effort was made to design a transmitter with low harmonic output. Tubes like 1625s generate parasitic oscillations at the slightest provocation, and putting a pair of them in parallel is a gilt-edged invitation for them to do so. Then to place the tuning capacitors below the chassis, necessitating long leads, unrolls the velvet carpet for parasitics in the V.H.F. region. The parasitic suppressors in each plate lead are mute evidence that the 1625s took advantage of the opportunities presented.

If the suppressors actually eliminated the V.H.F. output, all would be well, but they do not. Several local amateurs who can operate on ten and twenty meters with several hundred watts input to their regular transmitters without television interference report that a BC-459, with 250 volts on the 1625 plates and no antenna connected, blanks out one or more of the lower-frequency television channels on nearby receivers. The havoc created when an antenna is connected and higher voltages are applied can easily be visualized.

Parasitic suppressors in tube plate leads often eliminate high-frequency oscillations only to increase output at other equally-undesirable frequencies, which is what is apparently happening in the BC-459; therefore, we will remove the suppressors and attempt to eliminate the parasitics and harmonics through the methods shown in the
photographs and the revised diagram (Fig. 2). The most obvious difference between the two diagrams is the 50-µuf vacuum condenser in Fig. 2. Obtained from a BC-442 antenna unit, another part of the 274-N, and still available at "surplus" prices, its purpose is to bypass the plates of the 1625s directly to ground for frequencies in the television region. In order to mount it in the most effective spot, the unused antenna loading coil is removed and the amplifier plate coil moved forward.

The screws that fasten the coil to the chassis also support one side of a variable condenser below the chassis. By moving the center of the coil in line with the screws supporting the other side of the condenser, one of them will fasten one side of the coil in its new position. Rather than removing the condenser to drill a hole to fasten the other side, a small strip of metal clamps the coil bracket to the chassis with aid of a nearby screw.

Moving the coil forward requires a slight modification of the control for the variable link. With the antenna loading coil removed, it is no longer necessary to "offset" the link control; I therefore removed the gears and brought it to the front panel through an insulated coupling. Not having a spline wrench to remove the knob, I first sawed it with a hacksaw and then split it with a screw driver. A knob with a conventional set screw later replaced it.

Again, to avoid dismantling part of the transmitter to drill a hole, one end of the vacuum condenser is fastened to the chassis by bolting its mounting clip to the center of a three-quarter inch wide strip of stiff aluminum. Holes near the ends of the strip serve to fasten it to the chassis with the original coil-mounting screws. The head of the screw in the center of the strip is thus pressed firmly against the chassis, making a firm, low-resistance, electrical connection.

One-half inch wide strips of flexible copper strap connect the other side of the vacuum condenser to the 1625 plate caps. Another strip of the same material connects the condenser to the insulated stud, which is connected to the variable condensers under the chassis. A wire between the top of the coil and the vacuum condenser and another from the bottom of the coil to the stud, bringing the plate voltage through the chassis, completes this phase of the conversion.

Before these changes were made, the plate-circuit wiring, plus the parasitic suppressors, resonated in the low-frequency television channels. After they were completed, this secondary resonant frequency was raised beyond the range of my grid-dip meter.

Adding the 50-µuf capacity of the vacuum condenser to the plate tank circuit requires that the capacity of the amplifier padding condenser be reduced accordingly. Originally, it requires slightly less than half capacity on the paddler to achieve resonance. With the vacuum condenser added, resonance is achieved with the paddler condenser plates meshed about fifteen per cent.

For maximum harmonic attenuation, it would be better to remove the slug from the amplifier
coil and/or remove a turn or two from the coil so that the capacity required to achieve resonance is increased. Such a move may be desirable when it is suspected that third-harmonic (21 mc) energy is getting into the i.f. channels of nearby receivers. If either is done, it may be necessary to readjust the padder whenever the operating frequency is shifted appreciably. This should be done anyway in the interest of minimum harmonic output; therefore, it is not too much of a handicap.

Should the vacuum condenser be unavailable, either a mica or a ceramic condenser, with a d.c. voltage rating equal to four times the plate supply voltage, may be substituted with almost equal results if leads are kept short.

Below the Chassis

Below the chassis, the first thing noticed is that bypassing and grounding the 1625 cathodes and screens is done at one tube socket, with a jumper several inches long to the corresponding terminal on the other socket. Such construction leaves the second terminal floating for high frequencies. The photograph of the bottom clearly shows the placement of the added bypass condensers to bring them to zero r.f. potential. Also seen are the shielded wires replacing the jumper between the cathode and screen terminals respectively, the shielded key lead, and those replacing the old leads between the power plug and the 1625 sockets. Each shield on these leads should be grounded at each end and wherever possible throughout its length. Although not necessary in this unit, it may be advisable to bypass each terminal of the power plug by 500-μμμf condensers, and continue shielding of the power leads right to the power supply.

It would have been even better to ground the cathodes directly through wide copper strips, had it not been desired to key the cathodes. As said before, clicks can cause television interference, thereby nullifying efforts to remove other causes. Stabilizing the 1625s and shielding keying and power leads help in eliminating clicks, but whenever electrical circuits are suddenly broken, a power surge is developed which can cause a click independent of what is connected to the switch. (For example, turning on a nearby light often makes a click, causing a momentary loss of picture “sync.”)

B-negative keying of the entire transmitter is particularly bad from this standpoint, and a filter sufficiently large to remove the click usually greatly accentuates the chirp accompanying this type of keying. Keying the B-plus supply for the oscillator plate and the amplifier screens is better, because the current and voltage keyed are less; however, the same difficulty with chirps is found. In addition, a keying relay is required to protect the operator.

Cathode keying of the amplifier permits using enough “lag” to eliminate clicks without increasing the chirp. The constantly running oscillator does prevent working “break-in,” therefore an alternate system permitting keying the amplifier alone, or with the oscillator by snapping a switch, is included in Fig. 2.

Shielding

Although the shielding of the BC-459 looks quite complete, there is much room for improvement. Lining the cover with copper screening makes it more nearly r.f.-proof than before, while still retaining ventilation. The fine-mesh screening designed for strainers, etc., is best, but ordinary copper (or bronze) window screening is satisfactory and much cheaper.

Bend a piece about twelve by fifteen inches into a long trough to fit against the sides and top. Then solder another piece across the open back of the trough. The screening should extend to the edges of the cover on all sides, and when the cover is screwed to the chassis, it is firmly clamped between the two.

Covering the openings in the top of the cover makes it necessary to remove it completely to change tubes. This is not much of a handicap, because tubes are changed so infrequently.

A small piece of aluminum, with a cutout at the bottom to accommodate the dial, covers the holes in the front panel. To remove the two “locks,” drive out the pins fastening the knobs to the shafts with a small finishing nail.

Tuning

Tune up the transmitter in normal fashion and check the neutralization of the 1625s. The easiest way to do so is to connect a 50- or 100-volt, high-resistance voltmeter between the chassis and pin number 2 of the power plug to measure amplifier d.c. grid bias. Carefully tune the amplifier plate padding condenser slightly each side of resonance while observing amplifier plate current and grid voltage. If neutralizing is complete, minimum plate current and maximum grid voltage will occur at the same setting of the condenser. If
this does not occur, attempt to reneutralize the 1625s by squeezing together or spreading apart the plates of the two-plate condenser mounted on the side of the chassis behind the amplifier padding condenser. (Caution! The condenser is "hot.")

If television interference persists after these changes have been made, your fundamental signal is probably overloading the input channels of the affected receivers. This very common receiver fault is a problem for the television receiver technician. Suggest to him that a pair of traps tuned to your operating frequency or a high-pass filter inserted in the television receiver feed line right at the receiver antenna terminals is an almost positive cure, if the television receiver is in good operating condition.

To be as pessimistic as possible, let us assume that one receiver still has interference, even with antenna traps installed. Substitute a dummy antenna—an ordinary 115-volt bulb will do, preferably shielded—and load the 1625s to their normal input. If interference disappears, your greatly-reduced harmonic radiation is still sufficient to cause interference. An antenna tuner, if not already used, connected to the BC-459 through a shielded line, may be sufficient to eliminate the interference, or a low-pass filter or "harmoniker" in the feed line to the antenna or tuner may be necessary. If the interference persists, even with a dummy load on the transmitter, direct radiation or r.f. energy feeding back into the power lines is probably occurring. Sprague, 0.1-μf, high-pass condensers in the 115-volt supply line at the power

Continued

Fig. 2. Diagram of modified BC-459. Filaments have been rewired for 12-volt operation, and unused parts have been removed. Power requirements: 500-600 volts at 150 ma (pin 7), 250-275 volts at 20 ma (pin 4), 200 volts at 20 ma, regulated (pin 3), and 12 volts at 2 amp (pin 6).

C1—50-μf vacuum condenser, see text.
C2—C5—.001 μf, mica.
C6—0.5 μf, 1,000 volts, paper.
R1—2.5K, 1/2 w.
R2—2K, 10 w., with slider.
RFC—2.5 mhy. r.f. choke.
Ch—150-ma filter choke (between 1 and 10 hy.)
Sw—D.p.d.t. toggle switch.
Other parts same as Fig. 1.
supply will eliminate the latter, and a little judicious juggling of bypass condensers at the BC-459 power plug will cool off the lead that is radiating.

If this article makes it appear that eliminating television interference from the BC-459 is an almost hopeless task, this is not so. In the majority of cases, stabilizing the 1625s and eliminating key clicks is all that is necessary. To be complete, however, it was necessary to discuss the more difficult cases. Besides, the changes suggested will improve the unit as an amateur transmitter, even where television interference is not a problem.

TVI-Proofing the Command Transmitter

SAMUEL J. LANZALOTTI, W2DVX*

The Command-type transmitters are frequently a source of TVI when they are used “as-is.” Here is a detailed description of how, by the application of the principles previously published in CQ, you can clean up yours.

The chances are you’re having trouble with TVI if you’re using an SCR-274N Command-type transmitter. Not that this unit isn’t a first-rate performer on the amateur bands. It is, but unfortunately its major component, the BC-457, unaltered and by itself is capable of producing a spectrum of harmonics so strong that television receivers, even a considerable distance from the 457, may be completely blanketed.

This occurred at W2DVX and required a step-by-step procedure which, when completed, proved so effective that it is now possible to couple the BC-457 running at 70 watts on 75-meter phone into the input of a television receiver with no audible or visual signs of interference.

If you own an SCR-274N, here are the requirements.

1. Complete shielding.
2. Insert chokes and by-pass all power and other leads.
3. Feed the antenna with coax through a low-pass filter.

The cover of the BC-457, regardless of the louvers, must be made to function as a complete shield. This is done by using one layer of ordinary window screening, preferably copper, cut to size and installed over the louvers on the inner side of the cover and fastened down with 4–40 screws, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is also necessary to cover the openings that are located in the back between the cover and the chassis with screening, as shown in Fig. 1. All other holes, if larger than ½ inch in diameter, should be screened or filled in with blind machine screws. This is necessary to keep all the r.f. confined within the BC-457. To further the shielding, cut out two pieces of copper or aluminum (approximately 3 to 10 mils thick) that will fit neatly under the two small felt padded covers located on top of the large overall cover.

Filtering the Power Leads

The next and most critical step is the fabrication and assembly of the r.f. chokes and their shields. It isn’t necessary to purchase r.f. chokes if a stock of enamel wire is available. All chokes are wound with No. 20 enamel wire, close-wound on a 3½-inch form to a coil of approximately 2 inches. The chokes are then fully covered with electrical tape (adhesive tape is satisfactory) to hold the coil firm and also to serve as an insulat-

* Alfred Vail Apts., Eatontown, N. J.
The r.f. chokes are shielded individually in a 3/16-inch dia. (or larger) metal tube made of either copper, brass, or aluminum, as shown in Fig. 2. The choke coils had an inductance of 3.9 μH and a Q of 135; however, by covering the choke with tape and a tubular shield of 3/16-inch dia., the inductance dropped to 2.2 μH with a Q of 60, which was still satisfactory. It is best to use chokes with the highest Q possible, but in this particular case, space was also an important factor, and since some sacrifice in inductance and Q could be tolerated, it was decided to make the assembly as small as possible and still get results. It is very important that every choke coil be shielded individually. The r.f. chokes mounted in their shields were arranged in a turret-like manner, strapped together with tape and slid into a No. 8 tin can, thereby shielding the entire choke assembly. It is very important that this shield cover the entire choke and bypass assembly and be firmly bonded to the chassis of the BC-457. It was found necessary to strap the entire assembly to the chassis of the BC-457 with a heavy bracket.

All the coils are bypassed with 0.0033 and 0.01 μF capacitors. The power cable is shielded with heavy braid over its entire length, which, in this case, measured approximately three feet. The power supply need not be shielded; a breadboard supply is satisfactory.

The Antenna Filter

The low-pass filter used in the antenna circuit completes the isolation of all harmonics. The filter is similar to the Harmoniker described in the November issue of Ham News. The coils L are self-supporting and therefore need no form except for winding (see Fig. 4). The coils are close-wound on a 3/4-inch form, 14 turns, with No. 14 enamelled wire. It is best to wind a few extra turns because of the spring-back effect of the coiled wire when slid off the winding form. This will also increase the inside diameter of the coil from 3/4 inch to approximately 13/16 inch diameter. Cut off all excessive wire except 14 turns and a sufficient amount of lead length. A large shield can should be used to house the filters. The coils should be mounted so that the distance between any part of the shield and coil should be not less than 3/4 inch.

The capacitors C are 840 μF; however, a value falling between 830 μF and 840 μF is satisfactory. A shield is located between the two filter sections. This shield is so placed as to prevent any opening between the two sections, as shown in Fig. 4. The capacitors C are terminated as close to the molded portion of the capacitors as possible to minimize lead inductance. Silvered mica or silvered ceramic capacitors having a zero temperature coefficient and a 500-volt working voltage rating should be used. The filter as described here should be used only with transmitters operating between 3.5 mc and 4.0 mc. No. 8 tin cans were used very effectively as shields for the low-pass filter and the choke assembly. No circuit changes were made except to add 0.0033 μF condensers installed in the transmitter chassis as shown help out with the filtering job. A good electrical connection at each joint is essential.
capacitors on the inner side of the power plug, as shown in Fig. 3.

The BC-457 now shows no sign of TVI regardless of the operating frequency in the 3.5-4.0 mc band.

Fig. 4, showing what lives in the penthouse. The low-pass filter is a "must" for almost every 274N rig.

**DON'T GAMBLE... when you invest in AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS**

**PHASEMASTER II**
The ultimate for SSB, a complete self-contained 75W Transmitter, only $325.50 wired

**BANDHOPPER VFO**
Companion VFO to PM II unexcelled stability, 100:1 Gear Dial Drive, all band operation only $139.50 wired

**SIGNAL SPLITTER**
Receiver Adapter gives superb SSB with most receivers lacking SSB performance only $74.50 wired

**P-4000G LINEAR 400W PEP Linear Companion Amplifier. All Band, Bandswitch. Exclusive Metering Circuit. only $269.50 wired**

**TONEMASTER Transistorized Audio Oscillator $12.95**

**TIMEMASTER Automatic 10 minute timer $7.95**

Send checks or money orders only

262 Sullivan Place
Brooklyn 25, N. Y.
MORE SIGNALS PER DOLLAR WITH

VESTO STEEL TOWERS

For Both Amateur and Commercial Users

Attractive—No Guy Wires!—Self-supporting Vesto Tower takes up only a few feet of ground space. No unsightly supporting wires to trip over or pull loose.

4-Leg Construction!—Better balanced—sturdier—more anchorage, more support. This extra strong design has been proved for years—in thousands of towers!

Permanent!—Vesto Towers are made from heavy steel protected against rust by a thick layer of galvanizing.

Safe!—A strong steel ladder is securely bolted in place. Reaches from ground to platform at top.

Easy to Erect!—One man can do it! Tower arrives in compact bundles. Parts fit perfectly. Complete, easy-to-follow directions.

Withstands Heavy Winds!—No Vesto Tower has ever blown down! They have stood through hurricanes and gales with winds in excess of 100 miles per hour.

100 ft. TOWER...$995  77 ft. TOWER...$995
61 ft. TOWER...$399

VESTO 4-Leg Towers are Priced as Low as $104!

22 ft. ...............$104  39 ft. ...............$182
28 ft. ...............$127  44 ft. ...............$208
33 ft. ...............$149  50 ft. ...............$259

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT — EASY TERMS!

Vesto Towers can be purchased for only a small down payment and nominal monthly payments.

SHIPPED DIRECT — ANY PLACE IN THE WORLD!

The complete Vesto Tower, knocked down and securely packaged, is shipped FOB Kansas City, Mo., by 4th class freight rate. Prices subject to change, so order now. Send check or money order, or write for full information.

Quality pays! When you buy a VESTO tower, you buy the best. VESTO towers are sold to you direct, saving you many costs of distribution. Write us now.

VESTO COMPANY, INC.

20th & Clay, North Kansas City, Mo.  Cable Address “VESTO”

VESTO Towers are used in all 48 states and many foreign countries!
Chapter VII  RECEIVERS

Converting the SCR-274N Receiver

RUSSEL L. SIEVERT, W8OZA*

One of the top buys in surplus, modification of the 274N receiver series for a-c or d-c operation is extremely simple.

During the past few years the conscientious radio amateur has turned his attention more and more to the construction of portable-emergency equipment, which could be easily transported from one location to another at a moment’s notice. Unfortunately, the attention given this type of equipment has been heavily lopsided in favor of the transmitter and those among us with a truly portable receiver are rare indeed. We are not entirely to blame; constructing a decent superheterodyne receiver is by no means a simple job and since the manufacturers started building receivers with provisions for an external power source it has been easier to take along the home station receiver.

However, we can now all have a really portable job for a cost of from ten to twelve dollars. The “break” comes in the form of the BC-454-A and the BC-455-A government surplus receivers which form a part of the SCR-274N aircraft equipment. The two models available cover the tuning ranges of 3 to 6 mc and 6 to 9.1 mc respectively, and the circuits of both are nearly identical. The receivers are six-tube superheterodynes employing a 12SK7 t-r-f stage, a 12K8 mixer, two 12SK7’s as i.f.s, a 12SR7 second detector and b.f.o. and a 12A6 audio amplifier. In the case of the 3 to 6-mc unit the i-f frequency is 1415 kc and in the higher-frequency model the i-f frequency is 2830 kc. The conversion data discussed can be applied to either unit without change, except for one item which will be described in detail further on in the article.

Built for the government, these receivers were designed to operate from a 24-volt d-c source which powered a small dynamotor mounted on the rear shell of the chassis. The revamped job can be operated from either 110 volts a.c. or an external 6 or 12-volt a.c.-d.c. filament supply and 250-volt d-c plate supply. This is accomplished by means of a small a-c transformerless power supply and a six-pole two-position rotary switch. The power supply uses a 25Z5 in a conventional voltage doubler circuit but the whole secret to the receiver’s versatility is centered around the aforementioned rotary switch. As

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram showing changes required for a-c or d-c operation. Part A is top, B is bottom.
will be seen from a study of the circuit diagram, this switch actually makes a complete change in the filament circuit. When it is in the position shown in the diagram the filaments are connected in a series-parallel circuit, with the 25Z5 voltage doubler cut in to supply power. It is necessary to have the tubes in the receiver proper wired so that two tubes will be in parallel in order to balance the filament current at .3 of an ampere. This seemed more desirable than using a .15 -ampere filament tube such as a 35Z5 in the power supply and having to sacrifice the extra voltage gained by using a voltage doubler.1 When the switch is thrown to its second position the 25Z5 is completely removed from the circuit, all other filaments are connected in parallel and the leads for supplying filament and plate voltage are extended through to a set of terminals on the rear of the power supply shelf.

The first step in the modification is the preparation of the chassis for the addition of the power supply, plus the removal of the unnecessary parts. Remove the bottom cover plate and the large shield can which encloses the tubes and i-f transformers. Unscrew all of the metal-cased condensers, chokes, etc., from the sides of the chassis and remove the two screws holding the antenna, oscillator and mixer coils in place. With the exception of the square b-f-o transformer there is sufficient slack in the wiring to permit these units to be laid out over the sides of the chassis. The b-f-o transformer can be shifted far enough to be out of the way but care should be exercised to prevent breaking off the lugs to which its connections are made. The coils are of the plug-in type and may be entirely removed until the conversion is completed. The tubes and plug-in type i-f transformers should be taken out similarly and placed aside. Completely remove the metal-cased condenser mounted directly over the dynamotor connecting plug, the small mica condenser going from ground to one of the pins on the socket on the rear of the chassis and the dynamotor plug and its associated wires. Between the beat oscillator transformer and the 3 x .22-μf condenser across from it are two upright mounted black resistors. These were originally provided to furnish a dividing network for obtaining screen voltage. Since the power supply now being installed will give only about 210 volts this network is no longer required and the resistor nearest the b-f-o transformer is removed, leaving only a series resistor in the screen circuit and thereby giving an increased voltage. The four dynamotor mounting cushions are taken off by unscrewing the nut on the bottom of the chassis. All of the remaining leads going to the socket on the rear of the chassis are now completely removed and the socket itself is taken out. This completes the dismantling at the rear of the chassis and we can now begin to prepare the front end for the necessary revisions.

The first item to be removed is the 3-μf condenser fastened to the front panel alongside the remote control box. Remove the remote control box and the leads going to its socket with the exception of the black lead and the one remaining green lead, which should be cut only at the control box socket and left in place for further use.

1It would, of course, be possible to construct a voltage doubler supply utilizing selenium rectifiers. Then the heaters could be connected in series and operated directly from the 117-volt a-c input if a 50L6 were substituted for the 12A6 (VT134). Screen voltage for the 50L6 would have to be limited to 110-volt d.c. requiring the addition of a screen dropping resistance, or bleeder and the inclusion of an audio bypass connected between screen and ground.

If a half-wave supply were used in place of the voltage doubler, no modification in screen wiring would be required in substituting the 50L6 for the 12A6. By the use of a half-wave supply, the receiver can be used on either 117 volts a.c. or d.c.

In either case, the substitution of the 50L6 for the 12A6 requires a 150-ohm cathode resistance in place of the 1500 ohms (R27) used with the 12A6. The substitution of a 50L6 in place of the 25Z5 permits full series operation of filaments and elimination of line cord filament dropping resistance.
The power supply fits in the place formerly occupied by the dynamotor. The rotary switch is S1.

have been removed, are used as the centers for mounting the three items. The green lead which previously went to the remote control socket goes to the gain control and the arm of the gain control goes to ground. The switch used for the b.f.o. has one connection going to ground and the other to the 3 x .05-μf condenser mounted alongside the b.f.o. transformer. This lead connects to the terminal on the condenser to which is already fastened a 5100-ohm resistor. One of the stand-by switch leads goes to the terminal nearest the chassis of the remaining large black resistor and to the terminal on the rotary control switch shown in part S1 of Fig. 1. The output jack is mounted on the side of the chassis next to the b.f.o. switch and can be installed without insulating washers. The only connection necessary is the black lead previously removed from the remote control socket.

The final job is the construction of the power supply, the circuit diagram for which is shown in part B of Fig. 1. This supply is built on an aluminum shelf measuring 3" x 4½" with a rear drop of 1". Once the power supply has been completed the receiver shield can be reinstalled, the power supply bolted in place on the receiver proper using four 1" spacers, and the remaining filament and output connections soldered in place. When soldering these last leads in place it may be wise to leave a small amount of slack in the wires to provide for future servicing.

Installation of a Tuning Control

Two methods of installing a tuning knob may be used. One is to remove completely the threaded bushing over the geared shaft to give sufficient clearance for a ½" solid coupling and the other is to use a short section of ½" copper tubing adjusted to fit snugly on the geared shaft without removing the bushing. The author chose the first method, but only because the coupling was more readily available. The first system involves the complete removal of the tuning condenser and is therefore not recommended. If the first method is chosen the bushing should be removed before the power supply is bolted in place, since the receiver shield cans cannot be removed with the power supply securely fastened.

That about winds up the conversion of the receiver as far as necessary changes are concerned, but there is one thing more that can be done to make it still more adaptable for ham use. Like most equipment designed for military service, this unit is long on performance but short on bandspread. The particular unit the author converted was one that tuned from 6 to 9.1 mc and by removing all but two rotor plates from each section of the tuning condenser and adding small trimmer condensers to compensate for the loss of capacity, it was possible to spread out the 40-meter band to occupy a total of fifteen divisions on the dial, or 20 kc per division instead of the original 100 kc per division. No information is available on the number of plates to be removed from the 3 to 6-mc model, but this can be easily determined by removing the plates one at a time until the desired coverage is obtained. On the 6 to 9.1-mc model, trimmer condensers with a maximum capacity of 45 μf were found to give excellent range since the maximum capacity of the original tuning condensers is 66 μf. On the 3 to 6-mc model the maximum capacity of the tuning condensers is 147 μf. This would indicate a trimmer condenser with a maximum capacity of about 125 μf.

To operate the completed receiver merely throw the rotary switch to the desired position, either series or parallel and connect the proper supply voltage. With the switch thrown so that the filaments are all in parallel the operator can substitute 6-volt type tubes and run the whole works from a single storage battery with a vibroback furnishing the high voltage. When using 6-volt tubes a 6K6 should be used in place of the 12A6. If only earphone output is desired, a 12J5 can be plugged in place of the 12A6 (with 6-volt tubes, substitute a 6J5 or 6C5) with saving in power supply drain.

Considering its cost, this little unit leaves nothing to be desired and makes a useful adjunct to any station. W8AZ has even mounted a small 3" speaker on the top of his receiver and uses it as a monitor for his home rig when he is not operating in the field.
The ARC-5 receiver units are extremely handy around any ham shack. They are inexpensive, plentiful and require so little power for operation that they can be used as standby receivers, monitors for net channels, autocalm service, and dozens of other purposes.

Most of us admire the neatness of commercial communications installations and their ability to stack a large quantity of the essential gear in "package" form by relay rack style of construction. More and more amateur stations are adopting this space-saving feature. The reworking of the popular ARC-5 series of receivers into the form shown here permits realization of that dream of all amateurs: a separate receiver, optimized for each band worked.

The ARC-5 units are, as originally packaged, fairly unhandy from many aspects: they clash with the decor of the shack, are difficult to hold in place while tuning, and require an external power supply. For many uses it is desirable to add another audio stage and a noise limiter. At any rate, the solution is one of repackaging.

The receiver repackaged in this case was the one which covers the .19-.55 Mc. band. Since it was to be used as a Q-5'er it was considered very desirable to add an additional audio stage and a noise limiter so that once the i-f signal was removed from the communications receiver it did not need to be returned for either audio amplification or noise limiting. These changes are useful even if the receiver is only used as a stand-by receiver.

If you do not have available a Handbook of Maintenance Instructions for the receiver it is strongly recommended that wiring diagrams be made of all the coil sockets before the old receiver is disassembled.

Fig. 1 is the front view of the repackaged ARC-5. It is mounted back of a 3½-inch rack panel. The components are mounted on a 4x17x3-inch chassis as shown in Fig. 2. A 5x17x3-inch chassis would have been preferable in some ways but no chassis of this size was available on the local market at the time the conversion was done so we just squeezed things up a little bit more. Even so, it did not turn out to be unduly crowded.

The components of the ARC-5 were removed from the original chassis and then the chassis was cut into parts which held the coil sockets and the mounting studs for the coils. The r-f, mixer and oscillator coil sockets were removed
as a group of three and enough of the sides of the chassis was retained to allow the coils to be held by the screws, as was the case in the original instruction. Each of the i-f coil sockets was cut out along with enough of the chassis to hold the mounting studs and to permit the mounting of the socket to the chassis with four screws. An octal socket was placed next in line to hold the b-f-o coil which in the original receiver was not of plug-in construction. Fig. 3 shows the back view of the new chassis with all the coil sockets mounted.

Fig. 4 shows the back of the chassis with all the coil installed. All the coils are from the original ARC-5 except the b-f-o coil which was missing from the receiver when it was purchased.

The circuit of the receiver was revised slightly to permit operation from a 120-volt d.c. plate supply. 6 volt tubes are used in this receiver since it had already been converted to 6-volt operation; however 12 volt tubes may be used if a power transformer with a 12-volt heater winding is installed or if a 6.3-volt filament transformer is connected in series with the heater winding of the type transformer used in this conversion. The revised circuit of the receiver is given in Fig. 6. The ARC-5 components which are re-used are not numbered on the diagram, making it a simple matter to distinguish the new parts needed. Since the load resistor. This receiver was not designed for high-fidelity so there is no disadvantage to this change; however, after completing the conversion it was found that a reserve of plate current was available so the original second IF amplifier tube and the original AVC circuit could have been maintained.

The early stages of the receiver are little changed. In order to operate a 120-volt d.c. supply the screens and plates are fed from a single source, thus saving some decoupling resistors and associated by-pass capacitors. It was of course necessary to provide an RF gain control and it was also considered desirable to parallel the oscillator plate dropping resistor inside the coil shield with another one (R2) across the coil socket terminals. R2 should be half the value of the resistor inside the coil shield.

One-half a 6H6 is used for the second detector and a-v-c rectifier and the other half is used for a series noise limiter diode. A 6SL7 is used as the first a-f amplifier and the b-f-o. The plate voltage of the audio section of the [Continued on page 16]
All resistors ½ watt unless otherwise specified

R14—47,000 ohms.  
R15—220,000 ohms.  
R16—2200 ohms.  
R17—220,000 ohms.  
R18—100,000 ohm pot.  
T1—Merit P3045 or equiv.  
117 v. at 50 ma., 6-3v. at 2 amps.  
C1, C5—0.01 μfd., 400v.  
C3—35 μfd. variable.  
C4, C5—30 μfd., 150v. electrolytic.  
C6, C7—.05 μfd., 400v.  
R1—25,000 ohm potentiometer.  
R2—see text.  
R3—1000 ohms 1 w.  
R4, R6—1000 ohms.  
R5—1500 ohms.  
R7—2.2 megohms.  
R8, R9—120,000 ohms.  
R10—1 megohm.  
R11—750,000 ohms.  
R12—1 megohm potentiometer.  
R13—150,000 ohms.

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the receiver. Unmarked parts are unchanged from original ARC-5 circuit.
6SL7 is made variable so that the tube may be operated as a saturated amplifier and thus act as an additional noise limiter. A 6G6 is used as a second audio amplifier. This tube was selected for its low heater current. A 6AK6 miniature output pentode could have been used or, if 12-volt tubes are used, the original 12A6 could be used. The screen of the 6G6 is fed from the tap on the primary of the output transformer to give some inverse feedback which reduces the output impedance of this stage and limits the voltage developed across the output transformer.

The power supply is a conventional half wave rectifier system employing a small transformer of the type used in audio pre-amplifiers or television boosters.

A few tricks were resorted to in order to use the 4-inch wide chassis instead of the 5-inch wide chassis for which the design was originally planned. It was originally planned to mount the tuning capacitor about 1/4 inch behind the panel with the dial to be viewed through a window in the panel. Using the 4-inch chassis it was necessary to mount the capacitor right against the panel so the chassis flange had to be cut away as shown in Fig. 2. The panel had to be machined away to allow room for the dial as shown in Fig. 5. This machine work was done with a circle cutter the tool of which was ground to a slighter angle. As may be seen from Fig. 2, the by-pass capacitor directly behind the tuning capacitor had to be mounted with its mounting studs sticking through the rear of the chassis. The antenna trimmer capacitor was mounted inside the first section of the tuning capacitor. The space there was a little crowded also so it was necessary to file off the bottom rear corners of the trimmer stator rods. Once these little mechanical details were arranged the project went forward at a good pace.

After the receiver was tuned up it was found to overload on strong stations when using avc and maximum r-f gain. An investigation showed that we were "fortunate" enough to have selected leaky 0.05 μfd sections for both of the avc line capacitors so they were replaced with a tubular capacitor alongside one of the terminal boards. Other constructors may profit by this easily avoided mistake and reserve the leakiest capacitors for the cathode by-pass function where a leakage resistance of 2 or 3 meg-ohms is of no importance.

As stated previously, this conversion was planned to use the original ARC-5 parts whenever possible. A relaxation of this policy would have permitted further saving of space, for instance most of the bypass capacitors could have been located directly on the tube sockets and the remaining ones could have been terminal boarded. Miniature tubes could have been substituted for the metal tubes in which case the IF transformers could have been mounted square with the chassis and moved further to the left leaving more room for the power supply components at the right hand end of the chassis.

Regardless of whether the constructor wishes to follow exactly the instructions given in this article or wishes to give a more complete or less complete treatment to his receiver, the ARC-5 need not remain an ugly duckling. Re-package it!

1. Editor's note: The use of an aluminum panel instead of steel should materially ease the job of recessing the dial into the panel. Some may consider it simpler to merely cut a circular opening in the panel slightly larger than the dial itself.

---

**Bandspread Dial For The Command Receivers**

**JESSE O. BOSTWICK, W7LDT**

835 S.E. 187th Ave., Portland 16, Ore.

**Figure 1** illustrates how a dial scale may be added to the tuning knob of a "Command-Set" receiver (BC-454, BC-455, etc.) to provide a bandspread calibration for the amateur band it covers. The scale shown is a typical 7 to 7.3-Mc calibration for a BC-455.

![Bandspread Dial Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1. Method of mounting bandspread scale.**

To construct the scale, draw three concentric circles on a piece of stiff white cardboard. The first circle should be 2½ inches in diameter, and each of the others should be 3/16 inches smaller than the preceding one. Carefully cut out the disc around the outer circle, punch out a 3/4-inch hole in its center, and cement it to the tuning knob.

---
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Form a two-inch length of No. 20 tinned copper wire into a pointer. Fasten it by means of the screw on the side of the receiver nearest the knob. The pointer should extend vertically in front of the scale and about \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch beyond the inner circle.

With the aid of a calibrated oscillator, set the main dial to exactly 7000 kc., and put a light pencil mark on the outer circle of the disc directly under the pointer. Tune the receiver to 7020 kc. and make another mark. Repeat every twenty kilocycles, until 7100 kc. is reached.

Mark the 7100 kc point and subsequent twenty kilocycle points on the second circle until 7200 kc is reached. Then drop to the inner circle and continue to 7300 kc.

Remove the disc from the knob and ink in the circles and calibration lines. Make the 100-kc lines slightly heavier and longer than the others. Next bisect the twenty kilocycle divisions with short lines. Finally, put four equally-spaced dots between each pair of marks.

Identify the calibration points thusly: Number the 100 kc. points 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3. Then number the intermediate twenty kilocycle points 20, 40, 60, and 80. Re-cement the disc firmly to the tuning knob, taking care to see that the 7000 kc. points on it and the main dial correspond.

In operation, a glance at the main dial shows in which 100-kilocycle segment the receiver is tuned, and the auxiliary scale indicates the exact frequency. If the work is done carefully, frequencies can be read to two kilocycles and estimated to one kilocycle with good accuracy.

The procedure for making a 3.5-to 4-Mc calibration disc for a BC-454 is similar, except that the circles are required.

**274N Receiver Tuning Knob**

This is a homemade tuning adaptor for the 274 N series receivers. The shaft and tuning knob are standard items. The only special parts are a piece of vinyl plastic tubing, the inside of which should be slightly smaller than \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch, and the adaptor fitting itself which is machined out of ordinary brass, or even aluminum. This adaptor is \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch in diameter and \( \frac{3}{4} \) -inch long. One end is tapped to a depth of \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch with a \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch, No. 28 tap. A \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch diameter hole is reamed on through to the other end. The length of the \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch shaft should be such that the end of the shaft butts against the end of the splined shaft in the receiver tuning fitting and the plastic tubing fits evenly over both shafts when the adaptor is screwed onto the receiver fitting.

The plastic tubing retains its elasticity indefinitely and there is no noticeable backlash in tuning the receiver. For convenience a crank may be added to the tuning knob if desired.

*T. C. Freedom, W8HVE*

**Tuning Device for ARC-5**

Probably a good many amateurs purchased SCR-274N receivers (ARC-5) without the tuning cables necessary for remote control. The mechanical construction of these receivers is such that they are difficult to tune locally without a key for the purpose.

This situation was solved at W2RAC by using the removable part of a fuse holder. The fuse holder is partially filled with Duco cement, and inserted in the receptacle for the tuning cable, making a convenient knob. The Duco cement must be allowed to dry overnight.

*George Nelson, W2RAC*
Overcoming the greatest deficiency of this popular surplus receiver.

The 6-9 mc receiver of the SCR-274N radio set is an inexpensive but efficient receiver for the 40-meter band. This article shows through a step-by-step process how the utility may be further enhanced by bandspreading the tuning range across the whole 7-mc band. This is done by removing portions of the main tuning condenser and substituting an adjustable padder and two negative coefficient condensers.

Step-by-Step Procedure

1. Remove the cabinet shield and all the tubes. It may also make it easier to work with the receiver if the i-f transformers are also removed. They should be clearly marked beforehand, as they cannot be interchanged. Remove the small shield from the front of the top chassis which houses the condenser gang assembly.

2. Turn the receiver right side up with the rear chassis wall facing you. Take a pair of diagonals and cut in two all the mica rotor stops on the ends of the three rotor sections. However, be sure to leave as much as possible of the stop on the last rotor plate on the right-hand side of each rotor.

3. Remove all rotor plates in each section starting from the left side with the exception of the last main rotor plate on the opposite end. Twist the rotor plates free, do not pull out. The shaft is floating on ball bearing which may be set free if caution is not exercised.

4. Remove the rotor phasing plates on each end of the rotor. These are the small plates with slots that are used to gang up or phase the main tuning condenser.

5. Mechanically line up the three remaining rotor plates, one in each section, if they have been bent while the other rotor plates were being removed.

6. Bend the right hand end stator plate about half way over towards the right side of the frame. This is done to further decrease the tuning capacity. Do not remove this plate, as it will be used to adjust the bandspread tuning range.

7. Solder a 50-μf ceramic adjustable padder across the r-f tuning condenser section. This is done by mounting the padder as low as possible onto the top of the gang frame. Solder the adjusting screw lug to the frame. Then take a piece of #12 wire and run it directly between the top of the stator section and the other side of the padder. This wire should be heavy as it will also serve as the mechanical support for the padder. Drill a hole in the top of the gang shield so that this padder may be adjusted with the shield in place.

8. Solder a 20-μf CRL negative coefficient capacitor across the detector gang and another 20-μf CRL negative coefficient capacitor across the oscillator gang. Both connections are made at the bottom of the gang on the top of the coil sockets. Do not attempt to use ceramic or bakelite adjustable padders across the oscillator or detector gangs as these will upset the stability of the receiver.

9. If the i-f transformers have been removed they should be carefully replaced and the receiver made ready to be brought back into the 40-meter band. With a known signal at either end of the band adjust the two midget air padders on the gang as well as the additional padder soldered across the r-f gang. Tune all three in the normal alignment procedure; no trouble should be experienced in tuning in the 40-meter band. By slightly bending each of the three stator plates, more or less bandspread may be obtained. Of course, after bending these plates the padders must be readjusted.

The entire band should extend from nearly one end of the dial to the other. As a matter of fact, it will probably be found necessary to use a spinner type knob, as the vernier and bandspread action are both so great as to make tuning a little slow.

Increasing the Bandspread on SCR-274 Receivers

A bandspread of 42 kc per division instead of the normal 100 kc may be obtained (on the 3-6 mc receiver) by removing five of the eight rotor plates on the tuning gang. Additional padding condensers must be added across the r-f and oscillator portions of the circuit. I found 33-μf NPO Ceramicions did the job.

Ready-made 274N Tuning Knob

After reading several articles about the 274N series receivers, all of which required tuning knobs, I would like to offer this foolproof suggestion. An ordinary plastic push-on type knob that fits a one-quarter inch shaft and has a one-half inch sub-panel extension will work very nicely. This type of knob is in common use on many popular portable broadcast sets. The depth and diameter of the extension is just right and looks like it was made for the job.

David H. Schick, W4KPH
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MANY ARTICLES have been written on the conversion for amateur use of war surplus receiver and transmitter. To them should certainly be added the conversion of the BC-455B receiver for 27 to 30-mc operation. Very few additional components are needed and the antenna input may be adapted for either single-wire or doublet lead-in.

The parts required are a power supply furnishing either 6.3, 12.6, or 28 volts for the filament and 250 volts for the plates. Also, a phone jack, plate switch, midget 25,000-ohm potentiometer, a five-prong socket with male plug to match power connections at the rear of the chassis, and several small resistors and condensers.

The first step is to take out the small can insert at the bottom front of the panel. This can contains male and female plugs which are clipped free of all wires close to the plug terminals. This will allow room for the controls which are mounted on the front plate. The midget potentiometer which is to serve as an r-f gain control is mounted in the center with the B—control switch on one side and the phone jack mounted on the other side.

The filament circuit is then rewired to match the new power supply. The BC-455B is initially designed for a 24–28 volt supply using 12.6-volt tubes. With a 12.6-volt supply the filaments will need to be rewired for parallel connections. 6-volt equivalents may be substituted while again rewiring for parallel operation.

At this point the biggest job in the conversion is to reduce the capacity of the tuning condensers. This will be a much easier task if the condenser section is completely removed temporarily from the chassis. By heating the point of mounting of the plates, they can be readily removed. Care should be exercised to avoid bending or misaligning those plates which are to be left in the gang. Leave only one rotor plate and this one should be the middle one. Leave only two stator plates—the ones on either side of the single rotor plate. Also remove the front rotor sections of the trimmers on the mixer and oscillator variables, and all but three rotor plates of the remaining trimmers on the three sections. Do not touch the oscillator series pad condenser. Center the tuning plates by adjusting the centering screws on the sides of the condensers, remount the condenser and resolder the connecting wires.

The next step is to rewind the coils. The oscillator grid coil is changed to a double-spaced five-turn winding using the same wire and the same spacing for coupling to the adjacent winding. Take the mixer coil and remove the large winding of fine wire at the top of the form and replace it with four turns of No. 24 enameled wire. Change the grid winding to a double-spaced six-turn coil leaving a space of approximately one-eighth inch from the smaller one, being sure that both windings are in the same direction. Rewind the r-f form to duplicate the mixer grid winding and wind the two-turn antenna coupling coil of covered buss wire (No. 18) on top of the six-turn coil at its center. If a single-wire antenna is to be used, ground one end of this winding at the plug on the chassis, connect the other terminal to the antenna post, first removing the small condenser in series with the former antenna lead-in. Another antenna binding post may be mounted and both leads brought out for use with a doublet antenna.

Prior to starting the realignment process it is best to drill out the rivets in the coil shield cans. Enlarge the holes to one-quarter inch in both the can and the mounting bracket. This provides access to the slugs for alignment.

Fig. 1. Necessary changes for rewiring the BC-455B circuit for an additional audio stage and a.v.c.

C40, C42—100 µf, midget mica.
C41—20 µf midget mica or ceramic.
C43—25.0 µf, electrolytic.
C44—0.1 µf, paper.
R30, R38—470,000 ohms, 1/2 w.
R31, R32—100,000 ohms, 1/2 w.
R33—510,000 ohms (was R18 in original circuit).
R34—2200 ohms, 1 w.
R35—1.0 megohm, 1/2 w.
R36—220,000 ohm, 1/2 w.
R37—500,000 ohm, pot.

* 235-34 St. Dr., S. E. Cedar Rapids Iowa.
Preferably a signal generator feeding a 28-mc signal into the mixer grid should be used to start the realignment. Set the dial to 6.5 mc and adjust the oscillator trimmer and slug until a signal is heard. Next feed the 28-mc signal into the r-f stage through the antenna post and tune the mixer and r-f slugs for maximum signal output. An output meter should be used rather than tuning solely by ear. Now turn the signal generator to 30 mc and pick up the signal by rotating the receiver tuning dial. At this point tune the r-f and mixer trimmers for maximum signal output. Do not retune the slugs at the high end, nor the trimmers at the low end, as this will upset the tracking of the mixer and oscillator. Repeat the two settings until the tracking is accurate. Then remove the shield cans and replace the slug locking tabs. If care has been exercised in replacing the locking tabs the tuning should still be correct. Sometimes it may be advantageous to align the i-f transformers with the 28-mc input as the last step.

An a-v-c circuit has been added to our receiver and the detailed changes are shown in Fig. 1. The 25,000-ohm midget potentiometer is wired into the circuit to replace the external gain control of the BC-455B. The arm and one side of the potentiometer are grounded and the other side is connected to pin 1 on J-1, or pin 3 (outside view) on J-3.

Conversion of the BC-453 to the Broadcast Band

After recently buying a new car and finding that a factory model BC radio for the same would set me back an additional $90, I decided to call war surplus to the rescue. So we converted a BC-453 to do the job. The selectivity is very good and the sensitivity adequate. The audio quality is somewhat down, but can be modified to suit individual tastes.

The following coil information was obtained experimentally from a regular BC-946, and comparisons on an inductance bridge with the stripped down BC-453 coils. The nomenclature is the same as that appearing on the original BC-453 circuit diagrams.

L1—Remove 132 turns below the tap and then add 25 turns after the tap.

L2, L3—The top coil on this form is left alone (i.e., the coil farthest from the base). The lower coil should have 195 turns removed.

L4, L5—Remove 147 turns from the top coil and remove 39 turns from the bottom coil.

1st i.f.—Remove 800 turns from both coils.

2nd i.f.—Use the existing tap for the outside end of the coil, making sure to reconnect the tap to the end of the coil. No tap connection was used.

3rd i.f.—Same as the 2nd i.f.

The i.f. transformers should now tune very close to 239 kc, which is the frequency used in the BC-946 models. I would suggest removing the h.f.o. and reconnecting as the first audio stage. Let the r.f. end run wide open, and wire a volume control into the grid of the first audio tube.

Some surplus receivers, such as the BC-454, whose frequency coverage is 3 to 6 Mc, will not cover the 7-Mc band. Figure 1 is the diagram of a simple crystal-controlled, 7-Mc converter for such receivers. It uses a 12AU7, dual-triode tube and a 3.7-Mc band crystal from your transmitter (you won't be using it in the transmitter, while you are on the 7.2-Mc band), plus a couple of resistors and condensers.

The converter may be built in a small aluminum utility box and mounted on top of the receiver near the antenna terminal. It obtains its power from the receiver. The combination becomes a dual-conversion superheterodyne, and all tuning is done on the BC-454.

The frequency to which the converter responds is equal to the sum of the crystal frequency and the BC-454 frequency. For example, with a 3700-ke crystal, to receive a 7175-ke signal, the BC-454 is tuned to 3475 kc. And to tune to 7200 kc, the BC-454 is tuned to 3500 kc. Similarly, to cover the entire 7-Mc amateur band, the BC-454 is tuned between 3300 and 3600 kc. C1 is merely tuned for the loudest signal. For the Novice band, it may be peaked up in the center of the band and forgotten.

Other crystal frequencies will work equally well, but, as the 3.7-Mc Novice-band crystal is available, it might as well be used.

![Diagram of the simple crystal-controlled, 7-Mc converter for BC-454 (3.6 Mc) receiver. Build in small aluminum box and mount on top or side of receiver near antenna terminal.](attachment:diagram.png)

John R. Immel, WE2JKI
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Fig. 1. The completely assembled double conversion receiver. Dial calibrations start at 0 above the line and 500 below the line. The 0 represents 7000 kc and 14,000 kc, while 500 represents 3500 kc. 50 kc is visible in the window. The BC-453 receiver is located in the center, tuned by the large knob. The r-f gain control and a-c switch is below the inset panel. The b-f-o switch is in the upper right corner.

A Double-
Conversion Receiver for $30!

ALLEN A. ENGLEMAN, WØMYU*

You'll never know how good the BC-453 receiver is until you try this idea.

Here is a relatively simple method of constructing a communications receiver, the performance of which is comparable to a far more expensive unit. Application of the fixed converter principle permits use of crystal-controlled high-frequency oscillators which provide stability that is unsurpassed. Combining fixed crystal-controlled converters with the BC-453 low frequency receiver results in exceptional stability and selectivity with an excellent degree of bandspread.

The circuit in Fig. 2, shows a converter which gives excellent results when used in conjunction with the BC-453 receiver. This converter uses a crystal oscillator which is 200 kilocycles lower in frequency than the low frequency end of the amateur band desired. Tuning is accomplished with the BC-453 functioning as a tunable intermediate frequency. The BC-453 tunes from 190 kilocycles to 550 kilocycles, a range which is sufficient to cover the 3.5 mc, 7 mc and 14-mc bands. The 3.85 to 4-mc phone band may be covered by plugging in another crystal which is 150 kc higher in frequency than the 3.5-mc band crystal.

The converter tube, a 6AC7, gives excellent gain and signal-to-noise ratio. The oscillator is an untuned Pierce which adds to the simplicity. If plug-in coils were used, one converter could be used to cover the 3.5-mc, 7-mc and 14-mc bands. The crystals could be either switched or plugged in. The image ratio would be good on the two lower frequency bands and fair on the 14-mc band. However, because of the low cost of the individual converters our receiver employs a separate unit for each band.

A Simple Super

Using these principles the author has developed a receiver which gives extraordinary performance considering the investment involved. The unit pictured in Fig. 1 costs approximately $30.00 to assemble. It incorporates a converter for each of the three bands covered, 3.5 mc, 7 mc and 14 mc. The 7-mc and 3.5-mc units are identical except for the coils. The 14-mc converter uses a stage of tuned preselection and a converter tube which gives better selectivity than the 6AC7 in order to reduce the image response. This arrangement will give reasonable image rejection ratio on this band.

Bandswitching is accomplished by switching the output of each converter to the antenna circuit of the BC-453 receiver and simultaneously switching the positive plate voltage to the converter units. The addition of a new dial, calibrated from 0 to 360 above the center line and from 500 to 850 below the

1 The image ratio will be quite poor on all bands. It may be inferior to a conventional receiver with no r-f stage.
center line allows direct reading of frequency on all bands. Zero on the dial represents either 7,000 kc or 14,000 kc and 500 represents 3,500 kc. The dial is constructed by cutting an aluminum disk 3 3/4" in diameter. Draw the new scale on a good grade of writing paper so that "0" corresponds to 200 on the original dial and 50 corresponds to 250, etc. This will provide accurate calibration provided the crystals are carefully chosen for the proper frequencies. Crystals may be obtained for less than one dollar on the surplus market. But if surplus crystals are used, purchase frequencies somewhat lower than those desired and carefully grind the crystals to the exact frequencies.2

The type of construction used for the converters is patterned after the BC-453 and most of the parts were obtained largely from two of these receivers that were "cannibalized." These receivers can be purchased for around $2.00 to $3.00 less tubes. One caution—do not attempt to use the radio frequency chokes found in this type of receiver because their inductance is much too low for successful use in the converters.

The conversion of the BC-453 receiver is not difficult. The filament are wired in parallel instead of series parallel as is required for 28-volt operation. A 50,000-ohm variable resistor is added between pins number 3 and 1 (see Fig. 7) on the rear power socket and serves as a gain control. An off-on switch for 117-volt a.c. may be added to this control. A switch for h.f.o. is added between pins number 4 and 1. The headphone jack is wired to pins number 2 and 1. Filament voltage is connected to pins number 6 and 1. The plate voltage is connected to pin number 7. Loudspeaker operation is obtained by connecting an output transformer with an 8000-ohm impedance primary to pins number 2 and 1. Make sure that number 2 is connected to lug number 3 on the output transformer of the BC-453, as this is the 8000-ohm tap. Power supply requirements are 250 to 300 volts at 60 ma, and either 6.3 volts or 12.6 volts for the filaments, depending on the tubes used.

Receiver Alignment

Adjustment of the receiver for initial operation is as simple as the modifications. With the band-switch set for the band desired, turn up the gain control on the BC-453 and set the alignment tuning condenser on the converter at half scale. Next tune the associated trimmer condenser for a distinct increase in noise level. This will be either the frequency desired or, possibly, the image frequency. The image frequency can be easily checked because it falls outside of the amateur band.
Now tune in a signal and adjust the trimmer for maximum signal strength. Once this setting is found it will need changing very little during complete band tuning. Repeat this process for each converter unit.

If the receiver does not operate check the appropriate crystal for oscillation. If it is oscillating sufficiently for adequate voltage injection to the converter the noise level will decrease noticeably when it is removed. Very little oscillator injection voltage is actually required for the proper operation of the 6AC7 converters. For this reason the crystal oscillator plate voltage should be limited to 35 or 40 volts.

The over-all selectivity of this receiver is excellent. Single-signal reception is almost realized, one side of zero beat being very low. Additional selectivity would make intelligibility of phone signals poor. The substantial "skirt" selectivity offered in this receiver makes copying of weak signals possible right up to that kilowatt signal a few blocks away. As an interesting application of surplus and a good receiver at a modest investment this little super is a worthwhile shop project.

**Output Plug for a 274N Receiver**

Here is a quick and effective way to obtain the output from one of the 274 type receivers, when used as a converter. Remove the 12SR7 tube and plug a PL-291 (obtainable from the cord on a throat mike) into pins number 4 and 5. The plug fits nicely, into these pins, and the line from the plug is fed into the input of your regular receiver.

**Noise Limiter for the SCR-274N Receivers**

This is the simplest and most effective noise limiter I have used with 274N command receivers. The circuit calls for the addition of two resistors, a 1N34 crystal diode and a paper condenser. The noise limiter is of the self-adjusting series type and does not require a removal switch from the circuit since the quality and signal loss are negligible. The noise limiter may be wired into the receiver in about five to ten minutes.

*Don Jeppesen, WØQFZ*

**Fig. 7. Rear view of power receptacle connections.**

**Coupling the 453 as a Q-fiver**

In most receivers a comparatively large amount of i-f voltage is fed to the second detector. Because of the proximity of the wiring, etc. it is usually possible to obtain sufficient signal to operate the BC-453 by connecting its antenna post through a shielded line to the tip of a phone plug. Insert this plug in the phone jack of the receiver and pick the i-f signal while at the same time cutting off the main receiver audio. Of course, it is necessary to tune the BC-453 to the intermediate frequency of the communications receiver.

*Herbert S. Brier, W9EGQ*

Another 274 trick is to lift the opposite end of the 620-ohm resistor connected to pin 5 of the r-f ampli-
Chapter VIII  POWER SUPPLIES

Selenium Supply  LLOYD V. BRODERSON, W6CLV*

HIGH ON THE popularity list of surplus equipment are the command set receivers. Few changes are necessary for conversion to amateur requirements and their cost per unit is but a fraction of the original contract price.

Unfortunately, a power supply is not included and the purchaser is confronted with the problem of designing his own. Inasmuch as there are several methods whereby one can obtain the necessary heater and plate voltages this is often a problem. Conversion to a.c.-d.c. operation was described by W8OZA in an early issue of CQ.1

The selenium power supply described is designed especially to keep these receivers as compact as possible. Ease of construction, low cost and efficient operation characterize this midget plug-in unit.

Selenium Rectifiers

Contrary to popular belief, selenium rectifiers have been in use for many years. Until recently, however, their general use has been prohibited by high cost and physical size. Seleniums are now available to the amateur at prices comparable to rectifier tubes and sockets which they replace. Their small size, low voltage drop and nominal cost class as the logical solution to a trouble-free power source.

Figure 1 shows a standard half-wave circuit with a 100-ma selenium rectifier replacing the usual half-wave rectifier tube. Capacitor C1 across the input acts as a small filter absorbing any stray line "hash." A limiting resistor, R1, protects the rectifier from peak voltages. Capacitors C2 and C3, together with resistor R2, comprise an effective resistance/capacity output filter. Two small replacement type filament transformers, rated at 6.3 volts, 2.0 amperes, furnish heater current to the 12.6-volt tubes.

Assuming 117 volts a.c. input with values approximating those shown, the resultant d.c. output will be 100 volts. The values shown represent the best compromise between d.c. output voltage and a.c. ripple. Inasmuch as condensers C2 and C3 are not subjected to large peak voltages, a rated working voltage of 150 d.c. is safe. No appreciable improvement will be realized by using capacitors in excess of 40 µf.

Construction

As may be seen from the photographs, the unit's foundation is the plug-in base removed from the dynamotor which originally powered the command set receiver. These bases (model D-32) may be purchased separately at some surplus outlets. If not procurable locally, one may fabricate a base plate from sheet aluminum and a modified wafer socket.

The top deck consists of an ordinary bakelite wall switch plate, obtainable at most "dime" stores. It so happens that these plates are the exact size of the dynamotor base plate which measures 2 3/4" wide by 4 1/2" long.

All components are midget sized and leads consequently are short. A 6-32 machine screw through the rectifier eyelet serves to support the top

*State Dept. of Agriculture, State Office Bldg. #1, Sacramento, Calif.


Top and bottom view of the complete selenium rectifier power supply. Note the "sandwich"-type construction permitting compact design. This supply uses a single filament transformer, the receiver filaments operating at half voltage.
deck at one end, while the remaining edge is supported by small bushings. The a.c. lead is brought through a rubber grommet mounted on the bottom front of the base plate. An on-off line cord switch is connected in series with one side of the a.c. line before its entry into the base plate.

Guide holes are drilled in both plates and all wiring is completed before the “sandwich” is assembled. Filter condenser and transformer leads should be readied with soldering lugs and guided into place after assembly. Parts placement and wiring is not critical. A good portion of those components at ground potential are easily taken care of by connections to the metal base plate.

For those contemplating a higher voltage utilizing standard voltage doubling circuits, several precautions should be considered. In any voltage doubling circuit, two selenium rectifiers will be required in addition to an extra filter condenser. This condenser must withstand the sum of the voltages across the doubling condensers and therefore should be rated at least 250 volts d.c. working.

Where space is at a premium, these added components present a difficult problem. Furthermore, the total cost of a voltage doubling power supply employing selenium rectifiers, is almost twice that of a half-wave circuit. For headphone reception,

---

**Voltage Regulator for Command Sets**

When using the command sets as v-f-o exciters the send-receive switching reflects a large load variation back to the low-voltage power supply, the load being much greater when transmitting. This results in a change of the heater voltages and subsequent drifting as the oscillator cathode changes temperature. In time, it will also damage the tubes.

Since the power supply transformer has a slightly higher output voltage than is required, my solution has been to insert a resistance in the power transformer primary circuit with a relay arranged to short out a portion of that resistance when transmitting. In this way the heater voltage can be easily maintained at the correct value. The proper resistance value depends on the load and your particular power supply regulation characteristics. Using the extra relay is quite feasible in view of the availability of low-priced surplus 28-volt relays of all kinds.

F. C. Breeden, W2S1J

---

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of 100-volt 100-ma supply.

- C1 — 0.02 µf paper tubular condenser, 400 volts d.c. working (Aerovox)
- C2, C3 — Double 40 µf electrolytic condenser, 150 volts d.c. working (Pyramid)
- PBS — Plug-in base, Type D-32
- R1 — 30-ohm 1/2-watt resistor (IRC)
- R2 — 1,000-ohm 1-watt resistor (IRC)
- SR — Federal selenium rectifier, 100 ma
- S — SPST switch
- T — Replacement type filament transformer, 6.3 v., 2.0 amp.
- I — Well switch plate (bakelite or composition)
- G — Rubber grommet

Miscellaneous: Pushback Wire, Spaghetti Tubing, 6-32 Hardware, A.C. Line Cord

of command receivers, the increase in signal strength at higher plate voltages is very little above that at normal rectified line voltages.
Stay Out of Jail

FORD L. McGRAW, W6STS*

For some unaccountable reason the use of a monitor has gone out of style. Frankly, we wouldn’t try to get on the air without one. If you’re tired of RST-prevaricators among those you QSO, build this simple unit and be sure.

Of the many conversions and adaptations to which the 274-N command receivers have been put, we believe our conversion of a BC-454-B as a station monitor to be one of the easiest, most useful, and economical. Every amateur phone station should be monitored by its operator when first going on the air, and, at least periodically, during an evening of QSOs. Even the most experienced code operator likes to monitor his sending at times, while the beginning c.w. man will probably want to, or at least should, monitor continually. The BC-454-B is a natural for this purpose. About two hours of your time and the price of the receiver, plus the cost of one open circuit jack, one 20,000-ohm pot (with switch), one s.p.s.t. (BFO) switch, and one d.p.d.t. (B+) switch, are all that’s required. It was found that by tuning the receiver to a transmitter sub-harmonic, it could be used on 80 through 10. It will usually be found unnecessary to use any antenna on the monitor. When using the BC-454 on the 80-meter band, the antenna post may be tied directly to the chassis to reduce pickup.

Conversion Procedure

Remove all hardware from the adapter panel and mount the pot, phone jack, and BFO switch.

*2021 Allesandro St., Los Angeles, Calif.

as shown in Fig. 1. Ground one side of the pot to the panel and connect the center tap to pin 1 on J1. Use stranded wire about 4 inches long for these panel connections. Wire the phone jack to pin 4 on J1. Ground one side of the BFO switch and connect the other side to pin 5 on J1. These connections may be soldered directly to the pin tips on J1. Solder two wires to the switch on the volume control pot and connect to pins 6 and 7 on J1. This completes the front-end changes, and the adapter panel may now be replaced on the front panel.

Next, remove the bottom cover. Remove the two side screws that hold the coil assembly in place. Pulling out the coil assembly is necessary in order to permit working on the rear side of J1. Unsolder the two white wires attached to pins 6 and 7 on the rear side of J1, and remove completely from the set. Remove the small r.f. choke L14 and the audio choke L15. A couple of tie-points are bolted to the chassis for mounting the filament-dropping resistor in the space vacated by L15. As we were unable to secure any male plugs to fit J9, it was decided to remove it and replace with a standard Amphenol 86-PM8. Slight reaming of the hole with a pocket knife is necessary to admit the Amphenol plug. All leads unsoldered from J9 may be removed to their nearest point of contact except the long red lead from pin 4 on J9. This lead is clipped just long enough to reach the point where the short red lead is removed. This is the point where the 5100-ohm resistor is tied to C15-C. As may be seen on the diagram Fig. 2, the audio output is brought to pin 5 on J4, the B+ to pin 4 on J4, and pin 3 is grounded to the chassis.

The next step is to rewire the filaments, as shown on the diagram, Fig. 2. In rewiring the filaments it will be found easiest to start with pin 7 on the 12SR7 and proceed around the circuit as shown. In this manner the original filament wires may be used to the best advantage. The a.c. wires running to the filament switch should be a shielded twisted pair with the shield grounded to prevent possible hum induction to the receiver.

Use as a C.W. Monitor

When the receiver is being used to monitor c.w., the output may be connected to a small speaker by placing a 4000-ohm-to-voice coil transformer between the speaker output on pin 5 and the voice coil, as shown on the diagram. A switch must be added in series with the transformer to kill the speaker when monitoring with the phones. This speaker transformer may be mounted on the dynamotor deck or at the speaker.

Fig. 1. From the front it looks like any other SCR-274N conversion.
J4—Amphenol 86-PM8.
J5—open ckt. jack for phones.
PLI—6 v., 250-ma series pilot light.
R1—20K volume control.
R2—250 ohms, 10 v.

To prevent leaving the filaments turned on by mistake when using the monitor, a pilot light must be added. The small 3-axd. condenser mounted on the front panel may be moved far enough up to make room for a small pilot light. If the pilot light is wired in series with the filaments as shown on the diagram, a 250-mil 6-volt bulb should be used. The 150-mil bulbs will not stand the current surge which occurs when the filaments are first turned on. The 250-mil bulbs will last many months and give plenty of light for the purpose. Some may prefer to use a 110-volt neon pilot light instead.

As the writer has several of the 274-N receivers around the shack used in various manners, the output plugs were standardized with the Amphenol 8-pin plugs. The wires shown by the dotted lines were incorporated to permit turning on the receiver B supply with the filament switch when individual power supplies are used on the various receivers. It was shown here with the thought in mind that some operators might prefer to use a small power supply for the monitor, or it may be utilized to control the transmitter filament relay from the operating desk, as we are using it here.

The B+ for the monitor is taken from the station communications receiver B supply, as shown by the diagram. The other half of the d.p.d.t. switch is used to control the transmitter high voltage relay. Thus the station receiver is killed and the monitor and transmitter are turned on with one switch. This switch may be located at any spot handy to the operating position.
As you read this you will find your self getting sleepy. Your eyes are tired, your head is heavy . . . heavy . . . heavy . . . you can hardly stay awake. Your eyes want to close, but you can't make them even though you are tired . . . tired . . . tired . . . tired. No matter how hard you try you can't close your eyes. Just relax and rest . . . rest . . . rest. You have been intending to send for a subscription to CQ for a long . . . long . . . long time . . . you will wake up in a few minutes feeling completely refreshed, alive and eager to get busy doing things. You will have an uncontrollable desire to send in a subscription to CQ. This will be more important than anything else to you. When I count three you will awake feeling wonderful . . . you will not remember having read this paragraph . . . you will not even look back over it . . . you will reach for your check book and send in your subscription to CQ . . . Alright now. One . . . two . . . three! Wake Up!

---
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New! ... Heavy Duty
FIVE BAND ANTENNA COILS

- Designed to withstand 10,000 volts
- Will take an overmodulated KW on 40 meter AM
- Covers 80, 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters
- Order today for a new pleasure in Ham Radio

No Leads to switch, no coils to change... change bands with your transmitter in 20 seconds!

Coils only, HC-F, complete with instructions. Postpaid in U. S. A. Per pair.............................. $19.95

Antennas, complete with 88 ft. of KW twinlead, 12” insulators, high strength antenna wire. HA-F Antennas. Postpaid in U. S. A........ $33.95

250 Watt Model
Coils only, SBC-F (phone) or SBC-C (CW). Complete with instructions. Postpaid in U. S. A. Per pair........ $12.50

Antennas, complete with 12” insulators, KW twinlead, and copper clad wire. SBA-F (phone) or SBA-C (CW). Postpaid in U. S. A........ $27.50

If not available at your jobber, write Don Larimer, W91YP.

GENERAL CRYSTAL CO., INC.
P. O. Box 9
Burlington 1, Wisconsin
Manufacturers of Crystals for Hallicrafters SX-100, SX-101, and HT-32